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COVER PICTURE-lt has taken these five men, and many, many more, to
make the VFW community ambulance increasingly successful for 23 years. J.
Peter Bourque (middle of the group behind the ambulance) is Commander of the
post now, and all four of the others are past Commanders. John A. Crawford (at
right in front) was Commander the year the service was established. Alphe
Lamothe (at left in front) was the original dispatcher. Orin Letourneau (at right
behind the ambulance) has played a major role in the annual Penny Sale down
through the years. Edward Sasner (at left behind the ambulance) is VFW
Department Inspector. For more about the ambulance service, see page 128.
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William W. Torrey Term Expires 1971
Alfred J. Christian Term Expires 1972
Homer J. Forder Term Expires 1973
MODERATOR TOWN CLERK
David R. Sawyer Albert J. Morin
TOWN TREASURER
Albert J. Morin
TAX COLLECTOR OVERSEER PUBLIC WELFARE
Raymond J. Desmarais Claire C. Moore
HIGHWAY AGENT
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr,
BUDGET COMMITEE
Robert M. Grummon Term Expires 1971
Alvin B. Benjamin Term Expires 1972
Leonard O. Kirschner Term Expires 1973
Roy G. Stone Term Expires 1974
Alfred P. Sawyer Term Expires 1975
William W. Torrey, Selectman Member
Ernest J. Pratt, School Board Member
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Paul A. Leach, Chief Engineer
Robert F. Bunce, Asst Engineer Francis E. Devlin, Asst. Engineer
SUPERVISORS OF CHECK LIST
Myrtle J. Hazleton Term Expires 1972
Ernest J. Pratt Term Expires 1974
Raymond J. Desmarais Term Expires 1976
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Arthur H. Rivard, Chief of Police
FULL TIME OFFICERS
John £ Morton, Cpl. Thomas A. Yasvin
John D. Morse Ronald B. Nason, Sr.,
SPECIAL POLICE OFFICERS
John A. LaFreniere, Sgt,
Robert F. Bunce Arthur H. Hunt Girard D. Marrotte
Francis C Charhberlain Joseph A. LaFreniere James J. Plouffe
Leslie H. Dyer, Jr., Francis T. Lambert, Sr., Edmund E. Robichaud
CONSTABLE DOG CONSTABLE
I i^.,.,i n lu^ll!r,„tr^n PbuI J. St. Pierre,Lloyd C Wellmgton ^^^^^^^ g ^^^^^ ^^^
CONANT INDIGENT FUND TRUSTEES
Catherine B. Kirschner Term Expires 1971
Claire C Moore Term Expires 1971
Albert J Morin term Expires 1971
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Helen B. Krause Term Expires 1971
Marion G. Symonds Term Expires '^^^
Homer J. Belletete Term Expires ^^^3
Charles H. Hamilton Term Expires ^^74




Donald K. Sawtelle Term Expires 1971
George A. Sirois Term Expires 1972
Julio Mei... , . . . . . ....,..., Term Expires 1973
JAFFREY DISTRICT COURT
BernardJ. HampsBY, Jr. RaymondJ. Desmarais
Justice Clerk of Court
Leslie G. Coffin, Jr. Raymond J. Desmarais
Bail Commissioner Bail Commissioner
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
John A. Day Term Expires 1971
Warren C Ruffle Term Expires 1972
Roger R. Smith, Bookkeeper Term Expires 1973
AUDITORS
Theodore R. A. Lambert Peter A. Rivard
PLANNING BOARD
Edward J Shea, Secretary Term Expires 1972
H. Charles Royce, Chairman Term Expires 1973
B. Leonard Krause Term Expires 1974
Franklin W. Sterling Term Expires 1975
Joseph J. Crocker Term Expires 1976
Peter B. Davis Term Expire 1971
HEALTH OFFICER
John G. Heil
TREE WARDEN AGENT FOR TOWN CLOCKS
Alfred P. Sawyer George A. Sirois
MUNICIPAL AIRPARK
Harvey N. Sawyer, Manager
Harvey N. Sawyer, Special Police at Airpark J. Walter Pratt, Special Police at Airpark
COMMISSIONERS FOR HUMISTON PARK
Donald J. Butler, Jn, Term Expires 1971
Joseph T. Griffin Term Expires 1972
Leon H. Hunt Term Expires 1973
ALICE W. POOLE FUND TRUSTEES
Juliette T. DeGrandpre Georgia L. Eaves Vernon J. Bean
B. Leonard Krause Claire C. Moore, Treasurer
CIVIL DEFENSE
Charles W. Bacon, Jr., Director
Raymond J. Desmarais, Co-Director Reginald C. Hill, Co-Director
* ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Richard P Sawyer Term Expires 1971
Charles I. Duval Term Expires 1972
Thomas D. Duval Term Expires 1973
Francis X. Quinlan Term Expires 1974
James W. Balentine, Chairman Term Expires 1975
*This board also serves as a Board of Appeals under the




Paul A. Leach, Warden Robert F. Bunce Philip C. Tremblay
Samuel LaFreniere Assistant Wardens
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT
WilfredW. Cournoyer (D) Homer J. Forcier (D)
REPORT Of The SELECTMEN
The election of Selectman Homer J. Forcier as
Representative to the General Court of the State required
his presence in the Capital three days each week. Our
weekly meeting has been shifted to Monday afternoon at
2:00 p.m. which has seemed to be convenient to him and to
the voters as well.
Progress has continued on projects started in 1969. A
bond issue was sold with an interest rate of 5.7 per cent,
and a contract awarded for the main sewer from Sawtelle
Road connection to the Center, along Main and Prospect
Streets, cross country to North Street Pumping Station, and
major excavation and clearing accomplished for the sewage
lagoon. Most of this work is financed by State and Federal
funds in installments.
Sewer Unes called laterals were installed by the town
using sewer rentals and $50,000. borrowed as authorized by
the town. These included Highland Avenue, Mark, Street,
Caron Lane, Burrington Court and Meetinghouse Road in
the Center. An unusually heavy maintenance job on the old
sewer system was required on Peterborough Street where an
increase in pipe size and a relocation much in rock
excavation was required.
The Water Department completed laying a new 12 inch
line from the Jason C. Sawyer farm, where a six inch hne
from town stopped, to the Prescott Road line from Bullett
Pond, xiijs gives satisfactory pressure along Turnpike Road,
and improves the downtown water pressure when needed for
fire protection.
The summer recreation program at Lake Contoocook and
Humiston Field was continued, under the direction of Alan
Cochran, Myrna Howard, Connie Stratton, Jane Sawyer and
Janet Duval, whose efforts are much appreciated.
The Jaffrey Center Historic District has been established.
The Selectmen take this opportunity to thank all of its
citizens who support by their efforts or contributions or
low-paid labor such activities as the management of
Shattuck Park, the ski-tow at Fitzgerald Hill, the skating
rink at Humiston Park, the Town clocks and volunteer fire






TO: The Inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, County of Cheshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You arc hereby notified to meet at the Ernest J. Pratt Auditorium, at Conant High School, located
on Stratton Road in said Town of Jaffrey, on Tuesday, the 9th day of March next, at nine o'clock in
tlic forenoon (polls to remain open until six o'clock in the afternoon) to act upon the following
subjects:
1. To choose one Selectman for three years; one Highway Agent for one year; one Chief
Engineer, Fire Department for one year; one Overseer of Public Welfare for one year; one Humiston
Park Commissioner for tiircc years and one Water Commissioner for three years.
2. To hear ail reports except that of the Budget Committee.
3. To hear tiie report of the Budget Committee, and to raise and appropriate such sums of
money as may be required for the support of the Poor, Building and Repairing of Highways and
Bridges, Fire and Police Departments, Memorial Day, Street and Building Lighting and all other Town
Charges.
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and Town Treasurer to borrow money
upon the credit of the Town in anticipation of taxes.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not exceeding $30,000. for the
purchase of a new road grader, using the second-hand value of the present grader as part of the
purchase price, or take any action relating thereto.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not exceeding $38,000. for the
purpose of making improvements to the following Class V Road with the town;
Fitzwilliam Road,
such sum to be raised through the issuance of bonds or notes under and in compliance with the
provisions of Chapter 241, New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, as amended, and to
authorize the Selectmen to determine the date and place of payment of such bonds or notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon, and to take such other steps as may be necessary to negotiate
such bonds or notes as shall be to the best interests of the Town of Jaffrey, or take any action
relatmg thereto. (By Petition).
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $4,500. for storm
drainage facilities from Stratton Road near Conant High School down Aetna Street to the
Contoocook River, or act in any way relating thereto.
8. To see if theTown will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $2,383. to support
the services of the Monadnock Community Visiting Nurse Association, Inc., or act in any way relating
thereto.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money not to exceed $598. in
support of the operating costs of the Elliot Community Hospital for the year 1971, or act in any way
relating thereto.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $1,005. to support
the program of the Monadnock Family and Mental Health Service, or act in any way relating thereto.
1 1. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue z part of Fitzwilliam Road as originally laid out,
being 800 feet in length from Mountain Road to the Warfield residence, or act in any way relating
thereto.
12. To see if the Town will vote to permit the residents of the parts of Rindge known as Michigan
and Woodmere to use the town dump on the same terms and conditions as Jaffrey Residents, or act
in any way relating thereto.
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13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $5,980. to replace
the wood shingle roof on the main roof of the Old Meeting House, or act in any way relating thereto.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200. as a contribution to the
Monadnock Region Humane Society, or act in any way relating thereto. (By Petition).
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500. for the purpose of
repairing culverts on Sawtelle Road, or act in any way relating thereto.
16. To see if the Town will act as Agent to arrange for plowing snow on private driveways on
request, for charges and on terms and conditions to be arranged by the Selectmen and the Highway
Agent, or act in any way relating thereto.
17. To see if the Town will vote to close the town dump one week-day (Wednesday) cacli week, or
,
act in any way relating thereto.
18. To see if the Town will vote to accept the real property owned by the Jaffrey Outing Club, if
and when it is offered, or act in any way relating thereto.
19. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to expend from the Police Cruiser
Capital Reserve Fund, the sum of $1,700. for purpose of trading the present police cruiser, or act in
any way relating thereto.
20. To take up any other business that may be properly brought before the meeting.







































































Meals and Rooms Tax
Reimbursement a/c State and Federal
Forest lands
State Aid For Water Pollution Projects
Reimbursement a/c Old Age Assistance
FROM LOCAL SOURCES EXCEPT TAXES:
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Fines and Forfeits, Municipal & District Court
Income from Trust Funds
Income of Departments:




Income from Municipally owned Utilities:
(a) Water Departments
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
FROM LOCAL TAXES OTHER THAN
PROPERTY TAXES:
(a) Poll Taxes-Regular @ $2
(b) National Bank Stock Taxes
(c) Yield Taxes
TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES
EXCEPT PROPERTY TAXES







































Election and Registration Expenses
Municipal and District Court Expenses
Expenses Town Hall and Other Town BIdgs.
Blue Cross
Employees' Retirement and Social Security




































Insurance & Town Officers' Bonds
Parks and Commons










Street Lighting and Telephone



















On Long Term Notes and Bonds
OUTLAY FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION
& PERM. IMPROV.:
Town Construction (Hwys. & Bridges)
Sidewalk Maintenance
Maintenance of Equipt.
PAYMENTS ON PRINCIPAL OF DEBT:
(a) Bonds





































































































•Total estimated "Revenues from All sources except Property Taxes"
deducted from Total estimated "Appropriations" should give estimated
















Election & Reg. Expenses
Soc. Sec. & Retirement
Blue Cross-Blue Shield




















































































































Sewer Bonds, Issue No. 1
Sewer Bonds, Issue No. 2
Sewer Bonds, Issue No. 3
Water Bonds, Issue No. 1










































ESTIMATED REVENUE FOR 1971 NOT SPECIFICALLY
CREDITED TO INDIVIDUAL DEPARTMENTS, BUT APPLIED
TO ALL DEPARTMENTS WHEN TAX RATE IS COMPUTED.
Moals and Rooms Tax
Interest & Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Business Profits Tax: Town Share
Business Profits Tax: County Share
Loss of Taxes on State & Federal Lands



















In hands of treasurer $96,966.40
In hands of officials
(a) District Court-Not deposited 3,252.98
(b) Cert, of Deposit-Mon. Nat. Bank 230,000.00
Capital Reserve Funds: (R.S.A., Chap.35)
(For the acquisition of equipment and new construction)
(a) State purpose of Fund-Highway Dept. 850.88
(b)FireDept. ' 10,095.81
(c) Police Cruiser 58. 1
2
(d) Bicentennial Celebration 2,003.01
Accounts Due to the Town:
Due from State:
(b) Bounties 22.50
(c) State & Federal Lands 1 6 1 .84
Other bills due Town
(a) Sewer Maintenance Fund 3,1 50.00
Unredeemed taxes: (from tax sale on account of)
(b) Levy of 1969 1,227.82
(c) Levy of 1968 391.68
UncoUected Taxes: (a) Levy of 1970 46,803.01
(b) Levy of 1969 58.00
(c) Levy of 1968 48.00
(d) Previous Years 91.22
(e) State Head Taxes-Levy of 1970 1,685.00
(f) State Head Taxes-Previous Years 576.99
TOTAL ASSET 397,443.26
Excess of liabiUties over assets (Net Debt) 777,965.87
GRAND TOTAL 1,175,409.13
Net Debt - Dec.31,1969 574,460.45
Net Debt - Dec. 31,1970 777,965.87
Increase of Debt 203,505.42
State purpose for which debt was created
Sewer Bond-Issue No. 3 425,0000.00
LL\BILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Publication, Vol. Ill Town of Jaffrey History 23,000.00
Prescott Road Bridge 20,000.00
Due to State:
(a) State Head Taxes- 1970
(UncoUected) 1,620.00
(Collected-not remitted to State Treas.) $65 1,685.00
(b) Yield Tax-Bond & Debt Retirement
(UncoUected) 137.80
School District(s) Tax(es) Payable 229,578.51
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS:
(Offsets simUar Asset account) 13,007.82
BONDS OUTSTANDING:
Sewer Bonds No. 1 73 ,000.00
SewerBondsNo. 2 80,000.00
Sewer Bonds No. 3 425,000.00
Water Bonds No. 1 40,000.00













National Bank Stock Taxes- 1970
Yield Taxes- 1970
State Head Taxes @ $5-1970
Total Current Year's Taxes
collected and remitted
Property Taxes and Yield
Taxes-Previous Years
PoU Taxes-Previous Years
State Head Taxes @ $5-Previous Years
Interest received on Taxes
Penalties on State Head Taxes
Tax sales redeemed
FROM STATE:
For Highways and Bridges:
(a) For Town Road Aid
(b) Blister Rust. Control
(c) Head Tax Expenses Reimbs.
Interest and dividends tax
Savings Bank Tax
State Aid For Flood Control
Land and Water Pollution Projects
Vi Cost Fire Wardens Meeting
Reimbursement a/c Motor Vehicle Road Toll
Reimbursement a/c Old Age Assistance
Bounties
Meals and Rooms Tax
Reimbursements a/c 6% Business Profits Tax
FROM LOCAL SOURCES,EXCEPT TAXES:
Dog Licenses
Business Ucenses, permits and filing fees
Fines and forfeits, municipal & District Court
Income from trust funds-Cemeteries
Income from Highway Dept.
































RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUE:
Temporary loans m anticipation
of taxes during year 300,000.00
Insurance adjustment 64.00
Refunds 37.79
Use of copy machine 1 44. 1
Sale of town maps 11.75
14
Overdeposited
Sewer construction Funds Remibs;
Cemetery Income
Jaffrey Water Works —
Bonds and Interest
Jaffrey Water Works —





Sale of Town Histories






















Expenses town hall and
other town buildings 5,551.81
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY:
19.96 Street lighting
9,284.30 and telephone





328.35 Aid to Permanently
1,481.60 and Totally Disabled
663.56 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
101.00 Memorial Day, Veteran's































HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES: Tree Work 611.50
Town Road Aid 5,521.92












Damages and legal expenses
Advertising and Regional Associations
Mon-Family Services
Taxes bought by town
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds
Blue Cross - Blue Shield





Paid on tax anticipation loans
Paid on bonded debt
TOTAL INTEREST PAYMENTS
OUTLAY FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION,
EQUIPMENT AND PERMANENT
IMPROVEMENTS:



















































Fire Loss at Garage 23,521.52
TOTAL OUTLAY PAYMENTS 54,59^.^5
INDEBTEDNESS:
Payments on Tax Anticipation
Loans 300,000.00
Payments on bonded debt 35,000.00
Payments to capital reserve
funds 3.500.00
TOTAL INDEBTEDNESS PAYMENTS 338,500.00
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL
DIVISIONS:
Conant Indigent Fund 559.78





Payments to State a/c
Yield Tax Debt Retirement 168.92
Taxes paid to County 48,049.78
Payments to Rindge, N.H. Taxes 1,764.00
Payments to School Districts 511,308.14
1969 Tax T^imM
1970 Tax 213,469.09
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHER
GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS 570,269.62
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES 1,322,585.46
CASH ON HAND
December 3 1 , 1 970 102,851.18
GRAND TOTAL 1,425,436.64
DESCRIPTION
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings 100,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 8,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 1 12,250.00
Furniture and Equipment 40,000.00
Police DsparSment , Lands and Buildings
Equipment 8,000.00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 59,350.00
Equipment 10,000.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 44,400.00
Equipment 48,000.00
Materials and Supplies 4,000.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 55,200.00
Water Supply, if owned by Town 575,000.00
Schools, Lands and Buildings 866,500.00
Equipment 50,000.00
Airports, if owned, by Town 50,000.00
Fire Alarm System 1 5,000.00
Old Meeting House & Common 69,600.00
Old Meeting House and Equipment 2,000.00




Land-Upper Main Street 630.00
TOTAL 2,664,080.00
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PROPERTY EXEMPTED FROM TAXATION
TOWNOFJAFFREY:
All School, Highway, Fire Dept., Water
Works and other municipal property L&B
ST.PATRICK'S- ROMAN CATHOUC CHURCH:
St. Patrick's Cemetery L&B
Church & Rectory L&B
Parochial School and Convent L&B
JAFFREY WOMENS CLUB:
Cutler Memorial Hall L&B
JOHN HUMISTON POST NO. 11
:




Common, Jaffrey Center L
Blacksmith Shop Lot, Jaffrey Center L
Melville Academy, Jaffrey Center L&B
JAFFREY HISTORICAL SOCIETY:
Old Red Schoolhouse, Jaffrey Center B
JAFFREY SQUARE MASONIC ORDER:
Former Jaffrey Grange Property L&B
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH OF JAFFREY:
Church & Parsonasic, Jaffre^' Center L&B
UNITED CHURCH OF JAFFREY:
Church & Parsonage L&B
Parish House & Common L&B
MISTICK SIDE COUNCIL OF GIRL SCOUTS:
Camp Sherwood Forest L&B




QUEEN OF PEACE MISSION SEMINARY, INC:
Seminary, Chapel & Other Buildings L&B
MONADNOCK CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE CENTER:
Former "Ark" property IjSlB
JAFFREY CIVIC CENTER:






To The Honorable Board of Selectmen
Jan. 1, 1971
Gentlemen:
The Dog Constable, of the Town of Jaffrey, herewith
submits his annual report for the period April 4, 1970 to
December 31, 1970.
Dogs reported lost 47
Dogs reported lost returned to owners 4
Dogs hit by automobiles 2
Dogs reported injured by automobiles 4
Dogs killed by automobiles 10
Dogs found dead 2
Dogs reported chasing deer 10
Dog bites reported 8
Stray dogs reported 42
Stray dogs returned to owners 36
Dogs placed m homes 8
Dogs put away 10
Dogs delivered to Monadnock Region Humane Society 1
Domestic animals reported killed by dogs 3
Dog complaints received 250
Court summons issued for unlicensed dogs 12
Restraining orders served 6
Court cases 3
I want to take this opportunity to thank the Board of
Selectmen, members of the Police Department, Mrs.
Donovan, Mr. Richard McNear, Mr. Randyl Cournoyer Jr.,
Mrs. Nancy Black of the Monadnock Region Humane
Society, my wife Carolyn who takes the -brunt of the phone
calls, and to the Monadnock Ledger and WSCV radio, and
all the citizens of Jaffrey, for the cooperation and






STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT














STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
Dec. 31, 1970















$5,000.00 $1,360.00 * $6,360.00
5,000.00 1,190.00 * 6,190.00
5,000.00 1,020.00 * 6,020.00
5,000.00 850.00 * 5,850.00
5,000.00 680.00 * 5,680.00
5,000.00 510.00 * 5,510.00
5,000.00 340.00 * 5,340.00
5,000.00 170.00 * 5,170.00
$40,000.00 $7,650.00 $ 52,650.00
* These payments are made by the Town of Jaffrey, but cost is reimbursed by the Jaffrey Water
Works.
These bonds are payable at the New England Merchants National Bank, Boston, Mass., with




STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
Dec. 31, 1970





































These bonds are payable at the First National Bank of Boston, Boston, Mass., with interest at the




TOWN OF JAFFREY, N.H.
STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
Dec. 31, 1970
CRETIA BROOK INTERCEPTOR
SEWER BONDS - ISSUE #2
Schedule of Payments Original Issue: $105,000.00
Date Annual Annual Total
of Balance Principal Interest Annual
Maturity Due Payments Payments Payments
Juno 15, 1971 $80,000.00 $ 5,000.00 $ 2,560.00 $ 7,560.00
June 15,1972 75,000.00 5,000.00 2.400.00 7,400.00
June 15, 1973 70,000.00 5,000.00 2,240.00 7,240.00
June 15, 1974 65,000.00 5,000.00 2,080.00 7,080.00
June 15, 1975 60,000.00 5,000.00 1,920.00 6,920.00
June 15, 1976 55,000.00 5,000.00 1,760.00 6,760.00
June 15, 1977 50,000.00 5,000.00 1,600.00 6,600.00
June 15, 1978 45,000.00 5,000.00 1,440.00 6,440.00
June 15, 1979 40,000.00 5,000.00 1,280.00 6,280.00
June 15, 1980 35,000.00 5,000.00 1,120.00 6,120.00
June 15, 1981 30,000.00 5,000.00 960.00 5,960.00
June 15, 1982 25,000.00 5,000.00 800.00 5,800.00
June 15, 1983 20,000.00 5,000.00 640.00 5,640.00
June 15, 1984 15,000.00 5,000.00 480.00 5,480.00
June 15, 1985 10,000.00 5,000.00 320.00 5,320.00
June 15, 1986 5,000.00 5.000.00 160.00 5,160.00
$80,000.00 $21,760.00 $iOl,7(id.06
These bonds are payable at the New England Merchants National Bank, Boston, Mass., with
interest at the rate of 3.20% per annum.
ALBERT J. MORIN
Town Treasurer
TOWN OF JAFFREY, N.H.
STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
JAFFREY CENTER INTERCEPTOR & STABILIZATION POND
SEWER BONDS - ISSUE f3
Schedule of Payments Original Issue: $425,000.00
Date Annual Interest Interest Total
of Balance Principal Payment Payment Annual
Maturity Due Payment May 1st Nov. 1st Payments
Nov. 1, 1971 $425,000.00 $30,000.00 $11,900.00 $11,900.00 $53,800.00
Nov. 1, 1972 395,000.00 30,000.00 11,060.00 11,060.00 52,120.00
Nov. 1,,1973 365,000.00 30,000.00 10.020.00 10.020.00 50,040.00
Nov. 1, 1974 335,000.00 30,000.00 9,380.00 9,380.00 48,760.00
Nov. 1, 1975 305,000.00 30,000.00 8,540.00 8,540.00 47,080.00
Nov. 1, 1976 275,000.00 30,000.00 7,700.00 7,700.00 45.400.00
Nov. 1
,
,1977 245,000.00 30,000.00 6,860.00 6,860.00 43,720.00
Nov. 1,,1978 215,000.00 30,000.00 6,020.00 6,020.00 42.040.00
Nov. 1, 1979 185,000.00 30,000.00 5,180.00 5,180.00 40,360.00
Nov. 1, 1980 150,000.00 30,000.00 4,340.00 4,340.00 38,680.00
Nov. 1, 1981 125,000.00 25,000.00 3,500.00 3,500.00 32,000.00
Nov. 1, 1982 100,000.00 25,000.00 2,800.00 2,800.00 30,600.00
Nov. 1, 1983 75,000.00 25,000.00 2,100.00 2,100.00 29,200.00
Nov. 1 ,1984 50,000.00 25,000.00 1 ,400.00 1,400.00 27.800.00
Nov. L,1985 25,000.00 25,000.00 700.00 700.00 26,400.00
$415,660.00 $91,500.00 $91,500.00 S608.000.00
These bonds are payable at the New England Merchants National Bank, Bostion, Mass., with




TOWN OF JAFFREY, N.H.
STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
WATER WORKS CONSTRUCTION & IMPROVEMENT BONDS
WATER WORKS - ISSUE f2




June 1 1971 5270,000.00 515,000.00
June 1 1972 255,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1973 240,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1974 225,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1975 210,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1976 195,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1977 180,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1978 165,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1979 150,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1980 135,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1981 120,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1982 105,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1983 90,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1984 75,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1985 60,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1986 45,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1987 30,000.00 15,000.00
June 1 1988 15,000.00 15,000.00
5270,066.60






































































These bonds are payable at the ^u-st National Bank of Boston, Boston, Mass., with interest at the
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Baker. Leonard & Sandra
Benware, Vietor & S;indra
Blood, Erarin & Shirley
Bloom, Danaby & Estella
Bosworth, Frank, Jr. & Avaion
Brown, Donald & Ellis, Ruth
Brvant, Ruth Cobb






Davis, Charles & Elizabeth
Decelle, Charles & Joanne
Deschenes, Albert
Deschenes, Amedee Heii-s
Deschenes, P. Edward & Mary
Deschenes, Paul
Devlin, William, Jr.
Dill, James & Stacia
Donnelly, Patricia
Donovan, Richard & Betty
Dukette, Joseph & Anita
Duval, John & Marianne
Edwards, Cecile
Forcier, Frederick, Jr.
Gagnon, Andre & Betty
Girouard, Joseph
Given, Aylmer Jr. & Mary
Gobeil, Rita
Gordon, Donald & Patricia
Grenier, Gerard & Roselyn
Grund, Marg;u-et & Gustafson, C.
Gustie, Frank & Isabelle
Hartwell. Richard & Lois




Koski. Bruno & Lena
UNPAID PROPERY TAXES LEVY OF 1970
287.84 LaCroix, Philip
52.64 Lang , Charles
27.44 Locke, David & Carol
198.60 Lowe, Stephen
694.12 McFadden, Richard & Barbara
426 44 Marrotte, Girard & Beverly
27L32 Martin, L. W. & V. E.
345.80 Martin, Peter
384.44 Maytham, Mrs. Peter
14.00 Monadnock Recreation Area
890.68 Moore, Harold & Janet
216.16 Moore, John & Arlene
1,161.16 Moore, Raymond & Nancy
494.48 Moore, Raymond
756.84 Moore, Elinor
475.72 Noble, Charles, Jr.
9,312. 24 Ojala, William & Violet
89.32 Converse, Clinton & Rosalie
723.08 O'Neil, David & Estelle
304.20 Ouellette, Adrien & Alice
227.36 Paradise, Alfred & Margaret
94.36 Paull, John & Marion
703.92 Pelkey, Lena
55.68
416.92 Record, Lewis, Jr. & Ann
155.40 Record, R.-iymond & Gibbons,
181.00 William Jr. & Meriam
1 64.64 Reed, Byron & Claire
3.92 Rivard, Kevin & Josephine
177.64 Roberts, James & Mary
1 14.64 Sasner, Edward & Bertha
514.08 Saw telle, Arthur
303.24 Sawyer, Perry
206.92 Shattuck, David
262 92 Shea, Daniel & Doris
344.52 Sirois, Nelson & Edna
250 00 Strong, Charles Estate














































Tardiff , George Heirs
Taylor, Edward & LUlian
Tenney, Lloyd Sr. & Bernice
Tracy, Victor
Vander Hayden, V. & Jordon, E.
Walker, Robert & Mary
White, Elinor
Whittemore, Theo, Jr. & Margaret




Deschenes, Roaul & Barbara
1970 Timber Yield Tax Unpaid
I Starkey, Roger
UNPAID SEWER RENTAL
Baker, Leonard & Sandra
Barker, Clinton & Helen
Brown, Donald & Ellis, Ruth
Davis, Charles & Elizabeth
Deschenes, Aniedee Heirs
Deschenes, P. Edward & Mary
Devlin, William, Jr.
Dukette, Joseph & Anita
























Giver, Aylmer Jr. & Mary
Grenier, Gerard & Roselyn
Hartwell, Richard & Lois
Harvey, Herbert, Inc.
Hudon, Paul & Judith
Keating, Lois Shaw
Kelley, David
McFadden, Richard & Barbara
Martin, Peter
Moore, John & Arline
Moore, Raymond
O'Neil, David & Estelle
Ouellette, Adrien & Alice
Pelkey, Lena
Record, Lewis, Jr. & Ann
Record, Raymond & Gibbons
William Jrs. & Meriam
Rivard, Kevin & Jospehine
Sasner, Edward & Bertha
Shea, Daniel & Doris
Taylor, Edward & Lillian
White, Elinor
Jaffrey Gilmore Fundation



























UNPAID HEAD & POLL TAXES 1970
A BrunnelJe, Jayne 7.00
Buffum, Beatrice 7.00
Ameuti, Emanuel 7.00 Burgoyne, Leonard 7.00
Ascani, Duvglio 5.00 Burgoyne, Priscilla 7.00
Ascani, Elizabeth 7.00 Butler, Donald Jr. 7.00





Baker, George 7.00 Calder, Gordon 7.00
Baird, Donald 5.00 Caron, Edward 7.00
Baird, Marie 7.00 Caron, Maude 7.00
Baird, John 7.00 Carpenter, Claude 7.00
Baird, Barbara 7.00 Carpenter, Sandra 7.00
Baird, Harlan 7.00 Chalke, Clifford 7.00
Baird, Joyce 7.00 Chalkc, Richard 7.00
Baird, Raymond 7.00 Chalke, Beverly 7.00
Ball. Richard 7.00 Charlonne, Gerard 700
Ball, Justin 7.00 Charlonne, Elizabeth 7.00
Ball. Lily 7.00 Charlonne, Paul 7.00
Barker, Clinton 7.00 Chouinard, Irene 7.00
Barker, Helen 7.00 Christian, Bertha 7.00
Benware, Victor 7.00 Christian, Alonzo 5.00
Benware, Sandra 7.00 Christian. Barbara 7.00
Bishop, Richard 7.00 Cluistian, Elphege 5.00
Bishop, Mary 7.00 Cloutier, Donald 7.00
Bohovnan, Larry 7.00 Cloutier, Sandra 7.00
Bohovnan, Priscilla 7.00 Collins, Mcivin 5.00
Bourdon, Antoinette 7.00 Conley, Clifton Jr. 7.00
Bouvier, Richard 7.00 Conlcy, Janice 7.00
Bouvicr, Jayne 7.00 Cox, Kenneth 7.00

































Duval, Phyllis 7.00 Jewell, Ruth 7.00 Moore, Dorothy 7.00
Duverger, Robert 7.00 Jarvis, Donald 5.00 Moore, Raymond 7.00
Jarvis, Viola 7.00 Moore, Nancy 7.00
E Jordon, Eugene 7.00
























































































Fontaine, Millie 7.00 Lang , Charles 7.00
Patterson, David 5.00



















Gagnon, Betty 7.00 M
Pelton, Elaine 7.00
Gagnon, Norman 7.00 Pillsbury, Roland 5.00
Gagnon, Blanche 7.00 Pillsbury, Stella 7.00:
Garfield, Michael 7.00 Piwowarcyzk, Theodore, Jr. 5.00
Garfield, Frances 7.00 Mahoney, Daniel 7.00 Piwowarcyzk, Sandra 7.00
Gauthier, Pauline 7.00 Mahoney, Dolores 7.00 Poland, Wayne
Poland, Patricia
5.00
Gobeil, Joseph, Sr. 7.00 Martin, Henry
Martin, Hazel
5.00 7.00
Gobeil, Rita 5.00 7.00 Poirier, Roland 7.00
Gordon, Donald 7.00 Martin, Keith 7.00 Poirier, Keitha 7.00
Gordon, Patricia 7.00 Martin, Peter 7.00 Powers, Alfred 7.00'
Grant, Bernard 7.00 Martin, Lucienne 7.00 Powers, Catherine 7.00
,





Gravel, Ruth 7.00 Mason, Robert 7.00
H
Mason, Janet 7.00 Putnam, Robert
Mathews, Paul 5.00
Hagstrom, Carl III 7.00 Mathews, Myrtle 7.00
RHagstrom, Rosemary 7.00 Matthews, Ray 5.00
Hall, Carl 5.00 Matthews, Oralea 7.00
Hall, Shirley 7.00 McDonald, Robert 5.00 Record, Lewis, Jr. 5.00
Hannon, Raymond 5.00 McDonald, April 7.00 Record, Anne 7.00
Harper, Lawrence 7.00 McFadden, Richard 5.00 Record, Robert 5.00
Hartwell, Freddie, Jr. 5.00 McFadden, Barbara 7.00 Record, Lena 7.00;
Hartwell, Carol 7.00 Mellon, Ronald 5.00 Rice, Ransom 5.00'-
Hautanen, Robert 7.00 Mellon, Martha 7.00 Rice, Marion 7.00*
Homan, Nellie 7.00 Michaud, Yvonne 5.00 Rivard, Kevin 7.00
Moore, Brian 7.00 Rivard, Joscpliinc 7.00
J Moore, Kathryn 7.00 Rodier, Robert 5.00
Jalbert, Lionel 5.00 Moore, John 7.00 Rodier, Joanne 7.00
Jalbert, Paul 5.00 Moore, Arline 7.00 Rollins, Arthur 5.00


























Symonowicz, Michael Jr. 7.00
Symonowicz, Theodore 7.00









































































Gustie, Frank & Isabella 286.61
Paradise, Alfred & Margaret 167.17
Pelkey, Lena 272.08






UPAID HEAD & POLL TAXES
PREVIOUS YEARS 1969































































Dyer, Leslie, Sr. 5.00
Ellis, Elizabeth 7.00



















































































































"I hereby certify that the above
list showing the names and amounts
due from each deUnquent taxpayer
as of 31st, December 1970, oni
account of the tax levies from 1960
to 1970, to be correct to the best!




REPORT OF THE JAFFREY PLANNING BOARD
for the year ending Dec. 31, 1970
In order to provide a more specific understanding of the
regulations governing Mobile Home Parks, as passed in
1968, the Board wrote a new set of regulations. These new
regulations specify that mobile homes shall be located in
mobile home parks, and promulgates the requirements for a
mobile home park. Following two public hearings the new
regulations were voted on by ballot at the November
Election Day and were approved by the voters estabUshing
them as the New Mobile Home and Mobile Home Park
Ordinance. Copies of the new ordinance are on file at the
Town Office.






*Appointed to fill the vacancy created by Peter B. Davis'
resignation.
**Elected chairman to replace Peter B. Davis.
JAFFREY PLANNING BOARD
Financial Statement as of Dec. 31, 1970
Beginning Balance Jan. 1, 1970 $383.03
Less Expenditures:
Soil Survey $280.00
Ending Balance Dec. 31, 1970 $103.03
26
TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT
For year ending December 31, 1970
CASH in Bank - December 31, 1969 $ 193,413.37
RECEIPTS: Jan. 1, 1970 to Dec. 31, 1970 1,232,023.27
1,425,436.64
EXPENDITURES: Jan. 1, 1970 to
Dec. 31, 1970
CASH in Bank - Dec. 31, 1970
1,322,585.46
$ 102,851.18
CASH ON HAND: Deposited after close of books:
Jaffrey District Court
DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS:
TREAS., STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE:




1970 Sewer Allocation Grant
Bal. 1969 Blister Rust Control Appropriation
V2 Cost of Forest Fire Wardens Meetings
1970 Interest & Dividends Tax
1970 Gas Tax Refunded
1970 Rooms & Meals Tax
1970 Head Tax Expenses
1970 Profits Tax
Recovery Old Age Assistance
1970 Savings Bank Tax
ALBERT J. MORIN, TOWN CLERK:
1969 Auto Permits
1970 Auto Permits
' 1 969 Dog Licenses
1970 Dog Licenses
1970 Building Permits
Income, Use of Copy Machine





























1969 Head Taxes Penalties
1969 Tax Sale Redemption
1969 Interest & Costs
1969 Taxes paid Treas. after close of books 1969
1968 Tax Sale Redemption
1968 Interest & Costs
1 968 Poll Taxes
1 968 Property Taxes
1968 Interest
1968 Head Taxes




1967 Head Taxes Penalties
1967 Tax Sale Redemption































1970 Timber Yield Taxes
1970 Bank Stock Taxes
1970 Head Taxes

































United Auto Supply Co. 3.50
Lena Hautanen 15.00
Helen H. Wellman 5.00
Rene A. Durand 5.00
C.R. Lyle, 11 6.00
John Cederholm 5.00
Monadnock Christian Conference Center 6.00
George W. Dishong 7.00
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr. 41.06
Monadnock Recreation Area 8.00
Jaffrey Water Works 489.86
W.W. Cross & Co. 60.00
B.LF. Industries 57.65
Anne B. Gordon 5.00
Charles H. Taylor 15.00
Jaffrey School District 390.00
Jaffrey Sewer Maintenance Fund 2,259.70
N.H. Ball Bearings, Inc. 51.70
Mobil Oil Corporation 420.87
Maurice G. Poulin 100.00
Monadnock Manor 7.00
Wallace B. Creelman 20.00
Jaffrey Public Library 6.85
Fred H. Smith 30.00
Phihp C. Tremblay 22.50
Jaffrey Police Department 514.13
St. Patrick's Church 26.85
Forrest Ames 40.00
Arthur G. Paradise 34.50
Avril McQuillan 10.00
J. Oren Belletete 35.00
Franklin Pierce College 9.00
Raymond A. Moore 45.00
4,752.17
JAFFREY DISTRICT COURT
1970 Income Balance 4,500.00
4,500.00
LICENSES ISSUED:
Phyllis J. Duval, Mobile Park License 50.00
Norman J. & Edith A. Peard, Mobile Park License 50.00
Jaffrey Bowling Center, BowUng Alley License 130.00
St. Patrick's Church, Beano License 120,00
350.00
CONANT CEMETERY TRUSTEES:













Blue Cross- Blue Shield 1 98. 00
Uniforms 76.96.
Retirement 157.56
Payments on Bonds 20,000.00
Insurance 1,100.00
Interest on Bonds 14,711.25
Social Security Contributions 1,152.94 .
37,584.73^
JAFFREY PUBLIC LIBRARY: I
Insurance for smoke damage 281.36
'













Connant Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund
Conant Cemetery Improvement Fund
Baptist Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund
Old Burying Ground Perpetual Care Fund







































Georgia L. Eaves (2)
Claire C. Moore















Cournoyer Insurance Agency - Cruiser Repairs 814.10
Fire Loss At Garage 24,257.05
N.H.-Vt. Hosp. Service - Refund 37,79
Jaffrey School District-Overpjaid on 69 Appropriation 5.00
Sewer Construction Fund No. 2,
Reimbursements-easements 2 622.00
Jaffrey History Comm., Soc. Sec. 48.00
First Nat. Bank of Boston-Refund on Interest Paid 949.00
Camp Monadnock, Inc., Dynamite Permit 2.00
N.H. Ball Bearings, Inc.,-Hangar Rental 1.00








CASH IN BANK: Dec. 31, 1969 S 9,437.03
RECEIPTS: Dec. 31, 1969 to Dec. 31, 1970 22,401.75
S31.838.78
EXPENDITURES: Jan. 1, 1970 to Dec. 31, 1970 31,830.92
BALANCE ON HAND: Dec. 31, 1970 S 7.86
RECEIPTS:
Raymond J. Desmarais, Tax Collector:
Sewer Rentals coll. 1969, deposited 1970 S 270.00
1969 Sewer Rentals 1,315.00
1970 Sewer Rentals 15,383.00
Reimbursements:
Town of Jaffrey Sewer Construction Fund # 1 800.00
Town of Jaffrey Sewer Construction Fund # 2 2,400.00
Town of Jaffrey General Fund — Loan 750.00
Thomas J. Zatowski 28.20
Theodore R.A. Lambert 9.75
Robert Hall 17.00









R.H. Wilson & R.G. White,
Hilco Supply Co.,
J. Oren Belletete, Inc.,






















































1970 Bldg. Permits Issued:
47 (S S2.00
Remitted Town Treasurer
























205240 205615 206029 206977 207388 562805 548438
205244 205655 206092 207061 207474 562814 205953 - Lost
205449 205729 206462 207067 542337 562819
























205536 205856 206732 207112 548430 098506
205565 205891 206846 207279 548439
205567 205967 206955 207308 548442
205574 206020 206928 207360 562826
ALBERT J. MORIN
Town Qerk
OVERSEER OF THE PUBLIC WELFARE
For year ending Dec. 31, 1970
(This report is a combined report of the LUIGI CILLI
FUND and the OVERSEER OF WELFARE REPORTS).
BALANCE: on hand, Dec. 31, 1969
RECEIPTS:
Town of Jaffrey, 1970 Appropriation
Luigi Cilli Fund (Trustees of Trust Funds)
Reimbursements from parents of children
placed in foster homes
EXPENDITURES:
Treas., State of N.H. Town Share of
State Aid to Old Age Assistance and
ATDP
Treas., Cheshire County
Direct Relief for Town Charges
BALANCE on hand, Dec. 31, 1970
**01d Age Assistance and ATDP:
Total Cost of this is:
Town of Jaffrey pays
State of N.H. pays
This account takes care of
13 Old Age Assistance recipients
at Home and




BALANCE on hand, Dec. 31, 1969
RECEIPTS:
Trustees of Trust Funds



















Paid out for expenditures
BALANCE on hand, Dec. 31, 1970
TOWN WELFARE FUND
BALANCE on hand, Dec. 31, 1969
RECEIPTS:
Town of Jaffrey, 1 970 Appropriation
EXPENDITURES:
Treas. State of N.H., Old Age Assistance
To elderly and ADTP
County of Cheshire
Direct Relief













Surplus Food was brought to Jaffrey during April 1970;
Only three (3) famihes being served at that time. The
following month the number of families being assisted
doubled, and has continued to increase until at the present
time fifty famiUes comprising 146 people were receiving
this assistance by the end of December 31, 1970.
Town Truck transportation for this surplus food has been
provided by the Selectmen of Jaffrey from the distribution
point at Keene to Jaffrey.
Eligibility and quahfications to receive this surplus food
are set up by the Federal Government.
The surplus food is distributed by this department at the
Jaffrey Police Station monthly.
CLAIRE C. MOORE




DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
TOWN OFFICERS SALARIES:
Francis L. LaFreniere, Selectman S 212.50
Homer J. Forcier, Selectman 833.33
Alfred J. Christian, Selectman 1,200.00
William W. Torrey, Selectman 1,000.00
Albert J. Morin, Clerical 4,860.00
Albert J. iMorin, Town Clerk 100.00
Albert J. Morin, Town Treasurer 500.00
Albert J. Morin, Auto Permits 2,798.00
Albert J. Morin, Jurors 16.00
Arthur H. Rivard, Overseer of Public Welfare 97.30
Claire C. Moore, Overseer of Public Welfare 402.70
George A. Sirois, Agent for Town Clock 500.00
Warren C. Ruffle, Bookkeeper - Trust Funds 500.00
Raymond J. Desmarais, Tax Collector 4,466.45
Theodore R.A. Lambert, Auditor 100.00
Roger R. Smith, Auditor 100.00
17,686.28
TOWN OFFICERS EXPENSES:
Tower Publishing Co. 28.75
N.E. Town Clerks Association 5.00
Burroughs Corporation 69.50
N.H. Municipal Association 219.63
B.C. Eastman Co. 51.13
R.H. Donovan, VMD 264.75
Monadnock Ledger, Inc. 2,670.70
. Assn. of N.H. Assessors 5.00
' G.H. Tilden Co. 234.13
. 3M Bus. Products Sales 281.66
N.H. Town Clerks Assn. 6.00
Transcript Printing Co. 363.63
D. Reed Chaplin, Register of Deeds 404.94
Clerk of Court, Jaffrey District Court 26.65
Sims Press 990.00
Belledeu& Co., Inc. 114.83
Postmaster, Jaffrey, N.H. 310.68
Albert J. Morin, Postage and other expenses 97.97
Francis L. LaFreniere, Car Expenses 24.50
Lyman K. Sawtelle 6.75
Homer J. Forcier, Car Expenses 45.03
.Monadnock Nat. Bank, Trustees Safe Dep. Box 12.00
Wheeler & Clark, Dog Tags 56.90
Treas., State of N.H. 24.00
N.H. Tax Coll. Assn. 5.00
Register of Probate 3.70
Savron Graphics 14.40
Keene Ind. Paper Co. 52.53
Colls TV Service .90
Stone House, Inc. 98.00
Claire C. Moore, Car Expenses 58.00
H.P. Welch Co. 3.90
Arthur H. Rivard, Dog Constable 25.00
Dura-Binding Co. 14.25
Office Machines of N.H. 34.50
Mon. Region Assn. 12.00
Homestead Press 64.90
Bureau of Title 2.00
Kennelaire Mfg. C o.
William W. Torrey, Tax Map & Car Expenses
B. & M. Railroad — Pipe Agreement




N.H. Fire & Safety Equipment Co.
Dept. of Labor, State of N.H.
Vaiage Card Shop
John A. Day, Trustee Expenses
Alice E.E. Lehtinen, Town History Agent
Paul J. St. Pierre, Dog Constable
Raymond J. Desmarais, Tax Sale Expenses
ELECTION & REGISTRATION EXPENSES:
David R. Sawyer, Moderator
Nancy H. Moore, Ballot Clerk
Lena A. Saveall, Ballot Clerk
Mary E. Ojala, Ballot Clerk
George A. Hart, Ballot Clerk
George W. Gordon, Ballot Clerk
Hazel H. Despres, Ballot Clerk
Fay S. Sawyer, Ballot Qerk
Linda Babneau, Ballot Clerk
Donna J. Ryan, Ballot Clerk
Frances J. Forcier, Ballot Clerk
Anne B. Gordon, Ballot Clerk
Robert E. Bussiere, Ballot Clerk
Raymond J. Desmarais, Ballot Clerk
Myrtle J. Hazleton, Super, of Checklist
William A. Blair, Super, of Checklist











Bernard J. Hampsey, Jr., Justice
Raymond J. Desmarais, Clerk of Court
William D. Tribble, Special Justice
Richard Talbot, Special Justice
3M Bus. Products Sales



































Philip R. Labrie 807.75
Deschenes Oil Co. 499.23
Monadiiock Nat. Bank 19.95
W.E. Aubuchon Co., Inc. 2.65
Kern Mfg. Co. 131.83
Roland P. Archambault 95.25
Wilfred J. LaBrie 112.78
Monadnock Millwork 892.00
Wilfred H. Boudrieau - Old Mtg. House 137.80
Robert G. Record 142.20
The Village Card Shop 4.60
Walt's Signs 12.00
John G. Heil 319.27
Keene Ind. Paper Co. 246.82
George A. Sirois 135.00
United Auto Supply Co. 3.96
Jaffrey Fire Department 18.00
Edward DeMeco 10.00
J.J. Moreau & Son 23.33
F. Mei & Co. 18.75
Letoumeau Gas & Oil Co. 172.58
Highway Dept., Jaffrey, N.H. .74
Vernon J. Christian 7.00
Elmer E. Dodge 6.00
Frederick S. Richardson — Old Mtg. House 100.00
5,551.81
PROTECTION OF PERSONS & PROPERTY
POLICE DEPARTMENT:
SALARIES:
Arthur H. Rivard, Chief of Police
Leonard C. Baker, Regular Officer
Larry F. Pond, Regular Officer
John E. Morton, Regular Officer
Thomas A. Yasvin, Regular Officer
Ronald C. Whitney, Regular Officer
Robert F. Bunce, Special Officer
' Francis R. Chamberlain, Special Officer
Albert W. Christian, Special Officer
Ronald D. Christian, Special Officer
Leslie H. Dyer, Special Officer
Arthur H. Hunt, Special Officer
Francis T. Lambert. Sr., Special Officer
John A. LaFreniere, Special Officer
Girard D. Marrotte, Special Officer
James J. Plouffe, Special Officer
Edmund E. Robichaud, Special Officer
Lloyd F. Wellington, Special Officer
Kevin P. Rivard, Special Officer
Edith A. Peard, Matron
CRUISER MAINTENANCE:



































Ray Moore Motors 13.70
Highway Dept. Jaffrey, N.H. 514.13
3,390.52
UNIFORM ACCOUNT:
Leonard C. Baker 20.75
Berger Uniform Co. 499.74
Mack's Men's Shop 195.93
Ronald C. Whitney 24.00




Treas., State of N.H. 54.26
Federal Laboratories 71.65
N.C. Faught Co. 779.85
N.H. Fire & Safety Equipment Co. 116.52
Lloyd F. Wellington 85^
1,235.32
OTHER SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS:
Elite Laundry, Inc. 63.00
Keene Ind. Paper Co. 4.41
United Auto Supply Co. 54.11
3M Bus. Products Sales 139.43
G.H. Tilden Co. 53.86
Walt's Signs 22.00








TOTAL POLICE DEPARTMENT EXPENSES
FIRE DEPARTMENT:
1970 PAYROLL:
Paul A. Leach 351.15
Robert F. Bunce 227.10
Francis E. Devlin 156.80
Orin F. Letoumeau 170.45
Paul I. Devlin 139.15
Roland A. Lambert 99.55
Edmund E. Robichaud 145.80
Wilfred Lambert, Jr. 75.50
Jasper B. Brown 120.65
George J. Blanchette 148.45
Louis C. Tremblay 62.35
Amadice Jalbert 93.80
Arthur G. Blair 73.45
Samuel LaFreniere 93.80
Francis H. Bourgeois 69.75
William A. Blair 36.45
Charles P. Enos 133.60
Leo J. Bourque 45.70
Donald K. Sawtelle 80.85
Joseph T. Griffin 51.25
Alfred A. Merrill 117.85
33
Arthur E. Lambert 60.50
William E. Devlin, Jr. 54.95
Clifford Pelkey 75.30
Melvin A. Taylor 67.90
Joseph P. Manning 73.45
George A. Sirois 54.95
John A. White 140.05
Daniel E. Shea 62.35
William E. Hautanen 90.10




Vincent A. Pomponio 79.00
Donald J. Pelton, Jr. 80.85
Ronald Boutwell 19.15
Joseph A. LaPreniere 9.90
Donald P. Therrien 11.75
3,756.25
EQUIPMENT
Sanel Auto Body 350.40
D.D. Bean & Sons Co. 414.57
Blanchard Associates 105.77




TOTAL FIRE DEPARTMENT EXPENSES 9,290.70
RED NETWORK MAINTENANCE:
Chase Tree Ser\'ice
SUPPLIES & MATERIALS, ETC.:
The Trumper - Refund
Butler Oil Co.
Letourneau Gas & Oil Co.
Duval Oil Co.
W.E. Aubuchon Co., Inc.
N.H. Welding Supply Co.
Keene Two Way Radio
Red's Atlantic Service
Ed's Texaco Station
Christie & Thomson, Inc.
N.E. Assoc, of Fire Chiefs
Paul A. Leach
Johnson Motor Parts
W'asher Radiator & Glass Co.
Richard D. Lynch




United Auto Supply Co.
Del Chemical Corporation
Dept. of Labor, State of N.H.
Western .Auto Associates
Charles H. Hamilton, M.D.































Treas., State of N.H., 1970 Appropriation
BOUNTIES:
Albert J. Morin, 1970 Bounties Paid out





*Commission prorated among agents
HEALTH DEPARTMENT:
John G. Heil, Health Officer
John G. Heil, Health Officer Expenses
VITAL STATISTICS:













N.H. Fire & Safety Equipment Co.




Highway Department, Jaffrey, N.H.
Letourneau Gas & Oil Co.
Standard Unifonn Rental Services
Benner Electronics
WINTER MAINTENANCE:
Highway Department, Jaffrey, N.H.
Letourneau Gas & Oil Co.
Benner Electronics
Concord, Woodworking, Inc.












































Highway Department, Jaffrey, N.H. 20,094.14
Keeiie Paving Co. 3,390.00
23,484.14
TOWN ROAD AID CONSTRUCTION:
Higliway Department, Jaffrey, N.H. 3,895.00
Treas., State of N.H., 1970 Appropriation 1,626.92
5,521.92
GENERAL HIGHWAY EXPENSES:
Highway Department, Jaffrey, N.H. 1,621.05
Walt's Signs 32.00
Belletete's, Inc. 3.49
W.E. Aubuchon Co., Inc. 120.76
Wilfred H. Boudrieau 5.95
Safety Signs, Inc. 47.72
Standard Uniform Rental Services 83.97
Treas., State of N.H. 63.00
1,977.94
TREE WORK:
Richard M. Letourneau 155.00
Colan Johnson 320.00
Chase Tree Service 136.50
STREET LIGHTING, BUILDING LIGHTING &
TELEPHONE:
STREET LIGHTING:
Public Service Co. of N.H.
BUILDING LIGHTING:
Public Service Co. of N.H.
TELEPHONE:
New England Telephone Co.
CHRISTMAS LIGHTING:

































Arthur H. Rivard, Overseer of Public Welfare




Memorial Day Committee, 1970 Appropriation
CEMETERIES:
CONANT CEMETERY:
Leon E. Jackson, Superintendent






Highway Department, Jaffrey. N.H.



















































































































































246.30 Charles E. Carey 10.00
286.80 Leon E. Jackson 2.00
68.05 Walt's Signs 12.00
7.00











George N. Fontaine 123.45
951.15 Don's Sunoco Station 23.73
Belletete's, Inc. 99.59
116.35 Dale Griffin 46.35
75.85 William Waldo 5.00
58.10 Leonard Burgoyne 31.50
4.00 F. Mei & Co. 65.50
8.00 Arthur J. Christian 42.50
14.00 G & T Painters 105.22
4.00 Roland P. Archambault 31.50











Keene Ind. Paper Co. 98.95





John B. Robichaud 559.45





Alan Cochran, Car & Other expenses 23.40
Constance Stratton 676.00
Janet A. Duval 211.00
Walter Blais 604.50
John Beckvoid 94.00
Paul J. Cota 44.00
Jane Sawyer 570.00
F. Mei & Co. 68.67
Junie Biaisdell's Sport Center 87.43
Beiletete's, Inc. 35.58
United Auto Supply Co. 27.69
Monadnock Ledger, Inc. 20.00
Charlie Baker 33.90
Sawyer's Pharmacy 6.72
William J. Murray 38.06
Oliver R. Burgoyne 10.00
Barry Sasner 80.00
Roy's Bike Shop 7.56
Gary Donovan 50.00
John G. Heil 34.05
Kevin O'Brien 14.00
Roland P. Archambault 101.50
J. Crocker Metal Co. 10.00
Treas., State of N.H. 98.50
TOTAL RECREATION EXPENSES
UNCLASSIFIED
DAMAGES, & LEGAL EXPENSES:
William D. Tribble, Town Counsel.
1969 Expenses

























DISCOUNTS, REFUNDS & ABATEMENTS:
Marie L. Royce Heirs, 1969 Prop. Tax abated 45.50
George A. & Jeanne S. Sirois, 1969 Prop. Tax abated 24.71
Albert G. & Mae Young, 1969 Prop. Tax abated 17.28
Eva C. Deschenes, 1969 Prop. Tax abated 330.54
Mary B. Stillman, 1970 Prop. Tax abated 48.75
Ray D. & Rose B. Eaves, 1970 Prop. Tax abated 13.92
Cari Whitehead & Charles Orio,1970 Prop. Tax abated 14.00
Leonard & Priscilla Burgoyne, 1970 Prop. Tax 77.00
Eunice M. Davis, Town Tax Refund 24.08
Amy L. Sullivan, Town Tax Refund 5.27
D.D. Bean & Sons, Town Tax Refund 26.00
John B. Hazieton, Town Tax Refund 6.72
William E. Chamberlain, Town Tax Refund 7.21
35.85
BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD:
N.H. - Vt. Hospitalization Service
GROUP INSURANCE:





REGIONAL DUES & ADVERTISING:
Monadnock Region Assn.,
1970 Appropriation
RETIREMENT & SOCIAL SECURITY:
Treas., State of N.H. , Soc. Sec. Conts.
Employees Retirement System
Treas., State of N.H., OASI Adm. Costs
MONADNOCK FAMILY SERVICES:
1970 Appropriation
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN:
Raymond J. Desmarais, Tax Collector
INTEREST



















INT. ON BONDED DEBT:
First Nat. Bank of Boston, — Sewer Bonds
First Nat. Bank of Boston, - Water Bonds
N.E. Merch. Nat. Bank - Sewer Bonds
N.E. Merch. Nat. Bank - Water Bonds
'^'Reimbursed by Water Works
T0T.4L INTEREST PAID
HEGHWAY, SEWER, SIDEWALK &
OTiJER CONSTRUCTION
SIDEWALK CONSTRUCTSON:
Highway Department. Jaffrey, N.H.
STORM DRAINS:
Highway Department. Jaffrey, N.H.
TRAFFIC MARKINGS:
Highway Department, Jaffrey. N.H.
STREET SIGNS:




Highway Department. Jaffrey. N.H.
HIGHLAND AVENUE, RECONSTRUCTION:
,
Highway Department. Jaffrey, N.H.
TOWN CONSTRUCTION:
Benner Electronics Co.
TOTAL TOWN CONSTRUCTION &
SIDEWALK CONST
JAFFREY WATER WORKS:
Highwiiy Department, Jaffrey, N.H,

























Curran-Cossette Const Corporation 8,285.94
Camp, Dresser & McKee, Engineers 9,493.44
Jos. P. & Leona M. O'Brien, Land Damage 200.00
Herbert A. & Marion H. Robinson, Land Damage 200.00
Vernon J. Bean, Land Damage 135.00
Delcie D. Bean, Jr. Land Damage 135.00
Vivian A. Ellison, Land Damage 135.00
Helen B. Krause, Land Damage 135.00
Veronica R. Cloutier, Land Damage 126.00
George & Eva Patterson, Land Damage 50.00
Edward J. Desmarais, Land Damage 86.00
Richard L. & Catherine Soucia, Land Damage 100,00
Robert & Annette Schuize, Land Damage 538.50
Edwin E. Cutter, Land Damage 280.50
Robert & Margaret Bunce, Land Damage 258.00
Philip A. & Pauline Tremblay, Land Damage 233.00
Homer L. Christian, Land Damage 148.00
Russell A. & Cecile White, Land Damage 50.00
Arthur J. & Evelyn Christian, Land Damage 162.00
Leo A. & Mary E. Charland, Land Damage 50.00
D. Reed Cliaplin, Register of Deeds 200.00
James & Alice McDonough, Land Damage 85.00f kJ
* 21,185.19
* Reimbursed to Town from Const. Fund
SEWER MAINTENANCE:
Highway Dept, Jaffrey, N.H. 3,734.67
Sewer Maintenance Fund 3,150.00
George A. Sirois 40.00
W.W. Cross Co. 7.80
* 6,932.47
* Reimbursed to Town from Sewer Maint Fund
BURRINGTON COURT SEWER:
Highway Dept., Jaffrey, N.H. 3,500.40
Roger R. Smith 287.50
* 3,787.90
* Reimbursed to Town from Const. Fund
HIGHLAND AVENUE SEWER:
Highway Dept. Jaffrey, N.H. 2,474.40
Roger R. Smith 983.50
* 3,457.90
* Reimbursed to Town from Sewer Fund
PETERBOROUGH STREET SEWER:
Highway Dept., Jaffrey, N.H. 16,976.59
Roger R. Smith 1,025.00
* 18,001.59
* Reimbursed To Town from Sewer Fund
OLD PETERBOROUGH ROAD SEWER EXTENSION:
Roger R. Smith 30.00
* 30.00




NEW BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT





RADIO COMMUNICATION BASE & UNITS:
General Electric Company
Benner Electronics
PICKUP TRUCK FOR HIGHWAY DEPT:
Raymond A. Moore Motors
REPAIRS TO GARAGE CAUSED BY FIRE:
F. Mei & Co.
Highway Dept., Jaffrey, N.H.
Roland F. Thoin
Wilfred H. Boudrieau
*Loss covered by insurance



















LONG TERM NOTES & BONDS:
SEWER BONDS:
N.E. Merchants Nat. Bank, Sewer Bond Issue 1 5,000.00
First Nat. Bank of Boston, Sewer Bond Issue 2 1 0,000.00
WATER WORKS BONDS:
N.E. Merchants Nat. Bank, Issue 1
15,000,00
5,000.00
First Nat. Bank of Boston Issue 2 15,000.00
* 20,000.00
* Reimbursed Town by Water Works
,
TOTAL INDEBTEDNESS PAYMENTS 35,000.00
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS
I
TREAS., STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE: i
1969 Head Taxes and Penalties 5,530.00
\
1969 Bond & Debt Retirement (Timber Yield Tax) 168.92 '.












Treas., Cheshire County, 1970 County Tax
PRECINCTS:
TOWN OF RINDGE, N.H., Taxes Bullet
Pond Land
CONANT INDIGENT FUND:
Conant Indigent Fund Trustees
* 559.78 i
* Reimbursement made by Trustees of Trust Funds i
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS:
\
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS: i
Fire Dept. Cap. Reserve Fund 1,500.00




Treas., Jaffrey School Dist.,
Bal. 69-70 Appropriation 297,839.05 '
JAFFREY-RINDGE COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT;'
Treas., Cooperative School Dist.,
Payment on 70-71 Approp. 213.469.09
Total Paid to School Districts 51 1,308.14





DATE TYPE ALARM TYPE FIRE OWNER - OCCUPANT
Jan. 2 RNW Chimney D. Marrotte
Jan. 19 Central 1-2-3 Chimney Leo Deschenes
Jan. 21 Box 115 House D. Ascani
Feb. 9 Central 1-2-3 House Dublin, N.H.
Feb. 9 Central 1-2-3 Boys School Dublin, N.H.
Feb. 11 Box 225 Live Wire-Flash Fire
Feb. 28 Central 1-2-3 Chimney Mrs. E. Sisson
Mar. 5 RNW 3-3-3 == Andrew Pelletier III
Mar. 16 Box 112 Car Fire ==
Mar. 21 RNW Partition ==
Mar. 27 M-Aid 1-1 Building Camp Iro, Dublin, N.H.
Mar. 31 M-Aid 1-1 Building Rindge, N.H.
Apr. 2 RNW 3-3-3 Chimney N. Torrey
Apr. 18 M-Aid 1-1 == Peterborough, N.H.
Apr. 28 RNW 3-3-3 Brush ==
Apr. 30 RNW 3-3-3 Brush Wilfred Roy
May 1 RNW 3-3-3 Town Dump Jaffrey,N.H.
May 7 RNW 3-3-3 Town Dump Jaffrey, N.H.
May 7 RNW 3-3-3 Chimney Leo Deschenes
May 10 M-Aid Building Dubhn, N.H.
May 23 Central 1-2-3 Cliimney Albert Forcier
May 28 Box 522 False W.W. Cross Plant No. 2
May 29 RNW 3-3-3 Shed Ray Moore
June 1 M-Aid Building Rindge, N.H.
June 9 Central 1-2-3 Rubbish Mr. Wright
June 26 Box 522 False W.W. Cross Plant No. 2
June 27 Box 411 False W.W. Cross Plant No. 2
July 9 RNW 3-3-3 Brush Rod & Gun Club Land
July 17 Box 522 False W.W. Cross Plant No. 2
July 25 M-Aid Building Rindge, N.H.
July 26 Box False ==
July 31 M-Aid 1-1 Building Dublin, N.H.
July 31 Box 522 False W.W. Cross Plant No. 2
Aug. 7 M-Aid 1-1 Building Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Aug. 11 Box 224 False ==
Aug. 12 Box 112 Partition-
House Homer Letourneau
Aug. 19 Central 1-2-3 Barn Dublin, N.H.
Aug. 22 Still Alarm Brush Bryant Road
Aug. 25 Box Brush Francis R. Chamberlain
Aug. 26 Central 1-2-3 Barn Mary B. Davis Estate
Sept. 1 Box 522 False W.W. Cross Plant No. 2
Sept. 1 Still Alarm Power Line Pole The Ark, Inc.
Oct. 1 Box 113 False ==
Oct. 5 Central 1-2-3 Building Freight House
Oct. 29 Box 522 False W.W. Cross Plant No. 2
Oct. 31 Box 224 False ==
Oct. 31 Mutual Aid Building Dublin, N.H.
Nov. 14 RNW 3-3-3 Leaves on Street Turnpike Road
Dec. 25 M-Aid 1-1 High School Peterborough, N.H.






To The Honorable Board of Selectmen
Gentlemen:
The Chief of Police, of the Town of Jaffrey, herewith
submits his annual report for the year ending December 31
,
1970.
REPORT OF REVENUE TO THE TOWN TREASURER
Bicycle Registrations $31.00
Miscellaneous $73.25
OFFENSES FOR WHICH ARRESTS WERE MADE
AGAINST THE PERSON
Assault 8
Assault on a police officer 3
AGAINST PUBLIC ORDER
Contributing to the delinquency of a minor 3
Defrauding an innkeeper 9
' Derisive words 5
Disobedience to a poHce officer 4
I
Disorderly conduct 3
' Disturbing the peace 5
Drunkenness 16
Failure to answer a summons 2
False fire alarm 1
Non-support 3
Possession of alcoholic beverage by a minor 8






Larceny by check 6
MaUcious destruction of property 1
.,! Wilful concealment of merchandise 2
• MOTOR VEHICLE LAWS
Defective equipment 7
Driving while intoxicated 6
Following fire apparatus 1
Leaving scene of an accident 2
Misuse of plates 1
One way street violation 1
Operating after suspension of license 2
Operating as to endanger 1
Operating to left of highway 2
Operating without a Ucense 2
Operating without corrective lenses 2
Operating motorcycle without eye and face protection 4
Operating motorcycle without protective headgear 1
Operating mc torcycle without a license 5
Operating overloaded motor vehicle 1
Operating uninspected motor vehicle 5
Operating unregistered motor vehicle 7
Parking violation 5
Passing on the right
Solid traffic line violation
Stop sign violation
Speeding
Taking auto without authority




Operating snow traveling vehicle on highway
Operating uincgistcred snow traveling vehicle



















Emergency calls, message delivered
Fire alarms responded to
Investigations
Investigations for other departments
Larceny
Larceny by check
Malicious destruction of property
Money transfers
Motor vehicles checked
Road conditions noted, agent notified
Subjects locked up for other jurisdiction
Subjects picked up for other jurisdiction
Sudden death investigation









































I want to take this opportunity to express my sincere
thanks to the Board of Selectmen, other Town. County and
State Officials, and the Citizens and Merchants, of Jaffrey,
for the cooperation given me, as Chief of Police, of the





















Fire Damage at Town Garage
Beach
Peterborough Street Sewer
Town Road Aid Construction
Old Peterborough Road Sewer











Lloyd C. Dunning, Jr.,
Robert 0. Rodier
Andre P. Gagnon










Harry E. MacKenzie. Truck
Robert O. Rodier, Plowing
Lloyd C. Dunning, Si., Trucks
Lloyd C. Dunning. Sr. Loader
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Pickup
















































Oliver R. Burgoyne, Tractor 342.40
Oliver R. Burgoyne, Loader 736.65
Leonard C. Baker, Plowing 152.50
TOTAL 9,299.65
,
SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, REPAIRS, ETC:
Red's Atlantic Service 31.50
Belletete's, Inc., 66.88
Jaffrey Oil Co., 1,183.19





Standard Uniform Rentals 319.40
The Chemical Corporation 9,188,45
The Harris Construction Corp. 755.85
Hopkins Garage 39.75'
The Harris Oil Co. 80.74,
Christie & Thompson, Inc., 72.07:
W. E. Aubuchon, Co., Inc., 58.87'
F. Mei & Co. ii.oi!
N. H. Welding Supply Co. 199.96
Arthur Whitcomb, Inc., 87.12
R. C. Hazleton, Co., Inc., 642.55 ^
Mobil Oil Corporation 1,395.85
J unkaala-Chapdelaine 14.45
J. C. Croucher, Co., 126.64
Korpi's Mobil Service 9.00
D. D. Bean & Sons Co., 82.75,
Field Machinery Co., 428.73'
Ed's Texaco Service 3.65
Ross' Express 15.31;
Dyar Sales L. Machinery 49.75'
Robert Bragdon 58.00
United Auto Supply Co., 216.60
Auto Parts Sales 151.33
Sanel Auto Parts 200.45
Oxford Chemicals 168.80
Donel .Supply Co., 440.29
Boutwell's Garage 154.15
Forcier's Market 97.16
Letoumeau Gas & Oil Co., 30.78
Del Chemical Corporation 236.65
Sanel Industrial 716.00
H. P. Welch Co. 8.14
John A. Connare, Inc., 12.00
Keats. Inc., 7.50
Columbian Steel Co., 239.16
J. Crocker Metal Co., 27.18
Granite Safety Products Inc., 43.50
Capitol Highway Materials 131.20
18,595.98



















Joseph P. Dukette, Truck
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Truck
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr.. Loader
MATERIALS, SUPPLIES, ETC.:
N. E. Explosives Corporation
Total Water Works Expenditures
SEWER MAINTENANCE:
LABOR:
















Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr.,
Leigh M. Champney, Sr.,
Stephen Given
EQUIPMENT:
Lloyd C. Dunning. Sr., Backhoe
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr.. Truck
Lloyd C. Dunning. Sr., Mower
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr. Tractor
SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, ETC:
N.E. Explosives Corp.
W. E. Aubuchon, Inc.,
Evans & Devlin 154.70
BIF Industries 401.56
29.40 United Auto Supply Co., 43.28
210.48 D. Girard Marrotte 122.00
93.69 F. Mei&Co., 91.35
200.80 Artiuir VVhitcoinb. Inc., 396.64
72.45 D. i). Bean & Sons Co., 198.89
80.88 Silver Ranch, Inc., 53.28
92.20 Monadnock Lumber Co., 15.00
28.00 Beiletete's, Inc., 347.09
10.75 Municipal Services 1,466.26
11.25 R. N. Johnson 31.80
96.75 Cliristie & Thompson, Inc., 7.15
19.35 Plymoutli Division 10.40
12.90 Smith Construction Co. 77.00
858.90 The Harris Construction Co. 557.51
Rila Precast Concrete Structures 170.00
44.00 Red's .Atlantic Service 40.00
29.60 Duval Oil Co. 36.58
157.00 Northeastern Culvert Corp. 18.76
230.60 Wilfred H. Boudrieau 5.50
Penn Culvert Corp. 665.00
1,147.40 Everett J. Prescott 2.27
1.147.40 The Harris Oil Co. 75.73
2.25^.^6 N.H. Welding Supply Co. 27.50
Donel Supply Co. 13.49'






87.63 Joseph P. Dukette 11.25
32.40 Lawrence Harper 90.00
165.55 Ernest J. LaFleur 110.75
45.00 Clinton A. Converse 21.00
175.35 Harold L. Turner 55.00
49.28 Robert 0. Rodier 99.75
72.00 Terry Putnam 30.45
85.80 Melvin Collins 8.60
50.00 Bruce E. DeBonville 43.75
136.95 Frank White 22.25
81.50 Leigh .VI. Champney, Sr., 22.25
153.17 Ernest J. LaFleur 13.25
77.40 528.30
199.00 EQUIPMENT:
52.95 Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Truck 462.90
4.20 Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr, Loader




944.00 SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, ETC:







1.766.40 SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, REPAIRS, ETC:




D. D. Bean& Sons Co.,









R. C. Hazleton, Co., Inc.,
W. E. Aubuchon Co., Inc.,
Korpi's Mobile Station















Leigh M. Champney, Sr.,
Melvin Collins
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr.,
EQUIPMENT:
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Truck
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Loader
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Pickup
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Tractor
SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, REPAIRS, ETC:
N.H. Bituminous, Inc.,
Donel Supply Co.,
Cold River Hot Mix Corp.,







United Auto Supply Co.
Autocon
139.02




5.20 Edwin G. Dingman
11.45 Clinton A. Converse
291.20 Joseph P. Dukette
34.86 Lloyd C. Dunning, Jr.
190.09 Lawrence H. Harper
182.11 Ernest J. LaFleur
224.70 Harry E. MacKenzie
64.83 Raymond Spoon
18.18 Harold L. Turner
21.10 Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr.,
1.621.79 Kenneth LaFortune
1,621.79 Robert 0. Rodier








319.05 Oliver R. Burgoyne, Loader
49.50 Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Pickup
234.15 Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Truck
32.40 Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Loader
208.00 Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Sweeper
209.85 Jack Summers, Inc.,
229.60 Gordon's Services
128.80
117.30 SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, ETC:
282.00 Hackler Motor Sales
2,938.33 N. E. Explosives Corporation
BIF Industries
129.50 Atlantic Broom Services
172.00 N.H. Explosives & Machy Corp.,
40.00 Cold River Hot Mix Corp.,
90.00 Silver Ranch, Inc.,
431.50 Auto Parts Sales
D. D. Bean & Sons Co.
R. N. Johnson
9,536.21 Rice's, Inc.,
60.16 Standard Uniform Rentals
791.76 Christie & Thomson, Inc.,
173.07 Texas Refining Corp.
5,005.00
706.10 Red's Atlantic Service
147.00 Jaffrey Oil Company
1.50 Donel Supply Co.
11.00 Ray Moore Motors
124.75 United Auto Supply Co.,
160.09 Sanel Auto Parts





























































N.H. Welding Supply Co.,
Boutweirs Garage
Bruno Koski








R. C. Hazleton Co., Inc.,
Belletete's, Inc.,
W. E. Aubuchon Co., Inc.,
Ross' Express
C. W. Watson & Son
J. Crocker Metal Co.,
Letourneau Gas & Oil Co.,
Total Expenditures












Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr.,
Frank White
Leigh M. Champney, Sr.,
Lloyd C. Dunning, Jr.,
SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, ETC:
Mrs. Roger Haskins










52.15 Lloyd C. Uunnmg, Jr.
1,107.24
213.55 EQUIPMENT:
32.32 Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Backhoe
129.09
























897.50 Lloyd C. Dunning, Jr.
87.50 Harold L. Turner
357.50 Harry E. MacKenzie
619.60 Clinton A. Converse
673.32 Edwin G. Dingman
90.00 Joseph P. Dukette
62.35 Robert 0. Rodier
28.00 Brent Aucoin
176.10 Lawrence H. Harper
257.50 Ernest J. LaFleur
116.10
79.55 EQUIPMENT:
24.68 Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr, Truck
3,672.20 Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr, Loader
156.24 SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, ETC:









11.50 Robert 0. Rodier















































Everett J. Prescott 2,111.65
2,474.40
Total Expenditures 2,474.40
REPAIRS TO GARAGE (FIRE):
LABOR:
Ernest J. LaFleur 12.50
Harold L. Turner 12.50
Brent Aucoin 156.00
Edwin G. Dingman 27.30
Bruce E. DeBonville 19.35
227.65
REPLACEMENT OF EQUIPT, SUPPLIES, ETC:
Duro-Test Corp, 190.09
The Harris Oil Co. 6.00
N.H. Explosives & Machinery Corp. 1,542.67
Wilfred H. Boudrieau 876.48
Donel Supply Co. 33.25
Municipal Services 200.18
United Auto Supply Co. 82.29
N.E. Explosives Corp. 475.00
Belletete's, Inc., 95.34
Oxford Chemical Corp. 140.00








Bruce E. DeBonville 448.81
Edwin G. Dingman 37.80
Lloyd C. Dunning, Jr., 38.65
Ernest J. LaFleur 67.50
Kenneth LaFortune 142.00
Robert 0. Rodier 81.01
Terry Putnam 182.25
Harold L. Turner 583.26





Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr, Pickup 36.90
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr, Truck 244.20
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr, Backhoe 2,917.00
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr, Saw 32.00
Oliver R. Burgoyne, Truck 125.80
Octave J. Bernier, Dozer 280.00
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr, Tractor 400.00
SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, ETC:





The Harris Construction Co.








Rila Precast Concrete Products
Lussier Construction Co.













Edwin G. Dingman 541.80
Joseph P. Dukette 326.26
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., 765.00
Lawrence H. Harper 273.38
Ernest J. LaFleur 396.25
Kenneth LaFortune 449.60
Terry Putnam 582.43
Robert 0. Rodier 563.07
Harold L. Turner 723.77
Lloyd C. Dunning, Jr., 30.20
5,023.76
EQUIPMENT:
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr, Backhoe 2,415.00
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr. Loader 908.00
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr, Truck 51.80















OLD PETERBOROUGH SEWER EXTENSION:
LABOR:
Melvin Collins 38.70
Bruce E. DeBonville 96.75
Ernest J. LaFleur 22.50
Terry Putnam 11.25
Robert 0. Rodier 20.25
Harold L. Turner 127.50






Lloyd C. Dunning, St.,, Truck 14.80
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr.,, Backhoe 252.00
266.80
SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, ETC:





Harold L. Turner 315.00
Kenneth LaFortune 200.00
Terry Putnam 325.00
Robert 0. Rodier 300.00
Edwin G. Dingman 10.50
Joseph P. Dukette 11.25




Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Loader
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Truck
SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, ETC:



















Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr.,
EQUIPMENT:
Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr., Truck


















INVENTORY OF HIGHWAY EQUIPMENT
(VEHICLES)
1 - 1955 Adams Road Grader w/accessories
1 - 1968 Wayne Street Sweeper w/extra broom
2-1968 G.M.C. Trucks, Dump, Model 7500, V-6
1-1970 Ford Pickup, 3/4 ton
1-1965 Ford Pickup, 3/4 ton
1 - 1962 Oliver Sidewalk Tractor w/plow
ABSTRACTS OF TOWN MEETINGS
The Annual Town Meeting of the Town of Jaffrey was
held on Tuesday, March 10, 1970, at nine o'clock in the
forenoon at the Ernest J. Pratt Auditorium at Conant High
School in said Town of Jaffrey, N.H. David R. Sawyer,
Moderator, conducted the meeting.
Art. 1. ELECTION OF OFFICERS. This article was voted
on by- ballot with the result of said balloting as follows:
Selectman for Three Years Homer J. Forcier
Highway Agent for One year Lloyd C. Dunning, Sr.
Overseer of PubHc Welfare Claire C. Moore
Chief Engineer, Fire Department Paul A. Leach
Water Commissioner for Three Years Julio Mei
Humiston Park Commissioner-Three Years Leon H. Hunt
Other Town Officers Elected:
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS: Moved, seconded and
carried:
"That the Town Clerk be instructed to cast one ballot for






AUDITORS: Moved, seconded and carried:
"That the Town Clerk, be instructed to cast one ballot
for Peter A. Rivard and Theodore R.A. Lambert to serve as ?
Auditors for the ensuing year."
Art. 2. REPORTS: Moved:
"That all reports except that of the Budget Committee be
accepted as printed and placed on file."
Motion CARRIED.
Art. 3. REPORT OF BUDGET COMMITTEE. Moved:
i
"That the Town appropriate the sum of $352,650.92 for
current expenditures for the year 1970, but raise the
amount of $284,340.92 by taxation."
Motion CARRIED.
47
Art. 4. LOANS IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES. Moved:
"That the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen and
Town Treasurer to borrow money upon the credit of the
Town in anticipation of taxes."
Motion CARRIED.
Art. 5. $2,000.00 FOR FINAL COMPILATION OF THE
TOWN OF JAFFREY fflSTORY - VOLUME III. Moved:
"That the Town vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money not to exceed $2,000.00 for final compilation of
the Town of Jaffrey History - Volume III."
Motion CARRIED.
Art. 6. JAFFREY HISTORY COMMITTEE TO ACT AS
AGENTS FOR PUBLICATION OF, AND SALE OF
ADVANCE SUBSCRIPTIONS OF THE TOWN OF
JAFFREY HISTORY - VOLUME III. Moved:
"That the Town vote to authorize the Jaffrey History
Committee to act as agents to contract for the pubUcation
of, and provide for the sale of advance subscriptions for the
Town of Jaffrey History - Volume III now near
completion; said Volume III to be sold at a price of $25.00
per volume, and to authorize the said committee to apply
said subscriptions towards the total cost of publication."
Motion CARRIED.
Art. 7. $23,000.00 FOR PUBLICATION OF THE TOWN
OF JAFFREY HISTORY-VOLUME III. Moved:
"That the Town vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money not to exceed $23,000.00 for publication of the
Town of Jaffrey History — Volume III."
Motion CARRIED.
Art. 8. AUTHORIZATION FOR HISTORY
COMMITTEE TO ACT AS AGENTS FOR PUBLISHED
COPIES OF THE TOWN OF JAFFREY
HISTORY - VOLUME III. Moved:
"That the Town vote to authorize the Jaffrey History
Committee to act as agents for the sale of published copies
of the Town of Jaffrey History — Volume III, and that said
agents render annually a financial report to the Town
Meeting on the sale of said histories."
Motion CARRIED.
Art. 9. INCREASE IN PRICE OF TOWN OF JAFFREY
HISTORIES, VOLUME I & II. Moved:
"That the Town vote to amend the action taken under
Art. 12 of the March 8, 1938 Annual Town Meeting as
reads: 'That the price of the new volumes shall be $15.00'
to read: 'That the price of the new volumes shall be
$20.00.'
It was then moved: "That the motion be amended to read
"$25.00" rather than "$20.00."
Amendment CARRIED.
Motion as amended was then voted on and motion
CARRIED.
Art. 10. $20,000.00 TOGETHER WITH MATCHING
FUNDS FOR REBUILDING PRESENT BRIDGE AND
APPROACH ON PRESCOTT ROAD. Moved:
"That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000.00 providing that the State will appropriate an
equal amount of matching funds to rebuild the present
bridge and approach on Prescott Road at the Annett
Manufacturing Company."
Motion CARRIED.
Art. 11. HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION IN
JAFFREY CENTER, N.H. (Voted on by Ballot)
YES - 372 NO- 138
Art. 12. REPLACEMENT OF PRESENT CRUISER.
Moved:
"That the Town vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money not to exceed $1,400.00 to replace the present
police cruiser."
Motion CARRIED.
Art. 13. $4,100.00 FOR NEW FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE
PICKUP FOR THE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT. Moved:
"That the Town vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money not to exceed $4,100.00 for the purpose of of
purchasing a new four-wheel drive pickup truck for use of
the Town of Jaffrey Highway Department, and to authorize
the Selectmen to make such purchase as they deem to be in
the best interest of the Town."
Motion CARRIED. i
Art. 14. BORROWING $50,000.00 FOR
CONSTRUCTION OF LATERAL SEWERS. Moved:
"That the Town authorize the Selectmen and Town
Treasurer to borrow $50,000.00 in anticipation of sewer
rental fees for the construction of lateral sewers to connect
with the main trunk system."
Motion CARRIED.
Art. 15. $552.00 FOR SUPPORT OF THE ELLIOT
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL. Moved:
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"That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
S552.00 in support of the operating cost of the Elliot
Community Hospital for the year 1970."
Motion CARRIED.
Art. 16. $950.00 FOR SUPPORT OF SERVICES OF
COMMUNITY HEALTH CUNIC OF THE MONADNOCK
FAMILY AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES. Moved:
"That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$950.00 to support the services of the Community Health
Clinic of the Monadnock Family and Mental Health
Services; said services operating under the provisions of the
Community Mental Health Services Act of New Hampshire
with State Grant-in Aid."
Motion CARRIED.
Art. 17. BICENTENNIAL COMMITTEE FOR 1973.
Moved:
"That the Town vote to authorize and direct the
Moderator with the consent and approval of the Selectmen,
within three months, to appoint a Bicentennial Celebration
Committee to draw plans and proposals for a 1973
Bicentennial Celebration and report the same to the 1971
Town Meeting; the size of the same to be at the discretion
of the Moderator in consultation with the Selectmen."
Motion CARRIED.
Art. 18. $2,000.00 TO CREATE A BICENTENNIAL
CELEBRATION CAPITAL RESERVE FUND. Moved:
"That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 to create a Bicentennial Celebration Capital
Reserve Fund, and to instruct the Budget Committee to
consider this as an annual budget request thereafter for the
next three years"
Motion CARRIED.
Art. 19. OTHER BUSINESS.
RESOLVED: "That we dedicate this day, March 10,
1970, as a living memorial to Miss ALICE E.E. LEHTINEN,
who has written and compiled two Jaffrey Town histories
in her lifetime."
Resolution was unanimously adopted.
There being no further business, the meeting was
adjourned at 8:10 p.m., following the complete tabulation
of the ballots cast and a public announcement made of the
results.
A TRUE COPY ATTEST:
ALBERT J. MORIN
Town Clerk, Jaffrey, N.H.
ALICE W. POOLE FUND
FOR YEAR 4.970
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1970 $ 5,200.88
Received from Trustees of Trust Funds 8,7 1 8.74









Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1970
Total
ALICE W. POOLE FUND COMMITTEE
Vernon J. Bean, Chairman







Volumes in the library, January 1, 1970 18,891
Volumes discarded 126





Volumes now in the library 19,321
Number of recordings 171
Number of periodicals for which
the hbrary subscribes 69
Number of gift periodicals 20
Number of periodicals circulated 3,267










ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
JAFFREY PUBLIC LIBRARY FOR 1970
BALANCE on hand in Monadnock
National Bank Jan. 1, 1970 $5,342.58
RECEIPTS





From Monadnock Savings Bank accounts
Ellon Bean 20.04































Monadnock National Bank, Dec. 31, 1970 5,129.70
HOMER J. BELLETETE
TREASURER
REPORT OF THE TREASURER
BALANCE on hand




Ahce E. E. Lehtinen research
Monadnock Ledger notices
Town of Jaffrey Soc. Sec. Ded.
BALANCE on hand
Monadnock National Bank, Dec. 31,
REPORT OF THE SUBSCRIPTIONS-
Year ending Dec. 31, 1970
This account is on deposit
at the Monadnock Sav. Bank
45 subscriptions
Interest earned to Dec. 31, 1970
Cash in Monadnock




































Ted Guitard 187.93 400.00














Pur. Systems Structure 587.12
Other Structures 3,904.02







Pools Reservoir Imps. 15,031.19
Equipment (Truck) 2.625.00
. Other Equipment 3,551.68
Office Equipment 1,501.32

















Mdse. & Labor Sales 1,879.69
Water Rents Receivable 5,464.20
A/C Rec. C/AC Extension 16,269.63















Surplus to Dec. 31,1970










Commercial Water Sales $ 46,954.23
Metered Water Sales 14,851.76
Sales of Labor 289.49
Use of Equipment 5.79
Other Income 121.26
Int. Earned Cap. Reserve Fund 260.52
Total Income $ 62,483.05
EXPENDITURES
Reserve For Depreciation
Purification System Structures $ 10.67
Other Structures 130.13
Water Supply Equipment 246.61











Gravel Packed WeU 1324.80
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Superintendence Sources of Supply $ 94.27
Labor 4939.46













Commercial Supplies & Expense 1171.61
Office Expenses 2773.42







Profit, Jan. 1, 1970 to Dec. 31, 1970 5,079.57
Cash in Bank, Dec. 31, 1970 3349.49
EXPENDITURES
Aubuchon W.E. Co. S 71.16
Belletete Inc. 314.12
Belletete, J. Oren 28.00
Butler Oil Co. 10.40
Baker, Leonard 16.25






Badger Meter Co. 653.03
Benner Electronics Serv. 55.00
Christian, Alfred J. 1585.00
Coil's TV Service 23.88
Connaire, John A. Co. 9.61
Camp-Dresser McKee 2497.81
Coumoyer Ins. Agency 20.00
Clark Cooper 114.95
Cannevino & Shea 2023.70
Converse, Clinton A. 15.99
Christie-Thomson




























Mei, F. & Co.
Municipal Services
Martell, A.E. & Co.
Monadnock Lumber
Marrotte, Jerry
New England Tel & Tel
New England Explosives
New Hamp. Treas.
New England Meters Repair













































































Sawtelle Elec. Lab. 28.55
State of N.H. 2.40
Savron Graphics 131.00




Town of Jaffrey 15000.00
Town of Jaffrey Gas. 104.58
Town of Jaffrey Well Bond 5000.00
Town of Jaffrey Interest 14711.25
Town of Jaffrey BC,OV,RET,SS,INS. 2785.10
United Auto Supply 118.52
United States & Pipe & Fdry. 77.93
Village Card Shop 6.43
Wilson, Richard 31145.36
TOTAL $ 112,347.51









































































































































REPORT OF THE JAFFREY HISTORY COMMITTEE
PROGRESS REPORT
The Jaffrey History Committee has had a busy year. The
compilation of the history is now complete, and the
material is in the hands of the printers.
The Committee contacted several printers in the area, and
the lowest price received was from the Transcript Printing
Company and the company was awarded the contract for
the publication of Volume III.
During the past year the Committee held many meetings
to review the material. Miss Lehtinen has worked diligently
and relentlessly on the research of the historical and
genealogical material and the Committee feels that she has
accomplished much more than was expected of her in this
project, and should any family genealogy not be included in
this volume, it can in no way be attributed to Miss
Lehtinen or any members of her committee, but to a lack
of interest on the part of any individual family not
included. The Committee feels that sufficient notice was
given relative to furnishing the necessary genealogical
information to Miss Lehtinen so that it could be included in
this volume.
It is expected that the history will be available for
delivery sometime after Aug. 1 barring any unforeseen
incidents.
JAFFREY HISTORY COMMITTEE






REPORT OF THE TREASURER
BALANCE on hand




Alice E. E. Lehtinen research
Monadnock Ledger notices








BALANCE on hand, Mon. Nat. Bank,
Dec. 31, 1970
REPORT OF THE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Year ending December 31, 1970
This account is on deposit at
tlie Monadnock Sav. Bank Deposit
Book No.
45 subscriptions
INTEREST EARNED to Dec. 31, 1970
Cash in Mon.Sav. Bank,






CASH in Bank: Dec. 31, 1969
RECEIPTS:
$ 1,449.87
Snow Removal Funds 1,045.00
EXPENDITURES:
s l!4^4.87




Leonard C. Baker, Plowing 633.25
Leigh M. Champney. Sr., Plowing
The Ark, Inc.. Plowing
Henry J. Belletete. Plowing





Jaffrey Water Works, Plowing 15.00















small claims & civil writs '
Entries from Civil Writs





Treasurer, Town of Jaffrey
Department of Safety
BaU Bonds refunded
Interest refunded on same
Clerk, Superior Court




Witness & Travel fees
Supplies-postage-forms




Fish & Games Dep't
R. Desmarais Ag'cy, Clerk Bond
Bail Bonds on hand 12/31/70
per savings account




































































No face, eye or head protection
Assault
Non-payment of employment tax
Disorderly conduct









Contributing to the delinquency
of a minor
Hit and run















Towing trailer without lights
Assault on police officer
Operating m/v with obstructed
view
Receiving & Concealing stolen
goods
Operating as to endanger
Tailgating
Operating m/v w/o lights
Trespassing


















































Taking m/v w/o authority
Loaded gun in m/v
Hunting w/o license
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
To The Honorable Board of Selectmen
Townof Jaffrey
Herewith is the report of the Health Officer for the Town
of Jaffrey year ending December 31, 1970
Investigations Made by the Health Officer
Town Water complaints 4
Private water supplies checked 21
Reportable diseases 11
Reportable diseases quarantined None
Dog Bites 12
Cat Bites None
Wild Animal Bites 2
Dead Animals removed and buried 16
Sewer Complaints Various 52
Sewer Investigations 46
Inspections for State Leach Fields 14
Smoke Complaints 8
Garbage Complaints Various 31
Unsanitary Living Conditions 2
Warnings issued to above 2
Homes closed due to unsanitary conditions None
Dump Inspections 52




Assisting other Depts. from out of Town 4
Complaints referred to other Depts. 5
Working with State Board 8
Signing Health Certificates 97
Inspection of Homes for State (Day Child Care) 4
Inspection of Ponds & Rivers (For Sewerage) 19





Driving to left of ctr. of road
Total number criminal cases
Total number small claims
Total number civil cases






/s/ Raymond J. Desmarais
AMOS FORTUNE FUND
Dec. 31, 1970
This account is on deposit at the PETFRBOROUGH
SAVINGS BANK, PETERBOROUGH, Deoosit Fo"5FN5.
2534.
CASHINBANK:Dec. 31, 1969 $226791
INTEREST EARNED: To Dec. 31, 1970 'l is's






To the Board of Selectmen:
At the Town Meeting of March, 1970, the voters
approved the establishment of an Historic District in
Jaffrey Center. In accordance with the regulations, the
Moderator appointed the following as members of the
Commission:
,
Dr. Charles Hamilton (one year)
Mr. B. Leonard Krause (two years)
Attorney Francis Quinlan (three years)
Mr. Frederick Richardson (three years)
Mrs. Charles Royce (two years)
Mr. Fred H. Smith (two years)
Mr. William Torrey (one year)
On August 5, 1970, an organizational meeting was held
by the Commission. The following were elected as officers:
Mr. B. Leonard Krause, Chairman
Mrs. Charles Royce, Vice-Chairman
Mr. Frederick Richardson, Secretary
No further meetings of the Commission have been held.
Respectfully submitted,
Frederick S. Richardson, Secretary
Historic District Commission
This account is on deposit at the MONADNOCK
SAVINGS BANK, JAFFREY, N.H., Deposit Book No.
17260.
CASH IN BANK: Dec. 31, 1969
INTEREST EARNED: To Dec. 31,








MEMORIAL DAY AERONAUTICAL FUND
Dec. 31, 1970
CASH on Hand, Dec. 31, 1969
RECEIPTS:
Townof Jaffrey, 1970 Appropriation
EXPENDITURES:
W.E. Aubuchon Co., Inc.
Rodney C. Woodman, Inc.
William J. Murray





H.A. Holt & Sons
























CASH in Bank: Dec. 31, 1969
RECEIPTS
Town of Jaffrey, N.H.,
1970 Appropriation










Silver Ranch, Inc., Truck
Jaffrey Munc. Airpk. Dev.
Corp. Bal. of Loan
CASH in Bank: Dec. 31, 1970
CASH on Hand:
Received from Silver Ranch Airpark























Int. earned on CD
EXPENDITURES:
Jaffrey Water Works
















CASH on Hand: Dec. 31, 1960 $ -0-
RECEIPTS:
The Conn. Bank and Trust, Int. & Divd. Mark S.
Bradley Estate 1,199.99
Cournoyer Funeral Home 324.00
Boutwell Funeral Home 70.00
Jcllison Funeral Home 50.00
Other Income 156.00
1,799.99
TOTAL REMITTED: Town Treasurer 1,799.99








SEWER CONSTRUCTION FUND NO. 1
Dec. 31, 1970
SEWER CONSTRUCTION FUND NO. 2
RECEIPTS:
Loan — Monadnock National Bank
EXPENDITURES:
BURRINGTON COURT SEWER:
Highway Dept., Jaffrey, N.H.
Town of Jaffrey, Reimbursement








HIGHLAND AVENUE SEWER -- MARK STREET:
Leonard C. Baker 122.50
Town of Jaffrey, Reimbursement 2,474.40
R. H. Wilson & R. G. White 32,986.96
Roger R. Smith 2,246.00
37,829.86
OLD PETERBOROUGH ROAD:
Highway Dept., Jaffrey, N.H. 675.55
Roger R. Smith 206.25
881.80








Camp. Dresser & McKee, Engineers
Curran-Cossetts Construction Corp.
William D. Tribble, Legal Expenses
First National Bank of Boston —
Preparation of Bonds














This account is on deposit at the MONADNOCK




Income deposited during year
INTEREST EARNED: To Dec. 31,













First National Bank oi' Boston,





Construction Fund No. 2
Checking Account - Mmi. Nat. Bank









JAFFREY CENTER FIRE STATION
BUILDING FUND
(Leon W. Priest Memorial Fund)
Tliis account is on deposit at the MONADNOCK
SAVINGS BANK. JAFFREY, N.H., Deposit Book No.
19589.
CASH IN BANK Dec. 31, 1969
INTEREST EARNED: To Dec. 31













Gross Net Actual Total Expendi- Oi/er- Unexpend,
Budget Budget 1970 Budget tures Cb3ft Balance
Approp. Approp. Income
TOWN GOVERNMENT:
Town Officers Salaries 18,500.00 16,000.00 2,798.00 18,798.00 17,686.28 1,111.72
Town Officers Expenses 6,500.00 5,500.00 1,862.89 7,362.98 7,959.53 596.55 —
Election & Reg. Expenses 1,250.00 1,250.00 — 1,250.00 903.66 346.34
Soc. Sec. & Retirement 8,500.00 7,500.00 1,300.58 8,800.58 8,620.71 179.87
Blue Cross-Blue Shield 900.00 500.00 235.79 735.79 907.37 171.58
Insurance & Town Officers Bonds 9,600.00 9,000.00 1,164.00 10,164.00 10,083.19 — 80.81
Town Buildings 5,000.00 5,000.00 — 5,000.00 5,551.81 551.81 —
Legal Expenses 250.00 250.00 — 250.00 643.25 393.25 —
Lights & Telephone 19,250.00 19,250.00 — 19,250.00 18,619.02 630.98
Water Utilities 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 —
Blister Rust Control 100.00 100.00 — 100.00 100.00 — —
Vital Statistics 150.00 150.00 150.00 137.50 — 12.50
TOWN DEPARTIVIENTS:
District Court 6,000.00 — 7,752.98 7,752.08 4,766.33 2,986.65
Police Department 39,000.00 39,000.00 1,080.21 40,080.21 41,905.50 1,825.29 —
Welfare 8,000.00 8,000.00 383.68 8,383.68 7,000.00 — 1,383.68
Fire Department 9,300.00 9,300.00 366.45 9,666.45 9,290.70 — 375.75
Health Department. 700.00 700.00 — 700.00 671.65 — 28.35
Tree Work 700.00 700.00 — 700.00 611.50 88.50
Library 4,500.00 3,800.00 900.90 4,700.90 5,785.99 1,085.09 —
Cemeteries 8,000.00 1,500.00 6,876.78 8,376.78 10,754.81 2,378.03 —
Airpark Maintenance 1,000.00 1,000.00 — 1,000.00 1,000.00 — —
Parks & Commons — — —
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Dump 7,000.00 7,000.00 — 7,000.00 7,713.18 713.38 —
Gen. Highway Expenses 1,200.00 1,200.00 — 1,200.00 1,977.94 777.94 —
Town Construction 3,500.00 3,500.00 — 3,500.00 3,496.48 3.52
Sidewalk Construction 3,750.00 3,750.00 — 3,750.00 3,730.55 — 19.45
Tarring Roads 18.000.00 17,000.00 1,000.00 18,000.00 23,484.14 5,484.14 —
Summer Maintenance 18,300.00 15,800.00 3,752.17 19,552.17 25,210.23 5,658.17 —
Winter Maintenance ^,600.00 38,600.00 — 38,600.00 52,779.88 14,179.88 —
TRA Construction 1,626.92 1,626.92 — 1,626.92 1,626.92 — —
Maintenance of Equipment — — — — — — —
RECREATION:
Humiston Field 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,674.57 174.57 —
Beach 5,400.00 4,000.00 1,481.60 5,481.60 5.810.63 329.03 —
Ski Tow 500.00 500.00 — 500.00 469.42 —
Memorial Day 400.00 400.00 400.00 400.00 — —
Monad nock Region Assn. 1,264.00 1,264.00 — 1,264.00 1,264.00 — —
INTEREST:
Temporary Loans 3,500.00 3,500.00 — 3,500.00 7,284.10 3,784.10 ...
Long Term Bonds 19,460.00 4,750.00 15,660.25 20,410.25 20,458.25 48.00 —
PRINCIPAL:
Sewer Bonds, issue No. 1 10,000.00 10,000.00 — 10,000.00 10,000.00 — —
Sewer Bonds, Issue No. 2 5,000.00 5,000.00 — 5,000.00 5,000.00 — —
Sewer Bonds, Issue No. 3 — — — — — —
Water Bonds, Issue No. 1 5,000.00 — 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 — —
Water Bonds, Issue No. 2 15,000.00 ... 15,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00 —




Highway Department — — — — — — —
Fire Department 1,500.00 1,500.00 --- 1,500.00 1,500.00
Police Department — — — — — — —
Bicentennial Celebration - - - - - - 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 - - - - - -
COUNTY TAX:
Cheshire County 42.650.00 42,650.00 -•- 42.650.00 48.049.78 5.399.78





Year ending December 31, 1970
RECEIPTS:




Fuel & Electricity 19S.1Q
S559.78
RECEIPTS:
Trustees of Trust Funds $5 12.04
Balance owned Town of Jaffrey







TOWN OF JAFFREY, N.H.
LONG TERM NOTE
LATERAL SEWER CONSTRUCTION
Authorized by Vote of the March 11, 1970
Annual Town Meeting
(Article 14 of Meeting).
Date Note No. Amount
8-25-70 1 S 40,000.00
9-29-70 2 10,000.00
S 50,000.00





Interest and principal to be repaid from Annual Sewer Rentals received by Town.
ALBERT J. MORIN
Town Treasurer
JAFFREY, N.H. - STATE GRANT (SEWER)
Project C-32







YEAR PRINCIPAL INTEREST ANNUAL
PAYMENT PAYMENT PAYMENT
1970 S45.628.00 S 2,535.00 S 1,481.00 8 4,016.00
1971 43,093.00 2,535.00 1.399.00 3,934.00
1972 40,558.00 2,535.00 1,317.00 3,852.00
1973 38,023.00 2,535.00 1,232.00 3,767.00
1974 35,488.00 2,535.00 1,148.00 3,683.00
1975 32,953.00 2,535.00 1,066.00 3,601.00
1976 30,418.00 2,535.00 984.00 3,519.00
1977 27,883.00 2.535.00 902.00 3.437.00
1978 25.348.00 2,535.00 820.00 3,355.00
1979 22,813.00 2,535.00 738.00 3,273.00
1980 20,278.00 2,535.00 656.00 3,191.00
1981 17,743.00 2,535.00 574.00 3.109.00
1982 15,208.00 2,535.00 492.00 3,027.00
1983 12,673.00 2,535.00 410.00 2,945.00
1984 10,138.00 2,535.00 328.00 2,863.00
1985 7,603.00 2,535.00 246.00 2,781.00
1986 5,068.00 2.535.00 164.00 2,699.00
1987 2,533.00 2.533.00 85.00 2.618.00
JAFFREY, N.H. - STATE GRANT (SEWER)
Project C-2
Schedule of Payments by year
(20 Year Amortization
Adjusted to 40% - 1966







YEAR PRINCIPAL INTEREST ANNUAL
PAYMENT PAYMENT PAYMENT
1970 S 54,741.00 $ 5,473.00 $ 1,346.00 $6,819.00
1971 49,268.00 5,473.00 1,212.00 6,685.00
1972 43,795.00 5,473.00 1.078.00 6,551.00
1973 38,322.00 5,473.00 944.00 6,417.00
1974 32,849.00 5,473.00 810.00 6,283.00
1975 27,376.00 5,473.00 676.00 6,149.00
1976 21,903.00 5.473.00 542.00 6.015.00
1977 16,430.00 5,473.00 408.00 5,881.00
1978 10,957.00 5,473.00 274.00 5,747.00
1979 5,484.00 5,484.00 140.00 5,624.00
REPORT ON REFUSE DISPOSAL
After July 1972 or 1975, depending on the size of the
town, the state law prohibits the burning of waste in open
dumps. The open dumps may be replaced by sanitary land
fills, incinerators, or open pit burners.
The waste disposal problem of Jaffrey is somewhat the
same as in 1969 except that several projects have been
investigated by the Selectmen and the Refuse Disposal
Committee to ascertain wliich one is best suited for the
town. We have the above three to choose from before the
.state steps in, and decides for us.
An incinerator being a costly device, $1,000,000 and up,
eliminates itself automatically as we do not have the
volume of refuse to feed it, nor do we have the cash to
finance it. The two left — the sanitary land fill and the open
pit burner — we have investiagted.
Fortunately the sanitary land fill was close at hand in
Peterborough. It is new, less than a year old, on a level tract
of land, not far from the old dump. It was manned by a
crew of three men — the machine operator, and one or two
attendants to direct traffic. The physical appearance of the
sanitary land fill was a trench one hundred feet long, ten
feet wide, and six deep. This ran the length of the field.
Logs were placed along the length of the trench to prevent
cars and trucks from rolling into the trench. Refuse from
the cars and trucks was thrown into the trench, and a
rubber tired front loader periodically ran over the refuse to
compact it. At the end of the day the front end loader dug
gravel, and spread it over the day's collection of compacted
refuse. No smoke.' No fires. No insect breeding. No odors.
No trash or refuse to walk over. No rats, and above all it
was clean. The rubber tired front end loader was borrowed
from the Town of Peterborough until the arrival of the new
one.
The open pit burner at Conway was also visited by the
Selectmen, Refuse Disposal Committee, the Monadnock
Regional Executive Secretary, and a host of other people. It
was "Open House,"and Conway put its best foot fonvard
to show off the much hearlded open pit burner for whicli
we have been waiting for over a year to inspect.
It is a modest steel building for housing macliinery to
operate ihe pit burner, and a shelter for the per:5onuel and
visiting dump trucks. On the left hand side of the building
is a sheltered drive-up to an open concrete bin where
housewives may deposit their refuse, it is very clean and
tidy with no sign of refuse, incineration, or waste disposal.
The actual burner itself is at the back, and to one side of
the main building, connected by a roofed in passage. The
pit is fourteen feet long, eight feet wide, and nine feet deep,
and is of concrete construction. It is lined with high
temperature fire brick. Around the pit is a series of nozzles
where huge quantities of air are directed in a swirUng
motion at the fire. This air is suppUed by a forty horse
power blower outside the building. Over the pit is a coarse
heavy wire screen to catch flying paper, fly ash, or refuse.
The refuse is picked up by a front end loader (using
propane bottled gas as a fuel) on the mixing floor, and
pushed or dumped into the burner. Surprisingly the refuse
was consumed in a very short time with no fly ash or smoke
visible. The intense heat (IBGOoF) of the burning refuse
and air reduces the refuse to about one tenth of the volume
fed into it. The refuse is composed of branches, bottles, tin
cans, paper, rags, green garbage, and the run of the mill
garbage. Large pieces of metal are fished out, and put aside
to be buried later. After the refuse is incinerated the
residue, or clinker, composed of melted glass, tin cans, and
uncdmbustible material is cooled, broken up, and removed
by a special rig thrust into the pit. The refuse is entirely
sterilized and ready to be disposed of.
Six or seven towns use the facilities of this burner, or a
population of from eleven to twenty thousand people. It all
depends on the time of the year. Being an experimental
burner the exact capacity is not known, but it is hoped that
a few more towns will be able to use the burner. The initial
cost is around $50,000. Tliis includes land, buildings,
burner, research, design, blower, donations, equipment etc.
The refuse put into the burner governs the output of
gases, smoke, and vapors. Over the top of the burner the
gases look like heat waves but could be C02, chlorine,
sulphur dioxide, or other gases. Elimination of refuse
causing this trouble is being studied, and the refuse is
discarded elsewhere.
The University of New Hampshire engineering students
are responsible for this find professional project whichinclude;
the research, design, drawing the plans, chemical analysis,
testing, and bi'.ilding this open pit burner. It will be
something to be proud of when completed.
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The wigwam burner of Portsmouth was also looked into,
but it is just as obnoxious as the open faced dump
— belching smoke and odors over the landscape.
Investigation of the types of machinery used for waste
disposal was also made. The majority of the machines were
steel treaded front end loaders. The steel treaded crawlers,
as these machines are called, are a tough breed of machines
with lots of push behind the steel treads, and no punctures,
or rubber to be chewed off tires by broken glass, or sharp
pieces of metal, etc. The treads are wide and long, giving
the maximum compacting power necessary for breaking up
and compacting refuse. This universal machine is a
jack-of-all trades. It bulldozes, scrapes, digs, loads trucks,
spreads earth cover, plows snow, digs trenches, Ufts logs,
stoves, refrigerators, and many other dump problems. These
machines can be fitted with back hoes, cranes, cabs, rippers,
and a variety of other accessories The price range is from
$16,000 to $30,000 depending on what the machine is used
for. Lighter machines may be purchased at a lower price.
,They can be had in diesel or gas powered engine units. In
'addition trucks may be borrowed from the town to help
out from time to time.
To solve the v/aste disposal problem of Jaffrey either the
sanitary land fill, or the open pit burner would be a great
improvement over the present open faced dump we now
have. Either one would eliminate the burning bonfires that
face us as we throw refuse over the bank. The sanitary land
fill, if properly conducted, is an ideal way for a small town
to dispose of its refuse. It will cost the town more than we
are now paying, but sooner or later something will have to
be done. The open pit burner, in its infancy, just in the
experimental stage, has great promise. The present cost of
$50,000 includes many items that this town already has.
Consohdation of a few town dumps into one project would
still lower the cost. When this project is finally tested,
working drawings prepared, specifications worked up, and
improvements made, the working drawings and
specifications will be made available to any community
wishing to build this type of unit. Until then we are left
with just one possibOity — the sanitary land fill. This means
purchasing a proper machine to work the sanitary land fill.
If and when the open pit burner is successful we will have
the land, and the machinery, and will be able to obtain the
information to build one. Appropriations should be made
available so that when the day comes money will be on
hand for either project.




We, the undersigned of the Town of Jaffrey, New
Hampshire, do hereby certify that we have carefully
examined the reports and accounts of the Selectmen, Town
Treasurer, Town Clerk, Trustees of Trust Funds, Tax
Collector, Overseer of Pubhc Welfare, Chief of Police,
Memorial Day Committee, Road Agent, Treasurer of
Jaffrey Water Works, the Water Construction Account,
Conant Indigent Fund, Treasurer of Jaffrey Public Library,
Sewer Construction Funds, Trustees of Alice W. Poole
Fund, Conant Cemetery Fund, Jaffrey Municipal Airpark,
Snow Removal Fund, Amos Fortune Fund, Jaffrey History
Committee, and L.W. Priest Memorial Fund, and find them





Auditors Town of Jaffrey
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NAME ADDRESS VALUATION TAXES SEWER
Abbott, Esidore, Jacob
A. & Helen L&B 59 Main St. $19,820 $521.96 $20.00
Abbott, Jacob A. L&B Thorndike Pond 10,380 290.64
Adams, Anna G. L&B 305 Main St. 10,570 295.96
Adams, David L Fitzwilliam Rd. 1,660 46.48
Adams, James M.
& Sarah J. L&B Dublin Rd. JC 14,430 404.04








Adams, Tomma M. L&B 6 Highland Ave. 8,540 239.12
Aho, Arthur 1. &
Beverly J. L&B Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 14,700 411.60







& Eva M. L Rindge Rd. 3,000 84.00
Alderman, Bissell
& Mary C. L&B Mountain Rd. 14,780 413.84
Ames, Forrest C.




Anderson, Virginia M. L&B Fitzwilliam Rd. 25,230 706.44
Antilla, Tauno &
Eleanor L&B 9 Birch St. 9,980 279.44 20.00
















L&B 48 Stratton Rd.












L&B Lincolns Corner Rd. 13,650
L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 14,660





























Austin, Sydney F. &
Alice F.
L&B 30 Ridgecrest Rd.
L&B 18 Oak St.
L Off Mt. Road
L&B 85 Old Peterboro Rd. 13,180
L&B 34 Stratton Rd.
L&B Old Dublin Rd. JC
L&BThorndike Pond
L&B Trotting Park Road










L&B Gilmore Pond Road 10,460
L&B 126 Highland Ave. 14,710








Avard, Willie S. L Peterboro Rd.
L&B Had ley Rd.
1,230
6,720 222.60
Ayres, Katherine G. L&B Dublin Rd. JC 22,100 618.80
Babneau, Thomas D.
& Linda A. L&B Meeting House Rd. 10,150 284.20




Badertscher, Elspeth L&B Calmon Road 15,850 443.80





& Marie L&B Spruce St. 8,610 241.08 20.00
Baird, Harland S
& Joyce A. L&B 17 Juniper St. 7,680 215.04 20.00
Baird, John &
Barbara M. L&B Squantum Rd. 5,070 141.96
Baker, Leonard C.
& Sandra B. L&B 77 Squantum Rd. 10,280 287.84 20.00
Baldwin, Arnold L.
& Anne L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 14,890 416.92
Baldwin, Charles A.
& Virginia M. L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 16,490 461.72
Baldwin, Clifford
R. & Janice B. L&B Erin Lane 18,420 515.76
Baldwin, Marion L. L&B 49 School St. 7,920 221.76 20.00
Balentine, James W.
& Betty J. L&B Chadwick Rd. 27,290 764.12
Ball, Justin L.
& Lily F. L&B Howard Hill Rd. 8,970 251.16 20.00
Barker, Clinton G.
& Helen M. L&B Hillcrest Rd. 11,240 314.72 20.00
Barker, George E.
& Irene C. L&B Squantum Rd. 18,450 516.60
Bartlett, A.R., H.R., S.L.,
& Alexandra A. Roy L&B Lake Contoocook
L&B Trotting Park Rd.
17,690
4,860 630.56
Bass, Eva L L&B 341 Main St 8,450 236.60






Development Corp. L Turnpike Rd. 6,660 186.48
Bean, Delcie D. Jr. L&B Off Main St 52,620 1473.36
Bean, Delcie D. Jr. &
Vernon J., Helen B.
Krause & Vivian A. Ellison L&B Main St. 8,180 229.04
Bean, Delcie D.




Bean, Laura Evelyn L&B Main St.








Bearce, Mary K. L&B Fitzwilliam Rd. 21,350 597.80
Beaulieu, Elize M. L&B 71-73 Old Peterboro Rd . 6,750 189.00 40.00
Becker, Roland G.








Bell, William 1. L&B Off Giimore Pond Rd. 11,540 323.12





Heirs of L&B 48-52 Peterboro St. 17,720 496.16 80.00
Belletete, Henry J.
& Edith V. L&B 61 Old Peterboro Rd. 12,830 359.24 20.00
Belletete, Homer J.
& Louise B. L&B 32 Bradley Court 20,380 570.64 20.00
Belletete, J. Oren
& Louise J. L&B Turnpike Rd. 25,630 717.64 20.00
Belletete, Norman E.
& Joyce A. L&B Hillcrest Rd. 16,130 451.64
Belletete, Reynold A.
& Charlotte E. L&B Main St
L&B Baldwin Court




Belletete, William W. L&B 33 North St
L Prospect St



































L&B 135-147 Peterboro St. 107,430
L&B 166 Paterboro St. 33,000
L Main St. 1,950
L Hiilcrest Ct. Lot No. 8 830
L 7 1,370









L&B 114 North St.
L&B 2 Stratton Rd.
L&B Main St. JC
L&B 209 River St.














L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 10,360
L&B 15 Spruce St. 7,660





L&B 32 Bradley Court 19,720










































L&B Hi Merest Rd.
L&B 45 Spruce St.










L&B 170 Old Peterboro Rd. 10,380
L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 15,650







& AldIa J. L&B Rindge Rd. 9,090 254.52
Blake, Selwyn, Helen
R. & Alice B. L&B Old County Rd. 1,850 51.80
Blanchette, Delia M. L&B 14 St. Jean St. 8,720 244.16 20.00
Blanchette, Richard L&B Prospect St. 20,590 576.52
Blanchette, Samuel J. L&B 25 Cross St. 9,310 260.68 20.00
Blick, John R. & Amelia L&B 37 Pine St. 5,650 158.20 20.00
Blood, Ervin F.
& Shirley M. L Adams St. 980 27.44
Bloom, Danahy &







& Hazel E. L&B 96 Old Peterboro Rd. 15,540 435.12 20.00
Bolles, Edith B. &
Helen B. Stickle L&B Squantum Rd. 8,760 245.28
Bolles, George H. L&B Thorndike Pond 31,100 870.80
Bordi, Joseph & Jean L&B Hillcrest Court 22,650 634.20 20.00
Bosley, Eva. E. L&B 15 Birth St. 20.00





















Boynton, Lizzie L. Heirs
Boynton, Ralph E. Estate


















L&B 161 River St. 22,290
L&B 260 Main St 7,590
L&B Kevin Lane 15,030
L&B Main St. 16,670
L&B Sawtelle Rd. 12,120
L&B Sawtelle Rd. 21,420
L&B 30 Spruce St. 7.230
L&B 75-77 Turnpike Rd. 11,890
L&B 321 Main St.
L Gilmore Pond Rd.
12,220
750
L&B Proctor Rd. 18,270
L&B Gilmore Pond 28,860
L&B " " 8,740
L Gilmare Lane 7,480
L Thorndike Pond 7,250
L Poole Road 1,630
L&B Squantum Rd. 2,950
L&B 40 Bradley Court 28,120
L&B 36 Pine St. 7,830
L&B 48 Pine St 10,410
L&B 4 Birch St 10,220
L Hadley Rd. 1,370
L&B 93 Turnpike Rd. 15,230
L&B 135-137 North St 17,330
L&B147NortnSt 9,740










































& Abbie S. L&B 25 Aetna St 13,620 381.36 40.00





& Marianna F. L&B 86 Charlonne St 8,910 249.98 20.00
Bryant, Hazel S. L&B 151 Old Peterboro St. 13,090 366.52
Bryant, Robert S.
& Joyce C. L&B Off Mt Rd. 10,020 280.56
Bryant, Ruth Cobb L&B Trotting Park Rd. 9,690 271.32










& Beatrice B. L&B Emery Rd. 42,050 1177.40
Bullard, Wm. R. Jr.












& Virginia L&B Squantum Rd. 9,900 277.20
Burgoyne, Emily A. L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 13,670 382.76










L&B 55 Burrington Ct. 14,920
L&B Fitzwilliam Rd. 11,580
L&B Main St JC 7,560
L Old Peterboro Rd. 12,350









Bussiere, Robert E. L&B Rear 106 Peterboro St. 3,660
L&B 158 Old Psterboro Rd. 5,690 261.80
Bussiere, Robert E.
& Stella L&B 138 Highland Ae 16,570 463.96 10.00
Butler, S. Frances L&B 13Stratton Rd. 26,270 735.56 40.00
Butler, Frederick J. L&B 63 Highland Ave. 19,420 543.76 10.00
Butler, Hazel M. L&B iS Stratton Rd. 8,380 234.64 20.00
Butler, Rhoda J. L&B Emery Rd. 13,730 384.44
Butler, Ross L Lacy Rd. 500 14.00
Caldwell, Thomas A.




Calkins, Patty A. B Parsons Lane 12,400 347.20 20.00
Camp Iroquois, Inc. L&B Frost Pond 31,810 890.68
Campbell, Henry A. L&B 40 School St. 13,890 388.92
Cann, Frederick B. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 17,410 487.48
Caron, Delia 73 Charlonne St. 20.00
Caron, Edgard W., Estate L 70 Ridgecrest Rd. 2,270 63.56
Caron, Elphege E. Estate L&B 9 Old Peterboro Rd. 13,750 385.00 10.00
Caron, Ernest G.
& Martha W. L&B 116 Old Peterboro Rd. 8,970 251.16
Caron, Frederick J.
& Laura 6. L&B 73 Charlonne St. 8,420 235.76 20.00
Carver, Alvin F.
& Hazel M. Hillcrest Rd. 4,930 138.04 20.00
Cederholm, John L.
& ElsaJ. L&B Peabody Hill Rd. 15,420 432.76
Chamberlain, Charles E. L&B Main St. JC 11,880 332.64 20.00
Chamberlain, Dorothy B. L Off Prospect St. 450 12.60
Chamberlain, Emerson W.
& Dorothy B. L&B Prospect Hill 12,340 345.52
Chamberlain, George C. L&B Main St. 8,050 225.40
Chamberlain, George R.











& Eva H. L&B 39 Cross St 5,690 159.32 20.00
Chamberlin, Prescott N.
& Emma M. L&B 150Stratton Rd. 13,610 381.08 20.00
Chamberlain, Sterling
& Sheila L&B Hadley Road 7,010 196.28
Champney, Theron N. Heirs L&B Fitzwilliam Rd. 6,250 175.00
Chapman, John B. &
Margaret L. & J. Knight L&B 124 North St. 14,130 395.64 40.00
Chapman, John V.
& Y. Edith Carey Rd. 9,350 261.80
Charland, Leo & Mary L. L&B 179 North St 13,770 385.56
Charlonne, Joseph F.
& Cynthia 0. L&B Marling St. 15,470 43ai6
Charlonne, Joseph L
& Rita A. L&B 27 Squantum Rd. 14,400 403.20
Chase, Martha C. L&B Cutler Hill Rd. 25,160 704.48
Chenevert, Roch J. L&B 12 Oak St 12,140 339.92
Cheney, Elinor C. &
Edward S. Noyes L&B Thorndike Pond Rd. 12,400 347.20
Cheshire Oil, Inc. L&B 36 River St 36,020 1008.56
Childs, Donald J.
& Genevieve B. L&B Lake Contoocook 24,130 675.64
Chouinard, Bernadette L&B Spruce St 8.760 245.28
Chouinard, Ruth P. L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 17,650 494.20
Christian, Albert W.
& Carolyn M. L&B 3 Parent St 9.170 256.76
Christian, Alfred J.
& Olive R. L&B 46 Prospect St 14,970 419.16
Christian, Alonzo J.
& Barbara H. L&B Hillcrest Court 14,660 410.48
Christian, Arthur J.
& Evelyn L. L&B 177 North St 9.840 275.52
Christian, Edward
& Delina L&B 113 North St. 8,250 231.00
Christian, Elphege J.














Christian, Homer L, L&B 27 St. Jean St. 6,050 169.40
Christian, Joseph L.
& Dorothy H. L&B 40 Aetna St. 16,930 474.04 20.00
1
Christian, Katherine R. L&B 60 River St. 15,810 442.68 40.00
Christian, Maurice J.
& Alice R. L&B Off Peterboro St. 11,170 312.76
Christian, Reney D.
& Amy IVI L&B 94 Charlonne St. 10,840 303.52 20.00
Christian, Robert J. Rear 71 Ridgecrest Rd. 2,380 66.64 20.00
Christian, Vernon A.
& Loretta M. L&B 7 Parent St. 10,250 287.00 20.00
Cieslul<, Adolph L&B Thorndike Pond 7,720 216.16
Clapp, Frani< D.
& Shirley L. L&B 23 Mark St 5,180 145.04
Clapper, Melvin R
& Claribelle L&B Squantum Rd. 9,510 266.28
Clark, Estella M. L&B 143 Stratton Rd. 7,860 220.08 20.00
Clark, Francis C.
& Janet C. L&B Turnpike Rd. 10,430 292.04 20.00
Cloutier, Albert D.
& Eileen L&B Turnpike Rd. 5,210
L&B 78 North St. 7,700
L&B Letourneau Drive 6,060
Cloutier, Donald A.
& Sandra L&B 15 ForcierWay 5,030
Cloutier, Felix A.,
& Barbara M. L&B 148 River St. 6,360
Cloutier, Rose G. L&B Old Peterboro Rd.
Cloutier, Veronica R. L&B 38 Parent St 8,060
Cloutman, Richard F.











L&B Howard Hill Rd. 15,520 434.56 20.00
L&B Howard Hill Rd. 3,810
L Squantum Rd. 1,320 143.64




Coll, Archie L. L&B Pierce's Crossing






& Gladys P. L&B Tyler Hill Rd.
L&B 64-66 Main St.
20,800
26,200
Coll, Archie L. Jr.,
& Helen V. L&B Old Sharon Rd. 15,230
Coll, Philip W.







Colleran, Ellen V. L&B Gap Mt. Rd.
L
L











Comstock, Joan M. L Thorndike Pond Rd. 3,720 104.16
Comstock, Joan M. &
Marguerite M. Thorndike L&B Blackberry Lane 24,140 675.92
Conant, Hilda L. L&B Gilmore Pond 38,480 1077.44
Contoocook, Lake









Heirs of L&B 34 Goodnow St. 8,880 248.64
Cota, Ernest M.
& ArlineJ. L&B Lacy Rd. 13,180 369.04
Courchene, Hector J.
& Flora M. L&B 38-42 Turnpike Rd. 18,040 505.12
Courchene, Laura L&B Hillcrest Rd. 6,240 174.72
Courchene, Norman L.
& Rita V. L&B234Stratton Rd.
•
12,510 353.08
Cournoyer, Kathleen G. L&B 80 River St.






& Patricia H. L&B 72 Old Peterboro Rd. 18,730 524.44 20.00
Cournoyer, Wilfred W.
& Mary M. L&B 58 Stratton Rd. 16,780 469.84 40.00
Crabtree, Edward M.
& Marie C. L&B Thorndike Pond 5,970 167.16
83
Crane, Clayton H.
& Anita G. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd.
L&B 28 Stratton Rd.
13,390
16,150 827.12 20.00
Crcelman, Hilda S. L&E L9ke Contoocook 11,880 332.64
Croci<er, Jos. J.
& Esther M. L&B 119 North St.
L&B 191 River St.




Croteau, Weltlia F. L&B 60 Charlonne St. 9,620 269.36 20.00
Crowther, Ernest W.
& Katherine L&B Lacy Rd. 14,750 413.00
Cuddihee, Donald L.
& Juliet M. L&B Harling St. 16,490 461.72
Cunningham, Richard E.
& Jane IVI. L&B Mtg. House Rd. 15,570 435.96 20.00
Cutter, Edwin E. L&B 259 North St.
L&B Lincoln's Corner Rd.
L Gap Mtn. Rd.
L&B North St.






Cutter, Mildred L&B 48 Turnpike Rd. 11,200 313.60 20.00
Day, John A.
& Mary E. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 24,820 694.96
DeBell, Elwin &
Carmilla V. L Main St. 750 21.00
DeCelle, Charles K.





& Annie P.'!. L&B Peterborough Rd. 11,660 326.48
DeGrandpre, Arthur V. L&B 45 Ridgecrest Rd.
1 If II II
19,720
1,800 479.36 20.00
DeGrandpre, Charles A. L Gilmore Pond Rd. 10,200 285.60
DeGrandpre, Felix M.
& Ethel S. L&B Hillcrest Rd. 13,840 387.52 20.00
Dana, Edward L&B Gilmore Pond 23,040 645.12
Dancause, Raymond G.
& Elizabeth E. L&B 72 North St. 12,610 353.08 40.00
Dandrow,M. Catherine L&B Gilmore Pond 51,840 1451.52
Danforth, Everett O.
& Caroline W. L&B Brandon Lane 15,160 424.48
84
Daniels, Leo M.





& Odona P. L&B 60 Peterboro St. 25,050 701.40 100.00
Darling, Philip M. L&B Main St. 14,300 400.40
Dumais. Norman J.
& Jeannette L Thorndike Pond 7.320 204.96
Davis, Charles W.
& Elizabeth A. L&B 37 Wheeler St. 17,660 494.48 20.00
Davis. Eunice IVi. L&B Mt. Rd. 14.810 414.68
Davis, Frank E.




Davis. Frank E. L Wheeler & Burrington Sts. 510 14.28
Davis. Peter B.

























L Amos Fortune Rd. 4,170
L&B " " " 13,100
L " " " 4,000





L Old Peterboro Rd.
L Bryant Rd.
L&B 68 Charlonne St.
L&B 71 School St.
L&B 178 North St.









































L&B Nutting Road 8,720
L 5,400
L Shaker Road 2,870
L&B 77 River St. 8,560
L&B 74 River St. 12,980
L&B 155 River St. 7,740
L&B 46 School St. 10,580
L&B 53 School St. 10,640
L&B 59 School St. 9,980
L&B 58 School St. 10,020
L&B 17 Spruce St. 6,400
L Squantum Rd. 990
L Parker Rd. 2,450
L&B 218-240 North St. 43,110
L Main St JC 4,980
L&B Howard HIM Rd. 23,260
L&B 217 Main St 15,720
L&B Lincoln's Corner Rd. 4,540
L&B 16 Howard Hill Rd. 22,210
L Frost Pond 2,650
L&B Baldwin Court 1,230
L Lake Contoocook 3,950
L Michigan Rd. 5,530
L 7,600
1 tt II 2,500
L&B199&200StrattonRd
& 25 & 31 Hamilton Court 43,010
L&B 50 Wheeler St 10,860
L Hadley Rd. 2,030
L&B Dean Farm Rd. 17,150
L Old Peterboro Rd. 460
L&B45CharlonneSt 13,300
L&B 54 Blake St 20,500
L&B Blake St 5,660
L&B 40 Old Peterboro Rd. 25,130
L&B 74 Stratton Rd. 1 2,800
L&B 46 Pineridge Rd. 15,040
Lc^B Prospect St 16,740
L&B 5-9 Turnpike Rd. 14,580
L&B 211 Peterboro St 28,700
L&B 211 Mountain Rd. 240


































Devlin, William E. Jr.
Devlin, Wm. E. Sr. &
Mildred G.
DeWolf, Susanna R.















L&B 11 School St. 9,530
L&B 227 North St. 8,300





L&B 13-15 Pineridge Rd. 25,500
L&B 29 Ridgecrest Rd. 5,560
L&B 13 Oak St. 14,7/0
L&B 17 Oak St. 12,720
L&B 124 Main St 28,140
L&B Sunnyfield Drive 20,650
L&B 93 Charlonne St 12,650
L&B 17 Cross St 10,490
L&B Parsons Lane JC 30,620
L&B Sawtelle Rd. 8,120
L&B Witt Hill Rd. 6,760
L&B 59 Stratton Rd. 9,930
L&B 99 River St 12,570
L&B 104 River St 12,040
L&B15AernaSt 14,460








































Draper, Mrs. James B. L&BGilmorePond Rd. 42,100 1178.80
Draper, Paul A. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 20,640 577.92
Draper, Ruth M. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 35,040 981.12
Druzinski, Evelyn F. L&B 105 Turnpike Rd. 15,720 440.16
Duesenberry, James S.





& Jennifer L. L&B Old Dublin Rd. 18,630 521.64
Duguay, Wilfred J. L&B Off Gilmore Pond Rd. 1,500 42.00
20.00
Duguay, Wilfred J.
& Freda M. L&B 40 Oak St. 4,710 20.00
Dukette, Jos.. P.
& Anita A. L&B Squantum Rd. 10,560 295.68 20.00
Duncan, Alice K. L&B 178 Main St.
L&B 50-54 Main St.
19,790
29,240 1372.84 100.00
Duncan, George B. L Old City Rd. 1,950 54.60
Dunham, Maynard A.
& Violet C. L&B Main St. 28,430 796.04 88.00





& Grace L. L&B 9 Dionne St.






Leona D. L&B 12 Cross St. 12,360 346.08 20.00
Duval, Charles J.
& Joyce A. L&B 101 Squantum Rd. 17,680 495.04 20.00
Duval, Edith C L&B78RidgecrestRd. 10,880 304.64 20.00
Duvan, Eva B. L&B 209 North St. 12,320 344.96 20.00
Duval, Gilborn L St. Jean St. 620 17.36
Duval, J. August &
Charlotte 1. L&B 30 Ellison St. 20,280 567.84 20.00
Duval, John H.
& Marionne L&B Adams St 14,890 416.92
88








Durand, Rene A. &
Rita F.
























L&B 125 River St.
L&B 11 Grove St




L&B 46 Goodnow St. 7,730






L&B Lincoln's Corner Rd. 3,840
L&B Emery Rd. 18,260
L&B Main St 19,060













L&B 19 Coolidge Rd.
L Off Old Fitz. Rd.
12,460
120
L&B Mt Rd. 10,100
L&B Old Keene Rd. 9,060
Carey Rd. 5,550
L Contoocook Rd. 390
L&B 12 Laundry Rd.
L&B 27 Laundry Rd.




































Emery, Wm. E., Laura







Ernst, Frederick T. & Henry

















L&B 94 Webster St 7,400
L&B 113 Webster St. 6,900
\
L&B Squantum Rd. 8,950
L&B Mountain Rd. 17,600
L Old County Rd. 2,030
L South Hill Rd. 600
L&B 160 River St. 9,117
L&B Meeting House Rd. 14,770
L Fitzwilliam Rd. 200
L&B Burrington Court 13,520









L&B Thorndike Pond 104,680
L&B Thorndike Pond 7,210
L&B Main St. JC 24,170
L&B " " 12,380
L&B 15 Mark St. 2,440
L&B Lake Contoocook 7,610
L&B Squantum Rd. 8,040




















L Rindge Rd. 3,500 98.00
L&B 16-20 School St. 24,820 694.96
L&B Jaquith Rd. 10,020 280.56
L&B Lacy Rd. 16,940 474.32









& Norma IM. L Rindge Rd. 1,950 5460
Fernald, Alice R. L&B Lacy Rd. 11,550 323.40
Fernald, Melville L.
& Grace L&B 10 Mark St. 6,720 188.16 10.00
Fetzer, Evelyn H. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 11,570 323.96 20.00
Field, Agnes M. L&B Rindge Rd. 4,300 120.40
Field, Joseph &
Martha N. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 9,010 252.28 20.00
Fields, Audrey C L Gilmore Pond Rd.
L Old Fitzwilliam Rd.
3,900
7,070 307.16
Finan, Emma G. L&B 21 DionneSt.
L&B 115-119 Peterboro St.
12,660
12,960 717.36 100.00
Fish, Charles H. L&B Squantum Rd. 2,570 71.96
Fish, Daniel E. L Squantum Rd. 600 16.80
Fish, Fred E.
& Bertha M. L&B Squantum Rd. 7,070 197.96
Fish, Geo. F.
& Lillian M. L&B 26 Parent St. 13,210 369.88 20.00
Fish, James A.
& Diane L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 12,880 360.64 20.00
Fish, Margaret L L&B Cheshire St 9,890 276.92 20.00
Fitzgerald, James




Folsom, Charles A. B Union St 650 18.20
Fontaine, Alfred L.









& Sylvia E. L&B 169 North St 5,280 147.84 20.00





& Rita J. L&B 17 Blake St 16,230 454.44 40.00
Forcier, J. Frederick
& Pauline B. L&B Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 19,360 549.64
91
Forcier, Homer J.
& Frances J. L&B Burrington St. 17,350 485.80 20.00
Forcier, J. Frederick Jr. L&B Squantum Rd. 8,250 231.00 20.00
Forcier, Rene J.
& Adelaide B. L&B 34 Forcier Way
L&B 86 Peterboro Rd.
17,140
48,950 1850.52 20.00





& Kathryn C L&B Squantum Rd. 16,880 472.64
Fournier, Albertine &
Wilfred A. L&B 36 Grove St. 4,050 113.40 20.00
Forstrom, Ronald E.
& Elvira F. L&B Burrington Ct. 15,880 444.64 10.00
Foster, Katharine A. L&B Thorndike Pond 9,470 265.16
Fournier, Bertrand
& Pauline M. L&B Hillcrest Rd. 13,910 389.48 20.00
Frame, Donald IVl.
& Katherine M. L&B Thorndike Pond 16,220 454.16
Gagnon, Andre P.
& Betty 1. L&B Lacy Rd. 5,880 164.64
Gagnon, Elleanna B Rear 54 Peterboro St. 2,400 67.20
Gagnon, Joseph &
Josephine L&B Lacy Rd. 7,930 222.04
Gagnon, Silas &
Ann M. L&B 138-140 North St. 10,000 280.00 20.00
Gallup, Henry S.
& Diana S. L&B Mountain Rd. 13,160 368.48
Gap. Mt. Cc., Inc. L Old Milllken Rd. 1,440 40.32











L Lincoln's Corner Rd. 5,300
L&B Lincoln's Corner Rd.
L&B Lincoln's Corner Rd.
L&B 26 Oak St.
L&B Lake Contoocook
























Gibbons, Wm. H. Jr.













L&B 27 Oak St. 8,010
L&B 85 North St 8,280
L&B Off Peterboro St. 19,650
L&B 28 School St. 15,840
L&B 15 Wheeler St. 17,400
L Off Fitzwilliam Rd. 80
L Pinecrest Rd. 4,690
L Old Peterboro Rd. 1,770
L&B 147 River St.
B 141 " "
15,170
15,220
L&B Thorndike Pond 60,130
L&B 44-46 River St. 17,160
L Old County Rd. 140
L&B 173 North St. 8,130
L&B Off Dublin Rd. 7,470
L&B 11 Bourgeois St 13,560
L&B 203 River St 5,880
L&B 1-17 Main St 101,840



















































& Sharon B. L&B Gilmore Pond 30.250 847.00
Gould, Sarah W.




Gove, Stanley W. L&B 291 Main St. 7,180 201.04
Grant, Clara S. L&B Thorndike Pond Rd. 14,150 396.20
Gravel, Henry H. Jr.
& Maureen L&B Off Hovward Hill Rd. 4,590 128.52
Greene, Estate, Ina,
Frederick W. L&B Main St JC






























L&B Mtg. House Rd. 1 1,730
L&B South Hill Rd. 4,430
B Main St JC 2,240
L&B South Hill Rd. 13,270
L&B Main St JC 21,360
L&B Blackberry Lane 6,260
L Off South Hill Rd. 400
L&B Mountain Rd. 25,290
L Oki County Rd. 5,310
L&B Howard Hill Rd. 13,490
L&B 31 Cross St 10,830
L&B 125 Highland Ave. 18,500



























































Hampsey, Bernard J. Jr.,
& Jean L
Hampsey, Bernard J. Jr., &
Charles J. Letourneau
Hampsey, Jean L. & Philip A.
& Pauline E. Tremblay




L&B 60 Old Peterboro Rd. 10,710
L&B 9 Cross St 12,240
L&B 134 Old Peterboro Rd. 9,470
L&B Harkness Rd.
L&B Lake Contoocook




L&B 138 Main St 36,060
L&B 2 Peterboro St 30,260
L&B Thorndike Pond 19,300
L&B Prospect St 19,670
L&B 225 River St 11,790
L&B Burrington Court 11,930
L Harkness Rd. 2,580
L&B Main St JC 26,470
L&B 51 River St 14,150
L Proctor Rd. 6,880
L&B Mountain Rd. 8,460
L&B Mountain Rd. 16.730
L&B Bryant Rd. 13.570




L&B Erin Lane 21.260
L&B 144 North St 13,470





























& Grace E. L&B Sunnyfield Drive 14,550 407.40 20.00
Hannon, Raymond C.
& Florence A. L&B Lacy Rd. 15,710 439.88
Hannon, Walter J.
& Gertrude 1. L&B Main St JC 14,240 398.72 20.00
Hanson, Ingeborg L L&B Main St JC 12,620 353.36 20.00
Harling, Elsie 1. L&B 24 Spruce St. 10,020 280.56
Harris, John W. L Thorndike Pond 4,790 134.12
Harrisen, Frederick P.
& Grace R. L&B Off Mountain Rd. 10,960 306.88
Hart, Charles F.
& Adelyn P. L&B Hlllcrest Court 15,550 435.40 20.00
Hart, Geo. A.
& Helen R. L&B South Hill Rd. 13,290 372.12
Hartwell, Leona G. L&B Rindge Rd. 10,430 292.04
Hartwell, Richard R.
& Lois B. L&B 98 Peterboro St 14,090 394.52 20.00
Harvey, H., Inc.
Harvey, Herbert H. Jr.
















L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 36,770
L&B 20 Cross St 10,130
L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 5,840
L&B 47 Turnpike Rd. 17,850
L&B 2 Maple St 7,570
L&B 35 Grove St 9,310
L&B 21 Grove St 8.710
L Pineridge Rd. 810
L&B 7 Juniper St 8,160























































L&B 243-255 Peterboro St. 46,060
Carey Road 6,610
L&B Howard Hill Rd.
L&B Off Mountain Rd.
L&B Main St. JC
10,910
L&B Thorndike Pond Rd. 25,860
17,670
L&B Lake Contoocook 25,990
L&B 30 Pineridge Rd. 12,290
L&B Gllmore Pond Rd. 17,280
34,190
L&B Lincoln's Corner Rd. 11,060
L&B Fitzwilliam Rd. 27,330
L " " 750
L&B Hillcrest Rd. 6,430
L Off Fitzwilliam Rd. 200
L&B Had ley Rd. 9,100
L&B 39 Charlonne St. 14,140
L&B 50 Oak St 9,050
L&B 93 Squantum Rd. 13,420
L&B Hillcrest Rd. 23,380
L&B Fitzwilliam Rd- 7,500
L&B Thorndike Pond 17,860
L Harkness Rd. 3,880
L Off Had ley Rd. 720





























Horn, Francis L. &
Lorraine B.






























Jaffrey Sq. Masonic Corp.
L&B Fitch Rd. 14,650
L&B Thorndike Pond 18,280
L&B Mountain Rd. 27,220









L&B 100 North St
L&B Thorndike Pond
L&B 26 Blake St
L Knight Rd.
9,070
L&B 129 North St 14,130
L&B 56 Squantum Rd. 9,810









L Lake Contoocook 2,460
L&B Thorndike Pond 19,240
7,770
L&B Old Peterboro St 15,000
L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 13,790
L Thorndkke Pond 12,250
L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 35,170
L " " " 8,590
19.660
500
L Hunt & Squantum Rds. 2.400
L Flowage Rights
(Rindge Rd.) 15,900




























Jaffrey Woven Label Co. L&B Off Peterboro St 14.410 403.48
Jarvis, Margaret M. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 12,730 356.44
JarvJs, Viola B.
& Donald P. L&B Hillcrest Rd. 13,800 386.40 20.00
Jewell, David 0.
& Wilma H. L&B Dublin Rd. 13,800 386.40 20.00
Johansson, Kenneth N.
& Virginia L&B Thorndike Pond 26.030 728.84
Johansson, Kenneth W.








& Ruth L Conway L&B Thorndike Pond 13,810 386.68
Johanson, Lillie M. L&B Lincoln's Corner Rd. 13.460 37&88
Johanson, SvenA. L Frost Pond 970 27.16
Johanson, Sven A.
& Lillie M. L Lincoln's Corner Rd. 5.910
L&B 88-90 Main St 29.820
L&B Lincoln's Corner Rd. 6,570 1184.40 120.00
Johanson, Sven A. Jr. L&B Lincoln's Corner Rd. 11,410
L " " " 5,000 459.48
Johnson, Donald F.
& Antoinette C. L&B 140 Highland Ave. 20.270 567.56
Johnson, Everett W.
& Sylvia M. L&B 114 Webster St 12,510 350.28
Johnson, Janet H. L&B Thorndike Pond Rd. 22,500 630.00
Johnson, John A.
& Evelyn L. L&B Lehtinen Rd. 13,460 376.88






Jones, Alice P. Trustee L&B Mountain Rd. 26,650 746.20
Jones, Chester M. L&B South Hill Rd. 17,650 494.20
Jones, Eric W.
& Louise B. L Brendon Lane 2,610 73.08
Jones, James M.
& Edith A. L&B Fitzwilliam Rd. 8,200 229.60
Jordon, Eugene A. Amos Fortune Rd. 4,680 131.04














Kelley, William & Anna
Kendall, Dorothy B.
LoiS 54 Charlonne St 1 1,040
L&B Turnpike Rd. 17,750
L&B Hi Merest Rd. 11,410
L&B Thorndike Pond Rd. 24,510
L&B 36 Highland Ave. 1 1,190
L&B Thorndike Pond 16,630
L " " 1,250
L&B 41 Turnpike Rd. 13,620
Carey Rd. 9,270
L&B 170 Main St. 17,860
Kenney, Eugene L.
& Christine E. L&B 119 Old Peterboro Rd. 16,860
Kidd, Coburn B.
& Mary H. L&B Thorndike Pond Rd. 22,730
Kidder, Paul J.
& Helen B. L&B 45 Old Peterboro Rd. 10,690
Kimball, Joy
& Paul Jr. L Gilmore Pond Rd. 3,500
L 11,010
L&B " " " 22,040
Kingman, Eugeae& Lucius,
Celia K. Atwood & L&B Bryant Rd. 33,050





L&B 41 School St. 15,630
L&B Lake Contoocook 13,560
L Old County Rd. 300
Knowlton, Albert C.
& Mary M. L&B 109 Webster St. 13,170
Knowlton, Wilfred J.
& Eva M. L&B Webster St. 9,370
Korpi, John V.
& Gertrude C. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 16,460
Korpi, Leonard F.




Korpi, Robert R. L Peterboro St.






























& Betty J. L&B Highland Circle








& Lena S. L&B Lacy Rd. 13,710 383.8b
Koski, Bruno W. L&B Lacy Rd. 9,300 260.40
Kottke, Thomas F.
& Molly L&B Turnpike Rd. 27,730 776.44 40.00
Krause, B. Leonard
& Helen B. L&B Harkness Rd. 48,390 1354.92
Kruse, Raymond W.
& Deborah D. L&B Thorndike Pond 13,530 378.84
Kullgren, Howard B.
& Barbara A. L&B 21 Pineridge Kd. 13,110 367.08 20.00
KykyrI, Elsie L&B 20 Maple St. 7,470 209.16 20.00
LaBier, Ronald J.
& Margaret L. L&B 93 Prospect St. 9,990 279.72
Labonte, Albert J.
& Dorothy L&B Squantum Rd. 17,380 486.64
Labonte, Albert J. L&B Squantum Rd.
L&B 14 Dionne St.
B 19 "






& Beatrice M. L&B 63 Squantum Rd. 21,980 615.44 20.00
LaBrle, Philip R.
& Jeanne L. L&B 20 Charlonne St. 18,540 519.12 20.00
LaBrie, Wilfred J. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 2,630 73.64 20.00
LaCroIx, Philip M. L&B Squantum Rd. 8,120 227.36
LaFleur, Emile J.
& Dorothy F. L&B 115 River St 12,640 353.92 20.00
LaFleur, Ernest J. L&B 120 River St. 7,170 200.76 40.00
LaFreniere, Francis L. L&B Hamilton Court 16,030 448.84
LaFreniere, Fraocis L.
& Elizabeth Z. L&B 173Stratton Rd. 28,580 828.24 140.00
LaFreniere, John E.



















Lambert. Freda A. &
Lawrence H. Harper
L&B Squantum Rd. 12.430
L&B 1 17 Webster St 6,630
L&B 137 Turnpike Rd. 1.280
L&B Adams St












Lambert Ovila 0. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 16,980 475.44
Lambert Robert F. L&B 18 Peterboro St. 17,580 492.24
Lambert Roland A.




& Patricia C L&B 233 Stratton Rd.
L&B 217 "
L Squantum Rd.





Lambert Victoria L. L Rindge Rd. 6,430 180.04
Lambert Wilfred L L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 19,040 533.12
Lamothe, Alphe L
& Olive M. L&B 168 North St 9.530 266.84 20.00
Lamothe, Alphe L. L Off Main St 400 11.20
Lane, Edward L. L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 9,110 255.08
Lang, Charles F. L&B Adams St 6,800 190.40
Langevin. Louis A. &
M.E. Lorraine L&B 109 Old Peterboro Rd. 11.850 332.80 20.00
Langevin. Norman R. &
Jacqueline B. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 12.090 338.52 20.00
Langille, Wayne K.
& Judith D. L&B Old County Rd. 11.160 312.48
LaPerriere, Joseph E.
& Lorraine M. L&B HJIIcrest Court 17.840 499.52 20.00
LaPlant Clyde H.
& Harriet D. L&B 102 Stratton Rd. 15.720 440.16 40.00
LaPlante. Joseph A.
& Orise B. Oak St 2,520 70.56 20.00












Lehtinen, Alice E.E. (2/3)
& George E. (1/3)











Letourneau, Charles J. &
H. Charles Royce
Letourneau, Hattie R.










L&B Meeting House Rd.
L&B 10 Birch St



















L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 13,400
1 II II II 3,460
L&B " 7,380
L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 12,090
L&B 17 Charlonne St. 10,700
L Mountain Rd.
L&B North St





L&B 57-63 North St




L&B 360 Main St 24,660
L&B Old Peterboro St 18,090
L&B 97 North St. 6,990
L&B 91 North St 4,320
L&B 161 Peterboro St 13,310
L&B 5 Sunnyfield Drive 15,210









































L&B 49 Wheeler St. 12,240
L&B Off Old Peterboro Rd. 14,640
L&B123PeterboroSt. 10,220
L&B 59 Squantum Rd. 8,400
L&B Hlllcrest Court 20,450
L&B Thorndike Pond Rd.
L&B 88 Stratton Rd. 4,550
L&B 119 Squantum Rd. 15,280
L&B 9 St. Jean St. 8,660







& Dinah E. L&B Harkness Rd. 24,390 682.92
Lobacki, Edw. J.
& Barbara L Thorndike Pond 10,570 295.96
Locke, David & Carol L Off old Peterboro Rd.
L Off Sanders Rd.
110
70 5.04





& Rita L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 13,380 374.64
Lortie, Lionel M.
& Rita M. L&B 170 Stratton Rd. 12,730 356.44
Lowe,, Russell B. Jr. L Ingalls Rd. 5,700 159.60
Lowe, Stephen Lacy Rd. 2,100 58.80
Ludlum, Herbert B. Jr.
& Elizabeth C. L&B Old County Rd.
B




Lyie, Cornelius R. II
& Geraldine T. L&B Parsons Lane 30,800 862.40
Lynch, Olive L&B 56 River St. 8,480 237.44
McCarthy, John D. L Off Gilmore Pond Rd.
1
It It II II
610
60 10.08












& Victoria B. L&B 160 Main St. 20.940 586.32 60.00
Mcintosh, Myrtle F. L&B 44 Burrington St. 6,520 182.56 20.00
MacKenzie, Harry E.
& Imogene 0. L&B Squantum Rd. 15,660 438.48
McKeon, Newton F.
& Mary M. L&B Thorndike Pond Rd. 9,310 260.68
McKittrick, Addie M. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 30,100 842.80
McKittrick, John B.














L&B 228 Stratton Rd.



































Martin, L.W. & V.E.
Martin, Leonard A.
& Helen
L&B Old Dublin Rd.
L&B South Hill Rd.




B 86 Old Peterboro Rd. 13,070
L&B Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 12,920
L " " " 7,340
L&B " '.' " 11,920
L&B Ingalls Rd. 11,550
L&B 96-98 River St. 8,460
L&B Off Main St. 2,480
L Prospect St. 1,760


















































L Tyler Hill Rd. 1,350
L&B 20 Forcier Way 1,930
L&B 25 Pine St. 11,560
L&B Howard Hill Rd. 11,050
L&B 184 North St. 10,170





L&B Squantum Rd. 9,950
L&B Lake Contoocook 14,550
L&B 52 School St. 12,970
L&B 38 stratton Rd. 4,780
L&B 83 Squantum Rd.
L&B 32 Turnpike Rd.






L&B 11 Union St
L&B Bryant Rd.









L Mountain Rd. 1,840
L&B 131 Stratton Rd. 18,150
L&B Main St. JC 15,130
L&B Lake Contoocook 14,720


























Miller, Albert C. Sr.
& Marion E. L&B 10-12 Pine St. 11,420 319.76 60.00
Miller, Gordon T.
& Carol J. L&B Old Beterboro St 19,670 550.76




Mobil Oil Corp. L&B 22 Main St. 26,240 734.72 35.00
Mon. Nat Bank &










Monell, Judith M. L&B Mountain Rd. 16,100 450.80
Monroe, Kenneth E.
& Frances L&B Lake Contoooook 7,350 205.80
Moore, Claire C. L&B 130 Main St 15,890 444.92 20.00
Moore, Harold E.
& Janet P. L Off Lehtlnen Rd. 360 10.08
Moore, John H.
& Arlene A. L&B Howard Hill Rd. 11,310 316.68 20.00
Moore, MacDonald L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 8,780 245.84
Moore, Raymond A.




Moore, Raymond A. L&B 31 Blake St 27,900 781.20 35.00
Moore, Elinor M. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 6,270 175.56
Moore, Wilbur G.










L Old Fitzwilliam Rd.
L














L&B Main St JC 17.830 499.24


















New England Telephone Co.

















L&B 104 Webster St. 6,940
L&B Erin Lane 21,100
L&B Gilmore Pond Rd.
1 tt ti It
11,470
3,800




L&B 27 Charlonne St. 15,040
L&B Ingalls Rd. 4,760
L&B Old Sharon Rd. 4,650
L 32 Cross St 1,410
L&B 23 Old Peterboro Rd. 13,600
L Turnpike Rd. 1,700
L&B Thorndike Pond Rd. 24,200
L&B 43 River St. 14,140
B Off Turnpike Rd. 10,920
L&B Lacy Rd.q 15,280
L&B 59 River St. 10,070
L&B Squantum Rd. 11,680
L Old County Rd. 1,300
L&B Old County Rd. 5,490
L 610
L " " " 1,710
L " " " 1,770
L Old County Rd. 3,310
L Hadley Rd. 600
L&B 16 Grove St. 5,230





































& Leona M. L&B 50 Aetna St. 12,600 352.80 20.00
Oesterlin, Pauline L&B 167 Turnpike Rd. 9,470 265.16 20.00





Ojala, T. Arthur L&B Amos Fortune Rd. 19,580 548.24
Ojala, Robert W.
& Mary E. L&B Cutler Hill Rd. 6,560 183.68
Ojala, William S.
& Violet A. L&B Lincoln's Corner Rd. 10,800 302.40
O'Leary, John A.
& Margaret L&B Lake Contoocook 21,600 604.80
Oliver, Charles P. L&B Burrlngton Court 13,560 379.68 10.00
Olson, Richard H.
& Katherine E. L&B 163 Old Peterboro Rd. 10,680 299.04
O'Neil, David B.
& Estelle S. L&B22Pineridge Rd. 12,720 356.16 20.00
O'Neil, Hubert S.
& Laura H. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 5,610 157.08
O'Neil, Maude E. L&B 219 Peterboro St. 9,290 260.12 20.00
Ouellette, Adrian D.
& Alice F. L&B 42 Stratton Rd. 18,370 514.36 80.00
Ouellette, Charles E.
& Marie F. L&B Meeting House Rd. 16,680 467.04
Ouellette, Elmo A.
& Diana L&B 140 Stratton Rd. 11,770 329.56 20.00
Ouellette, Ernest E.
& Arline E. L&B 2 Grove St. 4,970 139.16 20.00
Ouellette, Robert E.
& Gladys M. L&B 116 Squantum Rd. 6,110 171.08 20.00
Ouellette, Terry A.
& Judy L. L&B 45 Squantum Rd. 11,840 331.52 20.00
Page, Thomas M.
& Jean B. L&B Bryant Rd. 12,720 356.16
Paquette, Philip C.
& Sandra L. L&B Hadley Rd. 11,110 311.08
Paquin, Jerry W. L Rindge Rd. 5,930 166.04
Paradise, Alfred B.
& Margaret E. L&B Rindge Rd. 4,890 136.92
Paradise, Arthur G.








Elizabeth & Lorraine L&B Marling St. 14.550 407.40
Parker, John M. II




Parker, Lester W. L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 11,070 309.96
Parlmont Realty Trust L&B Turnpike Rd. 79,630 2229.64
Parry, Susan F.
& Leo A. L&B Thorndike Pond 11,670 326.76
Patterson, Carl R.
& Diane E. L&B Squantum Rd. 14,430 404.04
Patterson, George A.
& Eva 1. L&B 172 North St.
Paull, John E.
& Marion E. L&B Off Old Peterboro Rd. 18,670 522.76
Pazeretsky, Jos. C.
& Lillian E. L&B Off Main St. 830 23.24





Peirce, Maud V. Heirs
Pel key, Clifford A.
& Clara L.












Perry, Dana D. Jr.
& Dorothy A.
L&B 205 Peterboro St.
L&B 31 River St.
L Carey Rd.







L&B Lake Contoocook 17,690
L&B Burrington Court 21,130
L&B 59 Charlonne St. 12,040
L&B 1 1 Grove St. 7,950
L&B Howard Hill Rd. 14,610
L&B 97-99 Peterboro St. 19,060
L&B 167 North St. 8,110
L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 3,850
L&B Squantum Rd. 9,050
L Shaker Farm Rd. 1,410

















Perry, Donald 1. L&B43 Peterboro Rd. 23,420 655.76
Perry, Lenna W. L&B Squantum Rd. 11,950 334.60
Perry, Louis G.
& Lois A. L&B Squantum Rd. 8,160 228.48
Peters, George, Heirs of L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 7,980 223.44
Petts, Harold D.
& Regina C. L&B Howard Hill Rd. 10,920 305.76
Phelps, Warren J.
& Helen M. L&B 48 Lawrence St. 9,710 271.88
80.00
Pickford, Richard E.





























L&B Squantum Rd. 14,160
L&B Howard Hill Rd. 15,540
L&B Dublin Rd. 41,080
L&B Hillcrest Rd. 15,850
L&B 33 Turnpike Rd. 12,270
L&B South Hill Rd. 12,650
L&B Erin Lane 17,230
L&B Rindge Lane 14,770
L&B Hillcrest Court 16,990
L&B 191 Stratton Rd. 9,750
L&B Squantum Rd. 10,200
L&B 93 Stratton Rd. 14,660
L&B Rindge Rd. 11,650
L&B Harkness Rd. 29,320
L&B Lake Contoocook 10,610
L&B Pierces' Crossing 29,760
L&B 171 Peterboro St. 10,270






















Press, Free; & Alice L&B Off Hadley Rd. 28,480 797.44
Prestigiicomo, Vincent
& Vivian L 14 Charlonne St. 1,640 45.92
Proctor, Donald E.
& Barbara K. L&B Main St. JC 26,690 747.32




Properties, Inc. L Sawtelle Rd. 1,940
54.32
Proulx, Emile C.
& Dorothy S. L&B 141 Old Peterboro Rd. 14,300 400.40
Proulx, Louisa T. L&B 164 Old Peterboro Rd. 8,710 243.88
Public Serv. Co.




L Mountain Rd. 1,000
L&B 61 Turnpike Rd. 16,560
L Webster St. 980 745.92
Quinlan, Virginia C. L&B Bryant Rd. 42,000 1176.00
Quinn, Howard P.
& Helen V. L Main St. 750 21.00
Quinn, John J.
& Olive M. L&B 83 Prospect St. 12,040 337.12
Rabidou, Arthur G.
& Laura D. L&B Lake Contoocook 4,740 132.72
Rabidou, Joseph, G.H. L&B Lake Contoocook 16,382
L&B 1,770 508.20
Rabidou, Harry L.
& Palma D. L&B Lake Contoocook 6,020 168.56
Rabidou, Kenneth M. L Lake Contoocook 5,170 144.76
Raleigh, Anne M. L&BThorndike Pond 17,440
L&B " 1,280 524.16
Raymond, Manuel J.
& Helen W. L&B 55 Oak St. 8,830 247.24
Record, Ernest A.
& Nell B. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 17,990 503.72
Record, Lewis S. Jr.,
& Ann M. L&B Coolidge St. 18,370 514.36
Record, Raymond H. &




L&B 10 Tyler Hill Rd. 15,090








































L&B 102 Peterboro St.





L&B 128 Old Peterboro Rd. 10,960
L&B 54 Cross St. 12,820
L&B 72-74 Oak St. 14,460
386.40
L&B Dublin Rd. 4,940 138.32
L&B Gilmore Pond 36,960 1034.88
L&B 79 Charlonne St. 15,230 426.44





L&B 22 Spruce St. 9,400 263.20 20.00
L&B 108 Webster St. 10,860 304.08 40.00
L&B Meeting House Rd. 20.520 574.56
L&B Off Fitzwilliam Rd. 19,940 558.32
L&B 85-87 Webster St. 12,810
L&B 1,660 405.16 40.00
L&B 13 Spruce St. 7,970 223.16 20.00
Old Peterboro Rd. 4,590 128.52
L&B Howard Hill Rd. 8,210 229.88






& Germalne C. L&B4gQakSt. 10,770 301.56
Robinson, Herbert A.
& Marion H. L&B Aetna St. 15,200 425.60
Rodier, Robert 0. Squantum Rd.
Roeder, Eugene J. L&B 240 Stratton Rd. 14,850 415.80
Rollins, Arthur H.
& Evelyn J. L&B 18 Juniper St. 5,170 144.76







& Velma A. L&B So Webster St. 16.700 467.60 40.00
Roy. Raymond A.





& Olive A. L&B 170 Peterboro St. 12,940 362.32 20.00
Roy, Robert P.
& Adrienne P. L&B 88 Highland Ave. 19,010 532.28 10.00
Roy, Wilfred 0.
& Arlene M. L&B 53 Turnpike Rd.
L Gilmore Pond Rd.
I
rt tt tw






& Mary S. L&B Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 6,730 188.44
Royce, Harold C. &
Wm. C. Jr., Amy
Parent & Hilda Ross
Royce, Kent M.
& Betty J.
Royce, Marie L. Heirs
Royce, Wm. C.
& Judith M.













St. Pierre, Leda M.
Old Fitzwilliam Rd. 1,620
L&B Squantum Rd.
L&B Old Fitzwilliam Rd.
I
tt tt It
L Off Chadwick Pond
L Gilmore Pond Rd.
L&B

















L South Hill Rd. 3,150
L&B Mountain Rd. 2,620 610.40 40.00
L&B Thorndike Pond 17,940 502.32
L&B Thorndike Pond 49,550 1387.40
L&B Thorndike Pond 12,750 357.00
L&B 47-49 Stratton Rd. 44,450
L&B 2-14 Main St. 84,880
L&B 9 Blake St. 20,970
L 51 Stratton Rd. 12,000 4544.40 395.00
L&B 116 Stratton Rd. 12,590 352.52 20.00
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L&B Off Howard Hill Rd. 8,540
L&B 1 90 Stratton Rd. 1 1 ,070
L Laurence St. 1,130
L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 12,870
L&B Dublin Rd. 25,430
L&B Squantum Rd. 7,540
L&B 152 North St. 11,640
L&B Lake Contoocook 12,390
L&B Hillcrest Court 15,530
L&B Squantum Rd. 13,260
L&B Sawtelle Rd. 9,030
L&B Sawtelle Rd. 17,630
L&B 292 Main St. 6,080
L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 7,960
L " Lane 290
Pierce Crossing
L&B Mountain Rd.
L Old Fitzwilliam Rd.













L Jason Sawyer Land 720
L&B 56-60 Main St. 22,130
L&B 80 Main St. 15,440
L&B Turnpike Rd. 5,780
L&B " 16,780
L&B 9 Wheeler St. 10,940
L&B Turnpike Rd. 35,266
L Gilmore Pond Rd. 1,130
L Old Share nRd. 3,830
B Turnpike Rd. 9,280
L Old Sharon Rd. 3,830










































Sawyer, Perry H. L&B Turnpike Rd.
L Witt Hill Rd.
10,820
1,260 338.24
Scannell, Joseph L&B Lake Contoocook 13,320 372.96
Scenna, Pasquale
& Dianne M. L&B Squantum Rd. 10,090 282.52
Schaffner, Frederick
& Harriet L&B 51 Prospect St. 16,980 475.44
Scherer, Wm. E.
& IVlary F. L Mountain Rd. 6,360 178.08
Sclimucki, Vivien F. L&B Gilmore Pond 23,400 655.20
Schofield, Herbert S. L&B Thorndike Pond 22,150 620.20
Schofield, William H. L&B Thorndike Pond 19,380 542.64
Schuize, Robert H.
& Annette L. L&B Prospect St. 23,400 655.20
Scott, Leonard E.
& Marion 8. L Pineridge Rd. 750 189.00
Scott, Roger R.




Scotwell Corporation L&B 85-87 Peterboro St. 19,570 547.96
Sebastian, Raymond W.
Jr. & Arlene F. L&B Rear 64 River St. 7,280 203.84
Sencabaugh, Milton
& Rita Carey Rd. 8,500 238.00
Seventy Three, Inc. L&B Thorndike Pond Rd. 60,960 1706.88
Shattuck, Daniel C.




Shattuck, Daniell C. Jr.




Shattuck, David K. Mountain Rd. 4,680 131.04
40.00
Shea, Daniel E.
& Doris G. L&B 22 Ellison St. 15,170 424.76 20.00
Shea, Edward J.
116
& Elizabeth B. L&B 58 Prospect St. 16,550 463.40
Shearer, Wm. L. Ill L&B Mountain Rd. 144,520 4046.56
Shepherd, H. Norris
& Katharine F. L&B Turnpike Rd. 18,200 509.60






























L&B Old Peterboro Rd.
Fitzwilliam Rd.






L&B 61 Charlonne St.
L Parker Rd.
L Turner Rd.
L&B Amos Fortune Rd.
L&B 13 Tyler Hill Rd.
L&B 187 Peterboro St.
Rindge Rd.
Burrington Court
L&B Cutler Hill Rd.
L Highland Ave.


























L&B Squantum Rd. 15,140
L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 32,680



























& Ellen R. L&B 24 Howard Hill Rd. 15,130 423.64 20.00





& Veronica V. L&B 16 Mark St. 4,490 125.72 10.00
Snelling, Eleanor R. L&B Gap Mt. Rd. 11,620 325.36
Snitko, Theodore J.
& Margaret A. L&B 14 Pine St. 8,360 234.08 20.00
Society for Protection
IM.H. Forests L Slade Rd.




& Betty L&B Adams St. 12,040 337.12
Spano, V. Thomas
& Dorene T. L&B Off Fitzwilliam Rd. 2,970 83.16
Speeney, Dominic C.
& Elizabeth L&B Lincoln's Corner Rd. 13.790 386.12
Spofford, Esther H. &




Standish, George G. L&B 42 Goodnow St. 7,790 218.12 20.00
Stanton, Jean H. L&B Lake Contoocook 9,110 255.08
Sterling, Franklin W.




Stevenson, Anna L. L Peterboro Rd. 1,550 43.40
Stevenson, Pauline L&B Lake Contoocook 11,900 333.20
Stevenson, Ruth T. L&B Main St. JC 23,190 649.32 20.00
Stewart, Marion W. L&B Squantum Rd. 13,100 366.80
Stewart, William H. L Squantum Rd.











L&B 214 Stratton Rd.
L&B Main St. JC
L&B Peabody Hill Rd.








L&B Mountain Rd. 11,110 311.08
L&B Shaker Farm Rd. 6,130 171.64
118
20.00




Stratton, Elvira A. L&B 261 Main St. 3,240 90.72
Stratton, Frederick M.
& Stella D. L&B 328 Main St. 14,100 394.80









& Kermita H. L Meadow Lane 1,410 178.36
Strong, Charles P. Heirs L Sanders Land 1,370 38.36
Sullivan, James A.
& Rosamond M. L&B Main St. JC 23,650 662.20
Sullivan, Sheridan J.
& Rose M. L&B Off Lacy Rd. 5,700 159.60
Sweeney, Laurence E L Adams St. 3,440 96.32
Sweeney, IMorman J. Adams St. 5,250 147.00
Switter, Donald J. L Off Rindge Rd. 3,230 90.44
Switzer Estate L Sanders Rd. 1,450 40.60
Symonds, Marion G. L&B 5 Bradley Court 33,790 946.12












L&B 154 Old Peterboro Rd.
L&B 231 Peterboro St.
11,080
13,460 687.12
L&B Lake Contoocook 10,990 307.72
L&B Lake Cattoocook 5,450 152.60
L Gilmore Pond Rd. 2,150 60.20






& Fidelia L. L&B Off Dublin Rd. 25,300 708.40
Taylor, Charles J.
& Mary Rita L&B Howard Hill Rd. 9,670 270.76 20.00
Taylor, Corrina B 10 Cross St. 3,420 95.76 20.00
Taylor, Edward J.




& Helen M. L&B Mountain Rd.




& Marion A. L&B Rindge Rd. 10,330 289.24
Taylor, Rene J.
& Marguerite V. L&B 10 Grove St. 7,380 206.64
Taylor, William T.
& Waty A. L&BSquantum Rd. 9,920 277.76
Taylor, William S. L Sanders Rd. 2,260 63.28
Tenney, Forrest F. &
John B. Combs L&B Thorndike Pond 19,390 542.92
Tenney, Lloyd C. Sr.
& Bernice R. L&B Old Peterboro Rd. 2,550 71.40
Therrien, Roger L.
& Doris A. L&B Rindge Rd. 13,650 382.20
Thiboutotte, Mabel L&B 21 Pine St. 10,760 301.28
Thoin, Roland F.
& Lena B. L&B Nutting Rd. 24,760 693.28
Thorndike Club L&B Thorndike Pond 28,930 810.04
Thorndike Pond Assn. L Thorndike Pond
Fiowage rights 3,000 84.00
Thrasher, Frank A.
& Marcia E. L&B Fitzwilliam Rd. 3,480 97.44
TIbbetts, Herbert M. &




Tommila, Felix W. L Off Fitzwilliam Rd. 1,250 35.00
Toppan, Frederick W. L&B Blackberry Lane 1174.60
Torrey, Elizabeth B. L&B Fitzwilliam Rd. 6,600 184.80
Torrey, Norman L.
Torrey, William W.










Tracy, Victor J. L Parent St. 1,270 35.56
Trefry, Harold L.
& Agnes J. L&B Rindge Rd. 3,650 102.20
Tremblay, Louis C.
& Dorothy H. L&B 26 Peterboro St. 7,250 203.00
Tremblay, Philip A.














& Louise P. L&B 24 St. Jean St.
L Parent St.









Tribble, William D. L&B 70 Prospect St. 9,850 275.80








Tuttle, Beulah S., &
Maurice S.




Van Blarcom, Edw. J.
Vander Hayden, Victor
& Eugene Jordan












L&B 142 Old Peterboro Rd. 1 1,060




L Mountain Rd. 100
L Mountain Rd. 5,380
L Sawtelle Rd. 2,400
L&B 67 Turnpike Rd. 13,930
L&B Pineridge Rd. 13,150
L Gilmore Pond Rd. 10,500
L&B Old Fitzwilliam Rd.




L&B 36 Peterboro St.
L&B Thorndike Pond
10,820
Amos Fortune Rd. 2,200
L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 9,040
L&B Meeting House Rd. 34,290
L&B 13 Pine St. 12,260
L&B 17 Prospect St. 13,570







































L8(B 37 Squantum Rd. 9,080
L&B Thorndike Pond 14,950
L&B Thorndike Pond 14,950
L Damon Lane 278.04
L&B Old County Rd. 26,470
L&B Fitzwilliam Rd. 20,050










& Lillian B. L&B 31 Bradley Court 17,290 484.12 20.00
Wellington, Lloyd F.
& Hazel F. L&B Fitzwilliam Rd. 24,900 697.20
Wellman, Helen H. L&B Bryant Rd. 31,460 880.88
Wetherell, Laurence
H Heirs L&B Harkness Rd. 61.990 1735.72
Wheeler, Alton &
Patricia R. L&B Mountain Rd. 16,430 460.04
Wheeler, Edw. L. L&B Thorndike Pond 32,210 901.88
Wheeler, Henry Jr.















& Jennie A. L Mountain Rd. 870 24.36
White, Elinor E. Amos Fortune Rd. 2,120 59.36
White, George A.
& Verna L. L&B 161 River St. 12,440 348.32 40.00
White, Gordon R.
& Elizabeth A.J. L&B 61 Oak St. 6,310 176.68 20.00
White, John A.
& Janet L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 14,340 401.52
White, Russell A.
& Cecile 0. L&B 189 North St.
122
8,680 243.04 20.00
Whitehead, Beatrice J. &
Francis L. LaFreniere L&B15 Hamilton Court 22,060 617.68
Whiteh?ad, Charles &
Carl Orio Lt Squantum Rd. 2,500 70.00
Whitehead, Ray J. L&B 152-154 Peterboro St. 14,170 396.76 40.00
Whitehead, Ray J.&
Ray J. Jr. L&B155 Peterboro St. 15,770 441.56 20.00
Whitney, Harry S. Sr.,
& Marion G. L Squantum Rd. 1,640 45.92
Whiton, Joyce A. Ridgecrest Rd. 5,700 159.60 20.00
Whittemore, Theo. P.
Jr., & Margaret M. L&B Thorndike Pond 7,010 196.28




WilJjox, Clarke L. L&B 11 CharlonneSt. 18,180 509.04 20.00
Wild, John D.
& Catherine L&B Main St. JC 34,200 957.60 20.00
Williams, Toivo J.
& Ina E. L&B 154 Main St. 20,360 570.08 60.00
Willis, George A.
& Victoria C. L&B Squantum Rd. 19,860 556.08
Wilson, H. Stanley
& Linda B. L&B Erin Lane
L&B 7-11 River St.
21,260
15,060 1016.96 60.00
Wilson, John B. &
Donald Colby L Off Old County Rd. 2.10 5.88
Wilson, M. Isabelle L&B Squantum Rd. 9,260 259.28
Wilson, Richard H.
& N. Pauline L&B Lake Contoocook 30,130 843.64
Wilson, Richard H. &
Pauline IM. & Carol Mann L&B Lake Contoocook 6,790 190.12
Williams, Howard O. L&B 23 Oak St.




& Mary G. L&B Howard Hill Rd. 16,860 472.08 20.00
Wilkinson, Geo A.
& Harriet A. L&B 239 Main St. 17,530 490.84 20.00
Winslow, Donald F.






& Cathleen M. L&B Thorndike Pond Rd. 20,450 572.60
Woodbound Inn, Inc. L Lake Contoocook 1,940 54.32
Woods, Francis M.






& Blanche D. L&B Squantum Rd. 8,220 230.16




Wright, Frank V. Jr. L Bryant Rd. 2,000 56.00
Wright, G. Ernest
& Emily D. L&B Harkness Rd. 17,260 483.28
Wright, Harry E.
& Cora B. L&B 314 Main St. 7,460 208.88
Wright, Walter L.
& Donna L. L&B Gilmore Pond Rd. 11,370 318.36
Yardley, Lydia Carey Rd. 7,380 206.64
Young, Mae C. L Sanders Rd. 860 24.08
Young, Herbert A.
& Rose Carey Rd. 7,500 210.00
Young, Russell E. Sr.
& Merrilyn R. L&B 21 Forcier Way 5,790 162.12
Zatowski, Thomas J.
& Lucille S. L&B 44 Ellison St. 15,340 429.52
Zemon, Peter M. L Mountain Rd. 1,440 40.32





Owner L&B Machinery Net Valuation Taxes
Annett Lumber Co. $5,310 $113,940 $119,250 $3,339.00
D.D. Bean & Sons Co. 12.470 177,720 190,190 5,325.32
Controlonics Corp. 12,400 88,600 101,000 2,828.00
Cross, W.W. & Co. 10,790 418,850 411,560 12,029.92
Davis, Frank E. 1,010 9,500 10,510 294.28
Jaffrey Woven Label Co. 1,050 8,220 9,270 259.56
King Mfg. Co. 1,060 47,880 48,940 1,370.32
Surprenant, inc. 114,60 189,490 200,950 5,626.60
Trudi Toys Co. Inc. 8,800 44,200 53,000 1,484.00
Public Service Co. of N.H. 794,448 22,344.54
124




Boynton, Ralph E. Estate of B & M Common 1
Boynton, Ralph E. Estate of Fitchburg 2
Bowers, James J. Estate of Fitchburg 1
Hart, Mary I. B & M Common 1
Stillman, Mary B. B & M Preferred 14
The above is an invoice of the number of shares owned by the several inhabitants of the
Town of Jaffrey in the Railroad Corporations in the State of New Hampshire on the 1st





INVENTORY OF THE TOWN OF JAFFREY
Aprill,1970
R "^. $ 4,771,580.




Mobile Ho les or Trailers (46) 19'' 600
Boats & Launches (29)
c-)'.gRci





Net valuation on which Tax rate is computed $ 20 731 905
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED
Gross Property Taxes S 580.493.34
Less War Service Tax Credits 14,150.00
Net Property Taxes S 566,343.34
1970 PoU Taxes® $2.00 2,870.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 1.925.00
Total Tax Committment S 571,138.34
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED - 1970
APPROPRIATIONS:
Town Officers Salaries $ 18,500.00
Town Office Adm-inistrative Expenses 6.500.00
Election & Registration Expenses 1 .250.00
District Court Expenses 6.000.00
Town Buildings 5.000.00




Blister Rust Control 100.00
Insurance & Town Ot.iccrs Bonds 9,600.00
Monadnock Family Services 950.00
Damages & Legal Expenses 250.00
Elliot Community Hospital 552.00
Health Department 700.00
Vital Statistics 150.00
Town Maintenance: Summer 18,300.00
Town Maintenance: Winter 38,600.00
Town Maintenance: Tarring 18,000.00
Lights & Telephone 19,250.00
General Highway Expenses 1,200.00
Town Road Aid Construction 1,626.92
Dump 7,000.00
New Pickup for Highway Department 4,100.00
Library 4,500.00
Town History: Completion 2,000.00
Town History: Publication 23,000.00
Welfare 8,000.00
Memorial Day 400.00
Recreation: Humiston Field 1,500.00
Recreation: Beach 5,400.00




Monadnock Region Association 1,264.00
Town Construction 3,500.00
Prescott Road Bridge 20,000.00
Sidewalk Construction 3,750.00
Police Cruiser 1,400.00
Payment on Debt: Principal 35,000.00
Payment on Debt: Int. on Principal 19,460.00
Interest on Temporary Loans 3,500.00
Cap. Res. Funds: Bicentennial Celebration 2,000.00
Cap. Res. Funds: Fire Department 1,500.00
Rindge, N.H. Taxes (Bullet Pond) 2,000.00
Blue Cross-Blue Shield 900.00
Tree Work 700.00
Total Town Appropriations $ 364,002.92
Less Estimated Revenues & Credits 315.876.78
Net Town Appropriations $ 48, 1 26. 1
4
Net School Appropriations 443,047.60
County Tax Assessment 48,049.78
Add War Service Tax Credits 14,150.00
Add Overlay 27.119.82
Total Amount to be raised $580,493.34
ESTIMATED CREDITS AND REVENUE
Interest & Dividends Tax $ 8 1 ,663.89
Savings Bank Tax 4,694.89
Meals & Rooms Tax 13,800.00
State Aid - Water Pollution 1 0,835.00
Reimbs. Prop. Exempted (Stock-in Trade) 107,010.00
Reimbs. State & Federal Lands 100.00
Reimbs. Timber Yield Tax 5 1 8 00
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Int. received on Taxes and Deposits 2,000.00
Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 400.00
Dog Licenses 850.00
Motor Veliicle Permit Fees 37,000.00
Income - Higliway Department 3,500.00
Income Trust Funds 6,500.00
Income District Court 6,000.00
Reimbs. - Bonds - Water Works -
Princ. & I nterest 34,7 1 0.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 1 ,925.00
Poll Taxes 2,870.00
Blue Cross-Blue Shield,
Soc. Sec, Group Ins., Etc. 1.500.00
Total Revenue & Credits $ 315,876.78
BREAKDOWN OF 1970 TAX RATE




1970 Tax Rate $ 2.80
The Selectmen of Jaffrey in the County of Cheshire, and State of New Hampshire
hereby give notice that they delivered to Raymond J. Desmarais, Collector of Taxes for
said Town of Jaffrey, a correct list of all taxes assessed upon the polls and estates of the
inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, for the year 1971, with a warrant in due form for
collecting the same.
/s/ William W. Torrey
/s/ Alfred J. Christian
/s/ Homer J. Forcier
Selectmen of Jaffrey
CERTIFICATE
We, the undersigned Selectmen of Jaffrey do solemnly swear that in making this
invoice for the purpose of assessing, we appraised all property at its just and true value as
we would appraise the same in a just debt from a solvent debtor.
/s/ William W. Torrey
/s/ Alfred J. Christian
/s/ Homer J. Forcier
Selectmen of Jaffrey
State of New Hampshire, Cheshire ss.
Then appeared the above-named WilUam W. Torrey, Alfred J. Christian and Homer J.
Forcier, Selectmen of Jaffrey, and made oath that the foregoing certificate by them
signed is true and correct to their best knowledge and beUef.
Before me,
/s/ ALBERT J. MORIN
Justice of the Peace
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A JAFFREY TRADITION
The Community Ambulance Service, made available free
to the people of Jaffrey and Rindge by members of
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post No. 5613 at Jaffrey, is truly
unique.
The service is in its 23rd year.
Measured in many terms ... dependability, pubhe
support, efficiency . . . the program gets stronger every
year.
Other towns have had the benefit of free ambulance
services, but in all too many cases the programs have "come
and gone" for one reason or another.
It was a desire to contribute to the community a highly
necessary service which prompted, in the spring of 1948,
some oj^ the men who had founded the post two years
earlier to estabhsh the free community service.
Great impetus to the fund raising campaign was given by
Town Benefactor Derostus Emory in the form of a $1000
contribution.
The drive was successful, and the proceeds of the initial
fund campaign were enough to purchase a second-hand
Buick ambulance, which was put into operation at once.
The Buick was followed by a new Chevrolet, then a Ford,
and at the present time a Cadillac ambulance purchased last
year.
Funds for maintenance and operation are raised by an
annual "Penny Sale," the continuing success of which can
be traced back to a large group of people ... to the whole
town, in fact. The program itself has succeeded because of
the faithfulness of VFW members who staff the service,
help operate the ambulance, serve as dispatchers, drivers,
assistants, in maintenance, and to the local establishment
which cleans the linen free of charge.
Town officials help in every way possible, and citizens
contribute time, effort, and money to help provide the
service to the town.
The ajTibulance service is free to people of Jaffrey and
Rindge, providing them safe, careful and considerate
transportation to any hospital within a 100 miles radius.
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REPORT OF DISTRICT CLERK
ANNUAL MEETING
SCHOOL DISTEUCT OF JAFFREY
March 9, 1970
Meeting called to order at 7:30 p.m., March 9, 1970, in
the Ernest J. Pratt Auditorium, Conant High School,
Jaffrey, N.H.
Warrant for the Annual Meeting of the Jaffrey School
District was read by David R. Sawyer, School District
Moderator.
Invocation by Rev. Frank Irvine, Jr.
ARTICLE 1. Mrs. Anne B. Gordon moved, and it was
seconded by Dr. Millard, that the salaries of the District
Officers for the period March 10, 1970, through such time
as the business of the District is concluded be as follows:







ARTICLE 2. Mrs. Marion Mack Johnson moved, and it
was seconded by Mrs. Millard, that the reports, as printed,
be accepted and placed on file with the Clerk. Unanimously
carried.
ARTICLE 3. Mr. Daniel G. Shattuck, Jr., moved, and it
was seconded by Mr. George Sirois, that the Auditors
chosen at the Annual Town Meeting on March 10, 1970,
act as Auditors for the School District of Jaffrey as long as
may be necessary to transact the business of the School
District for the school year 1969-70. Unanimously carried.
ARTICLE 4. Mr. Ernest J. Pratt moved., and it was
seconded by Mrs. Anne B. Gordon, that the School Board
be authorized to convey to the Jaffrey-Rindge School
District, by Quitclaim Deed, the present Jaffrey Grade
School and Conant High School, together with the contents
thereof, and all land owned by the District. Discussion.
Unanimously carried.
ARTICLE 5. Mr. Ernest J. Pratt moved, and it was
seconded by Mrs. Marion Mack Johnson, that the School
Board be authorized to direct the Treasurer to pay over to
the Treasurer of the Jaffrey-Rindge School District any
cash balance in his hands or money due the District as of
July 1, 1970, less any outstanding bills or debts; any sum so
transferred to be used as a credit against the Jaffrey-Rindge
School District assessment to be raised by the pre-existing
Jaffrey District to defray its share of the cost of operation
of the Jaffrey-Rindge School District, during the first year
of operation. Unanimously carried.
Mrs. Anne B. Gordon announced that there would be a
budget hearing Wednesday, March 11, 1970, at 7:30 p.m.,
in the Ernest J. Pratt Auditorium, Conant High School
Budget of the Jaffrey-Rindge School District will be
discussed. Hope all and many more will attend, and ask any
questions at that time that you may have. Meeting
adjourned at 7:48 p.m. Motion made by Dr. Millard and
seconded by Mrs. Arme B. Gordon. Unanimously carried.
A TRUE ATTEST
Myrtle J. Hazleton
Clerk of Jaffrey School District
March 10, 1970
Meeting called to order at 9 a.m., by Moderator David R.
Sawyer in the Ernest J. Pratt Auditorium on March 10,
1970, for the election of School District Officers, to serve
from March 10, 1970, to July 1, 1970, or until such time as
the business of the District be concluded.
Total number of votes cast 612
Women 305
Men 307
Elected: Members of the School Board
Robert E. Bussiere with 4 1 8 votes
Anne B. Gordon 479 votes
School District Clerk
Myrtle J. Hazleton r 573
School District Moderator
David R. Sawyer




Clerk of Jaffrey School District
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PART IV. FINANCE
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the
Fiscal Year July 1, 1969 to June 30, 1970
SUMMARY








Received as Income from Trust Funds
Received from Capitol Reserve Funds
Received from all Other Sources
TOTAL RECEIPTS
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
(Balance and Receipts)
Less School Board Orders Paid















s/ Olive A. Roy
District Treasurer
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books,
vouchers, bank statements and other financial records of
the treasurer of the school district of Jaffrey of which the
above is a true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1970 and find them correct in all respects.
Aug. 12, 1970 s/ Peter A. Rivard




July 1, 1969 to June 30, 1970
BEGINNING BALANCE- July 1, 1969
RECEIPTS
Lunch Sales — Children

























Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1970
ASSETS
Cash on Hand June 30, 1970
Accounts Due
Reimbursement due Program
Food Inventory — June 30
TOTAL ASSLTS
Excess of Liabilities over Assets
GRAND TOTAL
Cash on Hand June 30, 1969
General Fund














Net Debt (Excess of Liabilities Over Assets) $ 37,031.05
GRAND TOTAL $ 82,514.38
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed $ 1,606.95
LIABILITIES 1,606.95
GRAND TOTAL 1 ,606.95
Accounts Owed by District
Advance on Approp.
Notes and Bonds Outstanding
2,514.38
80.000.00
TOTAL LIABILITIES $ 82,514.38
GRAND TOTAL $ 82,514.38
STATUS OF SCHOOL NOTES AND BONDS
1. Name of Building or Conant H. S. TOTAL
Project for which Addition
Notes or Bonds
Were Issued
S 33,247.60 2. Outstanding at
132
Beginning of Year
4. Total (2 plus 3)
5. Payments of Principal
of Debt
6. Notes of Bonds
Outstanding at End








This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is complete and
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. The
accounts are kept in accordance with Section 24 of Chapter
71 of the Revised Statutes Annotated, and upon forms
prescribed by the State Tax Commission.
s/ Raymond G. Edwards
Superintendent
July 21, 1970
s/ Ernest J. Pratt
s/ Anne B. Gordon
- - s/ Daniel C. Shattuck, Jr.
s/ Marion Mack Johnson
s/ Theodore R. Lambert
s/ Robert E. Bussiere
s/ James A. Sullivan
School Board
DETAILED ACCOUNTS
D. DETAIL OF EXPENDITURES
For Year Ending June 30, 1970
ADMINISTRATION






Randyl P. Cournoyer, Jr., Auditor
Roger R. Smith, Auditor
Elizabeth Boucher, School Census
190.1 SuppUes & Expenses
Burroughs Corporation, payroll checks
N.H. School Board Assn.,
fall conference
N.H. School Board Assn.,
annual dues
Monadnock Ledger, pubHshing warrant
Transcript Printing Co.,
publishing warrant
Sim's Press, Inc., ballots
Foundation Press, 1 copy
"The Law of Public Education"
Amer. School Boards Journal,
4 subscriptions































Salaries at Conant High School 7,340.00
$ 7,340.00
215 Textbooks
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc. 1,092.52
Prentice- Hall, Inc. 484.01
Oxford Book Co. 68.28
New Hampsliire Network 1.50
McGraw-Hill Book Co. 258.94
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc. 299.23
Dover Pubhcations 105.27
AUyn and Bacon, Inc. 402.13
AA Paperbacks 404.41
Cambridge Book Co. 110.37
Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corp. 122.17
Laidlaw Brothers 117.21
The MacMillan Company 143.61
Charles Merrill Sons 23.58
South-Western Publishing Co. 168.45
American Book Company 211.19
DeO Publishing Co. 9.60
Ginn and Company 14.35
Scholastic Book Co. 119.35
Scott, Foresman & Company 66.98
D.C. Heath & Company 100.76
Silver Burdett Company 11.87
Globe Book Co. 544.20
Fideler Company 121.60
New American Library 17.00











220.0 Library & Visual Aids
Americana Corporation, encyclopedia Annual
Encyclopaedia Britannica Edc. Corp., books
Garrand Publishing Co., books
Gaylord Brothers, hbrary suppUes
Geyer Instructional Aids Co., books
American Book Co., books
R.R. Bowker Co., reference books
Children's Press, books
Discount Record Sales, records







Radio Corporation of Amer., records
Simon & Schuster, Inc., book
AUyn and Bacon, Inc., tapes
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., music wall charts




Brit. Book of the Year
Natl. Geographic Society, subscription
American Medical Assn.
Subscription, Today's Health
Transcript Printing Co., subscription





New Hampshire Profiles, subscription
Today's Secretary, subscription
LaPine Scientific Co.,
transparencies & AV supplies
Cambridge Press, fine arts reproductions
University of N.H., film rentals
Baker & Taylor, library books
The MacMiUan Company, Ubrary books
Hertzberg-New Methods, Inc., library books
Moore-Cottrell Agencies,
magazine subscriptions
A.H. Rice Co., A-V supplies
Educational Activities, Inc., records
Rand McNally & Co., maps
McGraw-Hill Book Co.,












































National Library Week, supplies
Programs For Education, supplies






Reuben H. Donnelly Corp.,
magazine subscriptions
Melody Shop, records
Conant H.S., petty cash expenditures







Alvin & Company, pencils
Belletete Supermarket,
Home Economics groceries
Cities Service Oil Co.,
Driver Training gas & oil
Encyclop. Brit. Edcational
Corp., workbooks
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.,
workbooks & tests
Ginn and Company, workbooks









Damon Co., shop lumber
A.B. Dick Co.,
mimeograph supplies
Doubleday & Co., booklets
Newton Potters Supply, Inc.,
art supplies
Pioneer Office Equipment Co.,
duplicator supplies
Premier Products, classroom supplies
Ruwe Pencil Co., pencils
3M Business Products Sales,
transparencies, etc.









































Rhythm Band, Inc., flash cards
CaroUna Biological Supply Co.,
lab supplies
Laidlaw Brothers, workbooks
Pitman Publishing Corp., workbooks






Holt & Bugbee, shop lumber



















Allyn and Bacon, Inc., workbooks
Hamond, Inc., workbooks




News Map Of The Week, weeklies
Perfection Form Co., record
cards & workbooks








The Color Shop, art supplies
Cornell Univ. Press, art material
Wards Natural Science
Establishment, lab supplies
Lambert Co., decalcomania paper
Merriam-Graves Corp.,
shop gas & supplies
Scholastic Magazines, periodicals
PrlotrrvmVi Cltpp) nf N F.
25.50 shop metal 75.00
1.35 Follett Educ. Corp., test kits 21.25
McGraw-Hill Book Co., workbooks 5.88
18.87 Science Research Associates,
41.52 workbooks & tests 160.71
15.67 McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
woodworking transparencies 45.42
438.75 Belletete'slnc, misc. purchases 16.97
Psychological Corp., record forms 5.00
,019.32 Steele's Book Store, envelopes
Conant High School,
3.65
32.00 petty cash expenditures 68.72
340.56 $ 10,192.77
Refunds: State gas tax 16.39

































American Council On Education,
Evaluation Project material 172.00
Monadnock Children's Special
Services Center 4,137.00
WENH-TV, in-school television 305.00





Conant High School, incidental
expenses, EvaL Project 50.00
Woodbound Inn, meals & lodging,
EvaL Committee 1,115.17
A.B. Dick Co., materials
for evaluation 5.50
Camp Union, school camp 752.20
$ 7,091.29
290.0 Other Instructional Expenses
U.S. Post Office, stamped envelopes 180.30
U.S. Post Office, stamps 23.70
Sim's Press, Inc., printed forms 236.30
Sim's Press, Inc.,
commencement programs 98.75
American CouncU On Education,
coUege reference 14.00
Cambridge Book Co.,
1 set G.E.D. Series 20.93
Oxford Book Co., guidance material 3.33
Standard Duplicator Sales, masters 13.68
Simon & Schuster, Inc., college guide 5.44
Nelson C. Faught Co., filing supphes 81.55
N.E. Assn. Secondary School
Principals, membership 50.00
Porter Sargent Publisher,
Handbook of Private Schools 10.00
Douglas Gilroy, Phys. Science workshop 25.00
NHIAA, coaches conferetipe . 60.00
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The College Blue Book
Carl Fischer, Inc. music
Natl. Assn. Teachers of Math., subscription





N.H. Music Educators, Assn.,
participation fee
Harold A. Clukay, field trips




Educational Activities, Inc., book






Graham R. Hodges, Guide To The Draft
Supervisory Union No. 47,
Reading Conference expenses
Supervisory Union No. 47,
guidance records
Francis C. Clark, conference expenses
N.E. Assn. Colleges & Secondary
Schools, annual dues
Conval School District, 1/3
transportation, UNH workshop
William Murray, field trips
Wm. C. Brown Co., guidance material
Alvah Niemela, Natl.
Principals Conference
Cities Service Oil Co.,
gas, field trip






Richard Sawyer, misc, travel
Eligible teachers, payment for
I
course credits
Clayton E. Craig, reimb.,
admin, expenses
J.L. Hammett Co., diplomas
Frank Pinkham, travel
Oliver Burgoyne, bus


















































Substitutes & extra time
25.00
400.0 Health
School Nurse's salary 5,250.0C
Frankhn W. SterUng, M.D.,
School Physician 250.00
Franklin W. Sterling, M.D.,
School Lunch physicals 90.00




G.H. Tilden, Inc., record forms 9.00
Elite Laundry, cleaning blankets 3.60
Conant H.S., petty cash expend. 5.39
$ 5,741.98
500.0 Transportation
Salaries, driving District bus 920.00
Ray Moore Motors, bus repairs 464.75
William Murray, cleaning bus 6.00
William Murray, gas 4.00
Harold A. Clukay, gas 7.59
Ed's Texaco, gas 16.32
Hanover Inn Garage, gas 6.25
Atlantic-Richfield Co., gas & oil 199.51
Chevron Oil Co., gas & oil 682.16
Cities Service Co., gas & oil 20.28
Martin's Texaco, gas 17.10
Ray Moore Motors, new bus 7,297.00
Oliver Burgoyne, transportation contract 14,580.00
Cournoyer Insurance Agency, bus insurance 189.00
Town of Jaffrey, garage rent 300.00
m,7^6A6
Credits: State Gas Tax rebate 144.57









United Auto Supply Co., misc. purchases
, Standard Fluorescent Corp., lamps
Belletete's Inc., misc. purchases
Columbia Ribbon & Carbon Co., supplies
Gorham Fire Equipment Co.,
batteries, emergency lights
B.A. Larson & Co., outdoor flags
jM.D. Stetson Co., custodial supplies
;
Central Paper Products Co.,
[
paper goods & soap
; Huntington Laboratories, custodial supplies
George T. Johnson Co., custodial supplies
Keene Industrial Paper Co.,
paper goods
Milton Bradley Co., supplies
Public Service Co., lamps






John R. Lyman Co., sponges &
cleaning cloths
W.E. Aubuchon Co., misc. purchases
Admiral Craft Equipment Corp.,
can liners
Luxor Lighting Products, Inc., lamps
Madison Chemical Corp., Steriloid
Conant High School, petty
cash expenses
635.0 Contracted Services
Red's Atlantic Service, plowing
Wm. P. Smith, removal of ice
Elite Laundry, cleaning mops
640.0 Heat
Scenic State Oil, Inc.,




Jaffrey Water Works, water
Pubhc Service Company, electricity
Letourneau Gas & Oil Co., bottled gas
New England Telephone, telephone service








































Cities Service Oil Co., gas,
custodians workshop
Transcript Printing Co., adv. custodian
Monadnock Ledger, adv., custodial




Maintenance salaries, regular custodians
Maintenance salaries, summer help
725.0 Replacement of Equipment
A.B. Dick Co., mimeograph
Nelson C. Faught Co., desk
Nelson C. Fauglit Co., adding machine
Interstate Restaurant equipment Co.,
floor mat
Public Service Co., clocks
J.L. Hammett Co., table
J.L. Hammett Co., stacking chairs
Knowlton & Stone Co., lathe
Frederick Post Co.
Royal Typewriter Co., typewriters
N.H. Fire & Safety Equip. Co.,
fire extinguisliers
Cardigan Sport Store, portable
basket racks
Cardigan Sport Store, equipment
baskets
Cardigan Sport Store, combination
locks
Eunice Nelson, steam iron
726.0 Repairs to equipment
Belletete, Inc., misc. purchases
George N. Fontaine, mower repair






Richco Products, vacuum parts
Bush Music Center, repair,
Sousaphone valve
Hackler Motors, install dual
control, Drv. Trng. car









































Theodore H. Vofe Kamecke, furniture
glides
Maurice S. Tuttte, repairs,
sanding machine motor
PubUc Service Co., repair to iroa
Barrett Business Machines, service call-
A.H. Rice Co., repairs to A-V equipment
Smith Bros. Office Equipment Co.,
typewriter service & ribbons
Johanson Furniture Co., TV
booster & repairs
Kent Agency of Boston, vacuum replacement
Newton Potters Supply, Inc., coils for kiln












J.I. Holcomb Mfg. Co., floor stripper 161.2f
Evans & Devlin, plumbing &
heating, Conant 222.93
Wilfred Boudrieau, electrical repairs 94.87
Worthern Lab. service to PA system, Conant 54.05
CoU's TV Service, microphone repair 25.32
Wm. P. Smith, repair ice damage 11.00
Conant H.S., petty cash expenses 2.40
PPG Industries, Inc., paint 146.38
$ 6,945.19
790.0 Other expenses
Howard L Whitcomb, hot top patch, Conant 58.00
James Hautanen, travel, carpet .^
maint. demonstration 9.60
Jaffrey Highway Dept.,
N.H. Fire & Safety Equip. Co., sweeping tarred areas 90.00
test & recharge extinguishers 28.50 Conant H.S., petty cash expenses ,-^
Howard N. Chase, piano tuning & repairs 115.86 $ 158.10
Northeast Type & Supply,
printing press parts 101.67 FIXED CHARGES
G.H. TDden, Inc., calculator repair 10.00
G.H. Tilden, Inc., adder repair 27.00 850.0 Retirement, Social Security, Blue Cross
Coil's TV Service, sound car rental 7.00 N.H. State Employees' Retirement System 765.48
$ 1,720.06 N.H. Teachers Retirement System 7,685.02
State Treasurer, Social Security 12,478.63
766.0 Repairs to Buildings N.H. Dept. of Welfare, ASI Fund,
'
Belletete's Inc., paint, administering Social Security
glass, sundries 832.22 accounts 31.11
Goodnow's Shopping Center, Blue Cross-Blue Shield, District share 2.738.96
sander rental, supplies 207.69 $23,668.09
N.E. Door Closer, Inc., door
closer repairs 8.95 855.0 Insurance & Bonds
Maurice S. Tuttle, dec. Monadnock Insurance Agency,
repairs & installations 239.68 Treasurer's bond 20.00
C.L. Haskell, flameproofing Monadnock Insurance Agency,
stage curtains 112.00 School Lunch bond 10.00
Simplex Time Recorder, time Monadnock Insurance Agency,
clock maintenance agreement 29.00 multi-peril policy 340.85
Simplex Time Recorder, schedule changes 34.50 Cournoyer Insurance Agency,
Simplex Time Recorder, other repairs 46.59 multi-peril policies 1,671.60
W.E. Aubuchon Co., lock sets 14.58 Cournoyer Insurance Agency,
W.E. Aubuchon Co., misc. purchases 3.40 Workmen's Compensation 1,247.00
H & L Paint Service, painting, Eaves Insurance Agency, Driver
Grade School 1,326.00 Training car 121.36
Al Melanson Co., roof repairs 132.40 Eaves Insurance Agency
Scenic State Oil, Inc., pumping & multi-peril policy 340.85
holding oil 90.00 Lloyd Wellington, multi-peril policy 340^
Yeaton & Maine, cleaning oil tank 75.00 $ 4,092.51
Jaffrey Water Works, Compressor &
labor refuel tank 27.50 GENERAL SUPPORT ITEMS
F. Mei & Co., plumbing & heating.
Grade School 739.40 975.0 School Lunch
Willard Mason, extra work with Federal Reimb., paid to
Mr. Tuttle & Mr. Pratt 16.00 School Lunch Program 5,636.76
Monadnock Lumber Co., paint 9.75 Jaffrey School Lunch Program,
Northern Heating & Plumbing Co., District subsidy 2,380.89
boiler work, Conant 2,221.01 Central Paper Products Co., cups & straws 102.90
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Symons Paper Co., napkins
Admiral Craft Equipment Corp.,
can liners
Admiral Craft Equipment Corp.,
spoons & forks









1075.0 & 1090.0 Athletics & Other Student-Body activities
NHIAA, annual dues 120.00
Clell Wade, Coaches Directory 3.00
William Murray, bus driving, athletics 370.75
Harold A. Clukay, bus hire 83.53
BeUetete's, Inc., lime 7.12
Soccer Officials 237.96
Elite Laundry, cleaning uniforms 32.40
Cardigan Sport Store, uniforms & suppUes 868.25
Richard Sanders, cloth for slalom flags 11.22
James Hautanen, bus driving, athletics 14.00
Oliver Burgoyne, athletic trips 280.66
Globe Ticket Co. of N.E. tickets 47.81
Bruce Edwards, travel 16.00
Conant H.S., petty cash expenses 27.60
Neff Athletic Lettering Co., awards 243.89
Baseball umpires 132.72
Willard Mason, yearbook dance 10.00
James Hautanen, bus driving,
UNH Band Day 26.00
Percy L Quimby, bus driving.
UNH Band Day 26.00
The Black Lantern, National Honor
Society dinner 125.85
William Murray, bus driving.
activity trips 31.00
Saturday basketball coaching 200.00
$ 2,920.56
Refunds: NHIAA Team Allowance,
1968-69 30.40
Refunds: NHIAA Team Allowance,
1969-70 72.80





Steel-Craft Letter Co., Ernest J. Pratt
Gymnasium plaque






Adirondack Chair Co., table 32.85
Beckley-Cardy Co., bulb changer 24.00
Beckley-Cardy Co., library
units, desks, files 745.29
Brodhead-Garrett Co., milling cutter 31.35
Shipping Room Suppliers, chair truck 44.07
Nelson C. Faught Co., desks 348.60
Nelson C. Faught Co., files 46.00
Nelson C. Faught Co., chairs 159.80
Rhythm Band, Inc., Resonator Bell 43.18
Mathematical Visual Aids,
math equipment 75.15
R.J. Lamothe Refrigeration Co.,
milk cooler 511.00
Bush Music Center, bassoon 450.00
tympani, piccolo, cymbals 630.00
Math-Master, computer & filmstrip
equipment 354.80
A.H. Rice Co., overhead projectors 467.85
A.H. Rice Co., screens 159.60
A.H. Rice Co., filmstrip projectors 375.00
A.H. Rice Co., microphone stand 5.75
A.H. Rice Co., record players 129.95
A.H. Rice Co., tape recorder 169.95
A.H. Rice Co., 16mm sound projector 650.00
Newton Potters Supply, Inc.,
sculptor's tools 35.70
IBM Corporation, transcribing machine 400.00
LaPine Scientific Co., logic trainer 309.93
Lyons Band Instrument Co., music stands 58.84
Simon's, stop watch 15.50
George N. Fontaine, snowblower 389.00
Sears, Roebuck & Co., fluorescent fixture 12.53
Harold R. Johnson Electric Co.,
portable baseboard heater 32.40
Leonard & Company, Safety
Glass Monitor Program 290.66
Patterson Brothers, cabinets 130.50
Harvard Supply Co., interval timer 16.27
Jaffrey Fire Department,
fire extinguishers 54.00
Cardigan Sport Store, gym mats 159.00
Cardigan Sport Store, inflator 40.00
Cardigan Sport Store, Coans sets 57.95;
$ 7,609.14;




State Street Bank & Trust C,
payment of bonds
State Street Bank & Trust Co.,
interest on bonds
State Street Bank & Trust Co.,







1477.3 Supervisory Union Budget
Supervisory Union No. 47,
J affray's share, 1969-70 budget
Supervisory Union No. 47,
Jaffrey's share, over-draft, 1968-69
1479.0 Tuition, Other Than PubUc Schools
State of New Hampshire, tuition
Transportation to parents
1981.0 Refunds












CONANT HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
The 1970 graduating class of Conant High School
numbered fifty-four, twenty-eight boys, and twenty-six
girls. Eleven boys and ten girls, (38.8%) went on to a
four-year college program. Three boys and four girls went
on to two-year education programs (12.9%). Three boys
entered military service (5.5%), four girls married (7.4%),
eleven boys and eight girls entered the labor market
(35.1%). A total of twenty-eight, 51.7% of the class are
furthering their education.
GRADUATES
Deborah Aho, Jeffrey Austin, John Balentine, Kathleen
Bartlett, Djuna Bishop, Debra Boudrieau, Susan Burke,
Roland Charlonne, Kenneth CoU, George Davis, Kathleen
DeCelle, David Deschenes, Linda Desmarais, David Dupuis,
William Ellis, Donnalee Farhm, Betsy Fetzer, Carol Forcier,
Richard Gatto, Lewis Gibnore, Douglas Hagstrom, David
Hanan, Laura Haske)', Richard Hill, Dorna Jewell, Kent
Johnson, Lydia Johnson, Scott Knight Ronald LaBonte,
Arnold LaFreniere, Patti Lambert, Alexa Maki, Jeanne
Maniscalchi, Paul Marceau, Glen Miller, Alan Niskala, Kevin
O'Brien, Kathleen Pilewicz, Katherine Pilewicz, John
Pillsbury, Nina Pomponio, Deborah Putnam, Deborah
Sands, Wallace Savard, Ann Sawyer, Jane Sawyer, Gail
SeOars, Michael Seppala, James Thoin, Linda Wilder,
Charles Willis, Diane Winship, Steve Wiinikka, John
Wozmak.
STATISTICS FOR THE YEAR ENDING
JUNE 30, 1970
Number of pupils registered during year 679
Number of days actually in session 180




Average number of days each pupil was in school 166.8
Non-resident pupils (Tuition) 148
PupOs transported at district expense
(Average) 353.2


















































Nov. 22 Charles Maurice Van Blarcom
Dec. 12 Jennifer Lynn Given
Dec. 20 Denise Lynn Blair
Dec. 23 James Robert IVIason
Dec. 31 Sage A netta Green
1970
Jan. 20 Ann (Marie Cournoyer
Jan. 31 Jessica Bee Shattucl<
Jan. 31 Alyssa Beth Hamilton
Feb. 24 Pamela Ann Reed
Feb. 25 Kristin Lee Bosse
Mar. 11 Randall Scott Cox
Mar. 18 N icole Lee Forcier
Mar. 20 Theodore Charles Taylor
Apr. 6 Todd Sumner Littlefield
Apr. 12 Allison Kate Royce
Apr. 16 Stephanie Mavis Young
Apr. 17 Kimberly Beth Lawrence
Apr. 22 William Howard Helstein
Apr. 24 Angela Joy Brunell
Apr. 30 Patricia E Men Adams
May 7 Jenefer Marie Buckley
May 8 Bethany Lucy Parker
May 1 1 Sherry Ann Shute
May 21 Kathy Lee Anderson
May 22 Jerome E ric Baird
May 23 Vicky Lynn Rollins
June 1 IMicole Marie Dyer N.H.
June 3 Ann Marie Record
Mary Ann Record
June 9 Mary Christina Kottke
June 11 Andre Paul Wasklewicz
June 18 Tracey Lynn Scenna
Derrick Andrew Scenna
June 21 Edward Philip Archambault
July 2 Matthew James Peard












































































Edward J. Van Blarcom
Carmen C. Poirier
A ylmer H. G iven, Jr.
Mary T. Desmarais
Frank J. Blair
G loria E. R ousseau
Robert R. Mason
Janet M. Bussiere
Wayne S. G reen 1
1
Elin L. Harie
Randyl P. Cournoyer, Jr.
Patricia A. Hodgdon









N ina M. M iller








Russell E. Young, Jr.
































Theresa R. St. Pierre
John M. Pearj




July 12 Julia Margaret Rivard
July 12 David Michael Charlonne
July 13 Gerald Lawrence Scrlbner
July 24 Thomas Aaron Lambert
July 30 Richard Thomas Jewell
Aug. 22 Tina Marie Wooster
Aug. 23 Sally Alice Baldwin
Aug. 23 Bradley David Lizotte
Aug. 24 Scott Michael Watson
Sept. 4 David Harold Drew
Sept. 5 Suzanne Marie Burgoyne
Sept. 10 Linda Marie Pickford
Sept. 10 Todd Hutchinson Shanks
Sept. 14 Carol Annette Belletete
Sept. 15 Rebekah Elizabeth Oliver
Sept. 26 Justin Joseph Leavitt
Sept. 29 Christopher Patrick Aucoin
Oct. 12 Bruce Alan Niskala, Jr.
Oct. 19 Justine Marie Desmarals
Oct. 19 Patrick Michael Fish
Oct. 21 Karl Sand Forry
Oct. 27 Theodore Peter Piwowarczyk III
Oct. 30 Kristy Sue Bosley
Nov. 7 Keith Brian Coll
Nov. 25 Jason Walter Phllippy
Dec. 4 Rae Lyn Crowell
Dec. 10 Jason Wesley Sawyer
Dec. 30 Theresa Kit Winship





















































R ichard E. Pickford
Patricia A. Aucoin
William J. Shanks


































y\/f/47?7?7^/4^77C registered in the town of jaffrey, n.h.Xfl-Zx XVXVX yJ. VTi_jtJ For the Year Ending December 31. 1970
Name and Surname Residence of Birthplace By
Date of Age each at time of of Whom
Bride and Groom Marriage Each Married
1969
June 28 Perry Hale Sawyer 21 Jaffrey, N.H. New Hampshire Rev. Johns. Barber
Sandra Joyce Hodgen 18 Wilton, N.H. New Hampshire Wilton, N.H.
Dec. 13 James Lyie Heater 19 Milford, N.H. New Hampshire Rev. William B. Wylle
1970
Jan.
Linda Ann Labonte 16 Jaffrey, N.H. New Hampshire Milford, N.H.
1 Patrick Francis Caulfield 25 Jaffrey, N.H. Co. Galway, Ireland Rev. Frank L. Irvine, Jr.,
Lois-- Sawyer 23 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Jeffrey, N.H.
Jan. 9 Bruce Sawyer Clarl< 22 Jaffrey, N.H. Tokyo, Japan Rev. Thomas B. Wignall
Lucy Helen Flinkstrom 22 Troy, N.H. Fitchburg, Mass. Troy, N.H.
Jan. 10 John Sheldon Kane 30 Cambridge, Mass. Cambridge, Mass. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
Donna May Comtois 24 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H.
Jan. 17 Theodore Peter Piwowarczyk III 24 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
Sandra Elaine Bouierisse 26 Jaffrey, N.H. Jeffrey, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H.
Jan. 24 Alfred N. Willett 45 W. Brookfield, Mass. Mass. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
Isabel H.Walker 45 S. Hadley, Mass. Mass. Jaffrey, N.H.
Feb. 7 John Peter Bourque 40 Jaffrey, N.H. Sanford, Maine Rev. Frank L. Irvine, Jr.,
Olive Mae Fuller 46 Jaffrey, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H.
Feb. 13 Craig Holt Clark 20 Jaffrey, N.H. Tokyo, Japan Jason C. Sawyer, JP,
Lyda Lee Stevenson 28 Jaffrey, N.H. Mt. Vernon, N.Y., Jaffrey, N.H.
Feb. 14 Gerald Arthur Scribner 22 Jaffrey, N.H. New Hampshire Rev. Robert F. Griffin,
CharlonneAnn LaBier 18 Peterborough, N.H. New York Peterborough, N.H.
Feb. 20 Richard Vincent Sanchioni 20 Hamburg, N.Y. Buffalo, N.Y. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
Gail Lynne Faraci 19 Lakeview, N.Y. New York Jaffrey, N.H.
Feb. 21 John E. Crandall 20 Rochester, N.Y. New York Rev. Robert E. Barnea,
Cynthia M. Sterling 19 Jaffrey, N.H. Mass. Jaffrey, N.H.
Feb. 28 Robert Paul Wooster 17 Jaffrey, N.H. Hanover, N.H. Rev. Frank L. Irvine, Jr.,
Linda Mae Wilder 18 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H.
Feb. 28 Joseph L. Leavitt 18 Jaffrey, N.H. New Hampshire Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
Wanda M. Gregory 16 Rindge, N.H. New Hampshire Jaffrey, N.H.
Mar. 13 Stephen James Hebert 18 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
Laurie Louise Frizzle 17 Rindge, N.H. Concord, Mass. Jaffrey, N.H.
Mar. 14 Gerald Louis Bohannon 17 Jaffrey, N.H. New Hampshire Helen D. Hawes, JP,
Priscilla Ann Chaffee 16 Keene, N.H. New Hampshire Keene, N.H.
Apr. 12 Daniel Charles Jameson 22 Athol, Mass. Concord, N.H. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
Linda Jean Lawton 23 Athol, Mass. Spokane, Wash. Jaffrey, N.H.
Apr. 17 William Tucker Wozmak 20 Jaffrey, N.H. Boston, Mass. Rev. Forrest N. Johnson
Carol Jean Williams 20 Peterborough, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Peterborough, N.H.
Apr. 18 Ira Leigh Chamberlin 41 Fitchburg, Mass. Plymouth, Conn. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
Theresa Ann Coer 32 Fitchburg, Mass. Stoneham, Mass. Jaffrey, N.H.
Apr. 18 Robert Eugene LeDuc 43 Fitchburg, Mass. Fitchburg, Mass. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
Jean Barbara Cormier 40 Fitchburg, Mass. Ayer, Mass. Jaffrey, N.H.
Apr. 25 Roland David Charlonne 17 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
Paula Marie Bourdon 18 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Jeffrey, N.H.
Apr. 25 Brent Allen Aucoin 19 Jaffrey, N.H. Lincoln, Maine Rev. Donald L. Martineau,
Paula Marie Letourneau 16 Rindge, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H.
May 9 Oscar- Hernandez 31 Lawrence, Mass. Cuba Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
Jane Anne McGall 25 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H.
May 9 Dana Glenn Smith 20 Easthampton, Conn. Bangor, Maine Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
Sharon Ann Salkauskas 20 Haddom, Conn. Middletown, Conn. Jaffrey, N.H.
May 16 Alfred Arthur Renaud 33 Jaffrey, N.H. Haverhill, Mass. Rev. Samuel Elliott,
Carol Lee May 20 Troy, N.H. Keene, N.H. Troy, N.H.
May 23 Dudley Wainwright Orr, II 18 Jaffrey, N.H. New Hampshire Rev. Robert W. Thurston,
Donnalyn Ruth Taylor 19 Keene, N.H. New Hampshire New London, N.H.
May 29 John H. Moore, Jr. 25 Jaffrey, N.H. Gardner, Mass. Rev. Frank L. Irvine, Jr.,
Dorothy A. Raymond 25 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H.
June 6 Philip - Caron 43 Jaffrey, N.H. Jeffrey, N.H. Rev. Robert E. Barnea,
Ada Alice Whittemore 51 Jaffrey, N.H. Mexico, Maine Jaffrey, N.H.
June 6 Drew Thomas Boudrieau 23 Jaffrey, N.H. New Hampshire Rev. Canisius Kiniry, SA,
Gail Frances Hannan 21 Jaffrey, N.H. New Hampshire Jaffrey, N.H.
June 13 William Herbert Taylor 23 Durham, N.H. New Hampshire Rev. Donat Lamothe,
Marcia Louise Tolman 21 Jaffrey, N.H. New Hampshire Jeffrey, N.H.
June 16 Lloyd Charles Tenney, Jr. 23 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
Carol WrayWilkins 20 Jefferson, Mass. Holden, Mass. Jaffrey, N.H.
June 20 Frank Kelly Grubbs 22 Johnson City, Tenn. Johnson City, Tenn. Rev. Frank L. Irvine, Jr.,
Cynthia Louise Schaffner 20 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H.
June 20 William Lambert Moran 48 Cambridge, Mass. Illinois Rev. John H. Leamon
Suzanne Drinker Funkhauser 42 Belmont, Mass. Massachusetts Jeffrey Center, N.H.
June 20 Kenneth Victor Salter 31 Jaffrey, N.H. Shamonkin, Penna. Rev. Frank L. Irvine, Jr.,
Gabrielie Edith Osmun 22 Jaffrey, N.H.
144
Paris, France Jaffrey, N.H.
June 20 James Donald Bernard
Brenda Dale LaFond
June 20 Alan Edwin Cutter
Dorna Lee Jewell
June 21 Karl Clayton Parkinson
Audrey Bernadette Aid
June 21 John Henry Heimo, Jr.
Helen Maria Neimi
June 23 Bruce Alan Niskala
Patricia Mae Stockdale
June 30 Charles John Taylor
Veda Delores Davis
July 4 Thomas Joseph Barnicle
Roberta Jane Glidden
July 4 Charles Louis Currier
Betty Ann McCabe
July 25 Stephen Roosevelt Johnson
Marion Mack Johnson
Aug. 2 Gordon Wayne Davis
Elizabeth A. Southland
Aug. 3 Ambrose Asri-Asha Metzger>-
Kathleen Marie Donnelly
Aug. 8 Richard Arthur Dunning
Wendy Susan Fetzer
Aug. 9 Marcel Francis Robert
Leone Eleanor Converse
Aug. 14 Robert Henry Oja
Janet Doris Drouin
Aug. 22 Gregg Hilton Drew
Marcia Elizabeth Tray nor
Aug. 22 Michael Edward Hogan
Kathy Ann Forcier
Aug. 23 Robert Edward Ducharme
Senia Ruth Maki
Aug. 28 Howard Bruce Eaves
Jean Louise LaPonsie
Sept 17 Eric-- Hartell
Evelyn Page Barrett
Sept. 18 Francis Edward Martin
Janice Caroline Buzzell
Sept. 19 Lawrence Roland Zettervall
Kathie Irene Desmarais
Sept. 26 Raymond A. Lagasse
Dian L. Winship
Sept. 26 Leonard Holden Krause
Patricia Eileen Oliver
Sept. 26 Francis Anthony Belliveau
Ritva Helena Joki
Sept. 29 Robert Edgar Riel
Sandra Jean Sirois
Oct. 8 Raymond - Baird
Jane Carol Wood
Oct 24 James Gordon Strobridge
Lydie Rosenberg
Nov. 22 Warren Vernon Chouinard
Betty Ann Desmarais
Nov. 26 Francis Joseph O'Shea
Anne Marie Holm
Nov. 28 James Alfred Petralia
Cynthia Marie Paula
Dec. 11 Thomas Earle Peters
Ann Patricia Connolly
Dec. 20 Michael Paul Potter
Mary Elizabeth Gatto
Dec. 20 Lee Alfred Sawyer
Judith Ellen Pratt
21 Winchendon, Mass. Massachusetts Rev. Robert E. Barnea,
19 Rindge, N.H. Massachusetts Jaffrey, N.H.
18 Jeffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
19 Jaffrey, N.H. Portsmouth, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H.
22 Jaffrey, N.H. Chicago, 1 II. Rev. William J. Clark, J r-.
23 Flushing, N.Y. Brooklyn, N.Y. Antrim, N.H.
44 Westminster, Mass. Westminster, Mass. Rev. John H. Leamon
50 Fitchburg, Mass. Finland Jaffrey Center, N.H.
19 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Rev. Frank L. Irvine, Jr ,
20 Jaffrey, N.H. Uniontown, Penna. Jaffrey, N.H.
33 Jaffrey, N.H. Washington, D.C. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
37 Otis AFB, Mass. Bennington, Oklahoma Jaffrey, N.H.
27 Fitchburg, Mass. Fitchburg, Mass. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
23 Barre, Mass. Barre, Mass. Jaffrey, N.H.
30 Manchester, N.H. New Hampshire Francis J. Donahue, JP,
20 Jaffrey, N.H. New Hampshire Peterborough, N.H.
68 Kingshill, V.I. New York Rev. Frank L. Irvine, Jr .,
65 Jaffrey, N.H. New Hampshire Jaffrey, N.H.
28 Worcester, IVlasa Gardner, Mass. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
28 Northbridge, Mass. Bridgewater, Maine Jaffrey, N.H.
B undy 21 Jaffrey Center, N.H. Punjab, 1 ndia Rev. Denis F. Horan
23 Jaffrey Center, N.H. New Hampshire Keene, N.H.
23 Peterborough, N.H. New Hampshire Rev. James L. Haddix,
23 Jaffrey, N.H. New York Temple, N.H.
48 N. Smithfield, R.I. St. Hyacinthe, PQ, Can. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
51 N.Smithfield, R.I. Hubbardston, Mass. Jaffrey, N.H.
27 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
26 Jaffrey, N.H. Lynn, Mass. Jeffrey, N.H.
22 Bristol, Conn. Island Falls, Maine Rev. John H. Leamon,
19 E. Hartford, Conn. Hartford, Conn. Jaffrey Center, N.H.
25 Bennington, Vt. Bennington, Vt. Rev. Robert E. Barnea,
22 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H.
21 Greenville, N.H. N. Brookfield, Mass. Raymond J. Desmarais,JP
20 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H.
22 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Rev. Johns. Barber,
19 Jaffrey, N.H. Nashua, N.H. Wilton, N.H.
66 Chatham, Mass. New York Rev. John H. Leamon
63 Jaffrey Center, N.H. New York Jaffrey Center, N.H.
36 Jaffrey, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H. Arthur W. Bowers, JP,
28 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Troy, N.H.
23 Coon Rapids, Minn. Minnesota Rev. Robert E. Barnea,
19 Jaffrey, N.H. New Hampshire Jaffrey, N.H.
20 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Rev. Edwin J. Godden
18 Rindge, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Rindge, N.H.
27 St. Cesaire, PQ, Can. Washington, D.C. Rev. Frank L. Irvine, Jr
27 Jaffrey, N.H. North Carolina Jaffrey, N.H.
36 Leicester, Mass. Worcester, Mass. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
28 Rutland, Mass. New York, N.Y. Jaffrey, N.H.
23 Jaffrey, N.H. Boston, Mass. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
19 Jaffrey, N.H. Nashua, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H.
33 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Rev. Frank L. Irvine, Jr ,
30 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Jeffrey, N.H.
76 New York, N.Y. Ohio Rev. John H. Leamon
62 New York, N.Y. France Jaffrey Center, N.H.
44 Peterborough, N.H. Lowell, Mass. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
33 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Jaffrey, N.H.
41 Worcester, Mass. Worcester, Mass. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
32 Gardner, Mass. Gardner, Mass. Jaffrey, N.H.
28 Worcester, Mass. Boston, Mass. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
23 Worcester, Mass. Worcester, Mass. Jaffrey, N.H.
45 Peterborough, N.H. Boston, Mass. Raymond J. Desmarais, JP,
30 Jaffrey, N.H. Jamaica Plain, Mass. Jaffrey, N.H.
22 Cecil AFB, Florida Pontiac, Michigan Rev. William S. Gannon ,
22 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Peterborough, N.H.
22 Jaffrey, N.H. Peterborough, N.H. Rev. Frank L. Irvine, Jr ,
21 Jaffrey, N.H. Brockton, Mass. Jaffrey, N.H.
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Thomas D. Babneauiu 51


























































IN OTHER TOWNS AND REGISTERED IN JAFFREY, N. H.





























30 Joseph Russell Barrett 68 M M
10 Vincent W. Adams 74 M M
13 Victoria Whitehead 75 F D
18 A. Jean Brown 86 F S
21 Edgard W. Caron 74 M W
27 Elmer L. Ford 83 M M
30 Margaret Elizabeth Emery 70 F M
30 Harry Morton Wallace 75 M M
24 Lizzie Duval 79 F M
24 William E. Devlin 65 M M










































Mar. 15 Helen O. Chamberlain
Mar. 26 G lad ysS. Richardson
Apr. 25 Emma B. Baldwin
Apr. 26 Maurice Samuel Tuttle
May 15 Marion J. Wheeler
June 16 Jeanne L. Williams
June 29 Belle Ruth McSkimmon
July 6 Philomene Taylor
July 9 Carolyn A. Roeder
July 11 ElynoreG. Heil
Aug. 29 Arthur Durand
Sept. 8 John-Syrjamaki
Sept. 18 Harold Carl Nystrom
Sept. 22 Mary Jane McKinnon
Sept. 25 Ozlna M. Lambert
Sept. 27 Delia Mary Rose Caron
Sept. 28 Myrtle L. Dubois
Oct. 6 Elmer H. Eaves
Oct. 19 Otto Richard Koskela
Oct 29 Charles Arthur Hurd
Oct. 31 Alphonsine M. Desmarais
Oct. 30 Philip Nelson Burgoyne
Nov. 1 Anna M. Booth
Nov. 11 William E. Oja


























































St. Narcisse, PQ, Can.
College Point, N.Y.
Springfield, Mass.
St. Hughes, PQ, Can.
Finland
Sweden
Wells, Maine
W. Warren, Mass.
Canada
Massachusetts
Dublin, N.H.
Finland
New Hampshire
Canada
Peterborough, N.H.
Boston, Mass.
New Hampshire
Jaffrey, N.H.
Frank A. Freeman
Hattie Daniels
Earl W. Spencer
Agnes L.M. Hughes
William Buckwold
Catherine Ehinger
Edgar H. Tuttle
Evelyn F. Dodge
George W. Jewett
Stella Weld
Pierre Levesque
Mary Heroux
William Vaughan
Martha —
Adolph Demers
Carolyn Taylor
Fred Sharman
Carolyn Motz
Patrick J. McCarthy
Helen G. Foley
Dieudonne Durand
DelvinaSimoneau
Olaf Nystrom
Marie —
James Emery
Carrie Durand
Peter Guerin
Melvina Dumontet
Abraham Caron
Josephine Jean
Frederick F. Welch
Annie M. Dale
Thomas J. Eaves
Eliza J. Howard
Jacob Koskela
Marijana Parhiala
Henry Hurd
Vinnie Jackson
Camille Deshais
Clementine Marcoux
Nelson L. Burgoyne
Blanche R. Ryder
John Egan
Mary Bannon
John Oja
Miina Kauppinen
Albany Pelkey
Nora Lamore
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